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See page 14

The grass Is always greener on the other side: On an Island divided by the threat of secession, Ellen Nixon mows a lawn where Long Island meets Casco Bay.

To secede or not to secede:

Long Island's uncivil war
• Story I1y Bob Young
• Photos I1y Ton« Harbert

Life on Long Island is a little more tense than usual these days. But it's
nothing an outsider would notice at first. The only sign of the island's
Nov. 3 election to secede from Portland is a piece of paper tacked to the
bulletin board at Garke's General Store, the center of island life. The
paper's handwritten message urges islanders to "vote yes" on secession.
But talk to islanders for a while and it's clear that tension over the
secession vote is spilling into all comers of island life. Some islanders
aren't speaking to each other. Some are afraid to express their opinions for
fear of making enemies of friends. Others are arguing in the general store.
A couple of islanders even came to blows recently on the ferry after
arguing about secession. And almost all islanders are targets of rumors,
charges and countercharges about what motivates their support or
opposition to secession.
The squabbling started when islanders decided to consider seceding
from Portland to free themselves from the city's rising tax rates. When the
secession terms were hammered out, however, islanders discovered their
tax rate as Maine's newest town was going to drop only slightly.
Consequently, secessionists shifted the focus of their argument to the
benefits of self-government. "To me, it just makes no sense that a rural

fishing island 45 minutes from Portland is being run by an urban government," said secession leader Nancy Jordan.
But many people live on Long Island to avoid such responsibility. "We
don't live on Long Island in order to play government. We live here to
escape it," argued Sarah Ladd. "We can feel independent because we're
not busy trying to figure out if our neighbor's septic system is up to
code."
And when Long Islanders like Ladd looked around and took stock of
who would be running the new town and inspecting neighbors' septic
systems, they saw a civil war on the horizon. Suddenly, they started
pining for the da ys when all islanders were able to uni te against a
common enemy - the city of Portland.
'1t's a classic case of the devil you know versus the devil you don't
know," said City Councilor Peter O'Donnell, who represents Long Island.
The debate may seem small and remote to mainlanders, but Long
Island's decision bears significance beyond its shores. Ultimately, it will
affect Portland's other Casco Bay islands, finances and all the city's
property owners.

Continued on page 8
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It's Delicious!
E delizioso
(eh day-Ieez-ee-OH-soh)
Know what makes Anthony's
pizza taste so good?
• Five cheeses on every pizza
• European fresh dough
• Our own pizza sauce recipe
Know what makes it irresistible?
• $4.99 for 10"
• $7.99 for 16"
• Only 99~ a slice
• Coupon below

f----------------------------I
I ANTHONY'S PIZZA COUPON :

:

- -

:

Italian
Kitchen

I
I

$1.00 OFF
I
Any Whole Pizza :
151 MIddle Slrflfll • Nexl to Vldeoport
774-8668· Ealln or Take Out

Expires 10122192' Not to be combined
with any other co"",n

I
I
I

-----------------------------

771epORTLAND BALLET COMPANY'S
Eugenia L. O'Brien Artistic Director

THE NUTCRACKER
IS MOVING TO PORTLAND
Formerly at City Theater in Biddeford

Nautilus
Maxi-Cam
Universal
Polaris
Unlimited Free Weights

Merlene Knauer: MI can feel the bus breathing. You get In and hear Its heart beating. It's yours.

Enjoy a workout with our state-of-the-art exercise
machines. Use what you need. Our professional staff is
here to assist you no matter what fitness level you are at.

A conversation with

Merlene Knauer

NO!roRTLAND HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
NEW tOoth
IVERSARY PRODUCTION

• By Paul Karr
• Photo by Tonee Harbert

Merlene Knauer is the METRO bus system's only
female driver. She runs the Congress Street (#1) and
Westbrook (#4) lines each day.

December 4-20

How did you start driving buses?

Early Matinees, Early Evenings
Call 772-9671 for tickets.
early. Sellouts are traditional.

_Fri Dec 4· 7:00pm

100 years ago, on December 18,1892,
the Nutcrackerwas first presented at
the Maryinsky theater In St. Petersburg,
Russia. Celebrate on Friday, December
18, 1992 with a special performace
followed by a Victorian Family
Christmas Feast at the Portland Club. In
a first time collaboration, the Portland
Ballet's Nutcracker will have sets
designed after the famed Victoria
Mansion, with Christmas Eve party
guests portraying actual Portland
historical figures, making this the very
first Nutcracker production with an
authentic Maine setting.

_Sat Dec 5 . 1:00pm
_Sun Dec 6 - 1:00pm
_Fri Dec II - 7:00pm
_Sat Dec 12-I:OOpm
_Sat Dec 12 - 7:00pm
_ Sun Dec 13 -1:00pm
_ Fri Dec 18 • 6:00pm

_Sat Dec 19 -1:00pm
_Sat Dec 19 -7:00pm

Please reserve
_
adult lickClS@$16and
_
studentlscnior (65+)
tickClS@ $10 for the

_Chock enclosed

Charge my _ Visa _ Mastercard.

Add $3 postage handling.
performll1ence checked at left.
For a special Dec 18 pcrfontllllCe Card No. _ _ _ _ __
and dinn .... please reserve
upirali", date_ _ Day Phone _ _
_adult tickClS@ $50 and
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_
child (12 & under)@525. Addras _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, ST. Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
Totalarnounl due $ _

_Sun Dec 20 - 1:00pm

AI perfonrances at Portland High School Auditorium. 284 Cumbe~and Ave. No refunds or
exchanges. Send se~-addressed sta~ envelope with your order. Make check or money order
payable to: Portland Ballet. 341 Cumbe~and Ave., Portland. ME 04101
Telephone (207) 772-9671

W

Don't forgetour aerobic
classes include
something for
every level:

PEl
MONTH
In NOW AYAlWU
CALL FOI DlTAIU

FREE

WEEK
AT

UNION
STATION
with this coupon.

expires 11/5192

~
~
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TRY US OUT!
r

When I got divorced, I was tryin' to figure out what I
was gonna do. A bunch of us were sittin' around, and
one of the guys said, 'Merlene, do what you do best:
Go out and drive machines.'"
;Do you like It?

I love it. I've always been a bit out of the norm.
Growin' up, I was never much of a conformist. I loved
to drive and I loved big machines. Twelve years, I been
runnin' big machines. I worked in some paper mills; I
was one of the first women in the paper mill.

God, I used to race with the guys when we were
teenagers. I was always in a man's world; I was
always right there with 'em. We would go out in the
country and drag our parents' cars! And I used to
win more than I lost.
What's your favorite run?

Congress Street. I'd take that one any chance I got. I
like the afternoons and nights best. You never know
who's coming up the stairs and what's happened to
'em that they're either gonna share with you or take
out on you. It's not boring_

Weird, I don't know. It's all human stuff. I find stuff

...

Union Station
~.t.

Fitdess

Union Station Plaza, Portland • 879-9114

Driving is mentally and emotionally hard. It's a
thinking job; you're
always thinking. You
have to be very alert,
very patient... A lot
of people drive with their emotions. That's the thing
we can never do.

talk

I love to drive so much, I drive down from Brunswick
and then drive all day and drive back. caw

enstyle

• Super Circuit

• Power Crunch

What does driving a bus feel like?

How do you get to work?
What's the weirdest thing you've seen?

• Street Jam
• As The Fat Burns

that's strange. I've found false teeth, condoms,
money, food, wallets, clothing.

Experience the
Uncommon

Want to make a weekend even more relaxing?
Slip into Birkenstock.® The pure comfort
supports and cradles your feet. And when you
feel this good, it shows.
For adults and children of all ages.

5 Dendrobium Orchids
(wrapped)

$15

~

~!!~s?.~'s ~A~7:~~tred
Portland
774-5946

Delivery Available

Westbrook
854-2518

•

•

\

• •

;~i~:OU

563 Forest Ave .• Portland, ME. 207-773-6601
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Unex eeted \alue
talk
news real
AI Dianton
Long Island
CBW's changes
Bean responds
Letters

Special Purchase
100% Wool
Cf.N1C ROll],,,

OVERCOATS
Only

$lS9c$2'rs~

..".<:.
0'"

r-cr-O-B-[-R'

Solid Wool Velours
& Herringbone
Tweeds
/~~~~

A.H. BENOIT & CO.
188 Middle St, In the Old Port

~~ .,.~

\

("~

~.~ ~FR-I-':cr-H-E.-]-6-'
. ~~

FEST
IS ON!

'~'~~'.l _ .

7
8

14
14
15

SAUERKRAUT 5
6-9PM

A review of the top news stories effecting Greater Portland
October 7 through 13:

DiluuJr 5-9, T..... - Sat • Dinlwr 5-8, SUIlday
Ru .. n>Gt&mu Apprec;"led
RT 123, NO. HA.RPSWELL. ME . 729·9673

South Portland will not face charges from Cumberland

Wednesday, October 21, 7:30 pm
The extraordinary Japanese violinist Midori has been
heralded by critics, audiences and fellow musicians as
one of the most remarkable artists of this century. In
tremendous demand throughout the wO.rld she has appeared with virtually every major orchestra and conduc-

tor in Europe, North America and the Far East, winning
unanimous praise for her total mastery of the violin."A child
prodigy, Midori, now 20, is a veteran of the world's greatest
stages. The raves are endless and all concur: Midori just gets
better and better.
Sponsored by
Key Trust Company
otMain.

Tickets $10, $17, $23, $28

COMING SOON

Shanghai Acrobats
and Dance Theatre
of Shanghai

3

5-6

Wed.,
Nov. 4

~~

Tues.,
Nov. 17

~i

mark
russe11

ASSOCIATION 772-8630 or

County's top prosecutor, although the city's election officials may have
violated some rules counting votes during the June primary. District
Attorney Stephanie Anderson said the violations don't warrant
prosecution.
.
South Portland City Councilor Kevin Glynn asked Anderson to
investigate wrongdoing by city officials during the June 9 primary,
which was videotaped by an ally of Glynn's. Glynn charged that election
officials used the wrong colored
pen to mark ballots and failed to
announce election results publicly, among other alleged
infractions.

George Bush called the
Maine People's Alliance
"a nutty, left-wing group" on national TV. Appearing on CNN,
Bush dismissed questions raised
by the 14,OOO-member MPA about
the fact that he doesn't pay income taxes in Maine because he
declares a Texas hotel room as
his residence. Bush also
misidentified the Portland-based
MPA as the Clamshell Alliance, a
New Hampshire anti-nuclear
group.

Portland Trails was given
a waterfall, the first gift of

GOOD/'{,OOKIN'

KATAHDIN
As we all know, Gemge Bush and Bill Qinton debated recently in St.
Louis. What you are about to read is their conversation before the TV
cameras rolled:
BILL: I was up in Maine a couple of weeks ago. It's one of your
seventeen hOme states, isn't it?
GEO: Mr. Clinton, you know my home state is Texas. If Maine were
home, I'd pay taxes there.
BILL: Right ... Well, I was at the Portland Jetport and overheard some
people talking about a great place called Katahdin. They were talking
about the reasonable prices. You can't blame them considering how
you've ruined the economy. Anyway, Hillary and I went there in
disquise - Wonderful Food. I thought of you and how you'll be retiring
up there soon. I picked up a m.enu and wine list for you. Here.
GEO: Hmmm ... Pot roast, crab cakes ... I see they don't have pork
rinds.
BILL: Do you really eat those things?
GEO: Are you questioning my integrity?
BILL: That's nice - all domestic wines.
GEO: And look - draft beer. I bet you avoided that while you were
there.
BILL: Avoiding the draft is not an issue. All I'll say is that it was my
kind of place. They serve very liberal portions.
GEO: Actually, I've been there once or twice while I was on vacation.
I hate to admit it, but we agree on something, Bill. I liked Katahdin,
too.
BILL: Let's keep this quiet. If the public finds out, it could throw the
election to Perot.
GEO: Perot! Why does a man with all that money have such a bad
haircut?
BILL: I know what you mean. Oh, no! We'd better stop talking or we
might not find anything to debate!

774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON-THURS 5PM - lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

New Microsoft Word
version 5.1 for the Mac.
The best way yet to make
every day easy.
Now with the unique customizable
toolba!. Just click its buttons to do dozens of common tasks in one steptasks like checking spelling, making
envelopes, and adding bullets. Even
change tbe buttons to best suit the tasks
you do. Word version 5.1 also gives you
charts, instant tables, the ability to add
movies using QuickTime.., drag-anddrop editing, a built-in grammar
checker, and much more.
Come in and ask for a demonstration of Word version 5.1. And see
for yourself just how easy every day
can be.

-~Connecting Point' III'
- - - - COMPUTER CENTER - - - -

319 Marginal Way, Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 772·1156 1-800·443·6070

.
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property to the group, which
hopes to create a 3O-mile necklace of walking trails around the
city by ]999. "We're on the map
now. We're a bona fide land
trust," said Portland Trails Executive Directo~ Alix Hopkins.
The 50-foot waterfall- which has no name - and about an acre of land
were dona ted by Frederick and Ann Jewell. The property adjoins Maine
Audubon Society's Fore River Sanctuary.

Gay rights advocates will take money from out-of-state donors
to fund their campaign for Portland's human rights ordinance. Ordinanceadvocatessaid they need the money to combat anticipated TV ads
from gay rights foes. Neither group is required by state law 10 report its
finances. Equal Protection Portland hasn't yet decided whether to publicize its finances because some donors are afraid of reprisals, according
to spokeswoman Mary MacLean. "It's too bad," MacLean said. "That's
why we're promoting this ordinance."

Local banks and lawyers were reluctant to heip administer a

Portland lawyer William Childs, who handles many OUI cases,
the decision could allow police to bypass the courts to punish
drivers. "Once you allow these wholesale invasions of privacy, there's
no way to stop the police," Childs said.
Assistant Attorney General Donald Macomber said the Supreme
Court had recognized that the need to protect people from drunken
drivers is "paramount."
wam~

You read it here first. As CBW political columnist AI Diamon
reported several weeks ago, straight-shooting Androscoggin County
District Attorney Janet Mills announced she will run against Attorney
General Michael Carpenter for
Maine's top law enforcement
post. DemocratMillshasrankied
law enforcers in the state with
her combative style. But Mills
said she was "not going to run a
negative'campaign" againstCarpenter, whom she recently
criticized for his handling of the
Katherine Hegarty shooting.

,
11

,

.
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Tom Andrews received a

100 percent score for his votes
on environmental issues, according to the League of
Conservation Voters, a national
group that annually ranks the
votes of Congress. All of Maine's
lawmakers scored higher than
the national average, but LCV
deemed the Maine delegation a
"mixed bag." Sen. George
Mitchell scored 83 percent, Sen.
William Cohen rated 67 percent
and Rep. Olympia Snowe received 63 percent. "We hoped
for a better score" from Snowe
and Cohen, said LCV National
Field
Director
Roger
Stephenson.

"On The Verge" opens the Portland Stage Company's 1992-93
season,and that's where the company finds itself financially these days.
PSC has launched a $500,000 fund-raising drive - in addition to its
annual $400,000 drive - in order to payoff its mounting debts, which
hover around $350,000, according to PSC business manager Bill Chance.
The company needs the money no later than May 31, 1993, to
guarantee a $200,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
"Obviously we were ' concerned that donors were tapped out,"
Chance said, referring to recent multimillion dollar fund-raiSing drives
for the Children's Museum and City Hall Auditorium. "But our financial situation is such that we didn't feel we had any choice."
PSC has already received almost $200,000 for its annual drive and
almost $100,000 in its new campaign, Chance said.

/

/

....
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$]00,000 trust fund for victims of admitted child molester Warren Cole,

according to Cumberland County District AttomeyStephanieAnderson.
Cole agreed to establish the trust fund when he pleaded guilty in
April to molesting a Portland boy. The money is to be used to help Cole's
victims pay for counseling and other treatment.
Area banks were not interested in serving as trustee because of the
small amount of money involved, Anderson said, and lawyers she
contacted were worried about"becoming the focus of lawsuits from
angry beneficiaries. Portland lawyer C. Alan Beagle was eventually
selected to oversee the trust.

Unlawfully obtained evidence may be used to suspend a
driver's license, according to a ruling by Maine's highest court. The
Supreme Judicial Court said that the secretary of state's office is not
bound by the same constraints as the courts when it comes to dealing
with drunken drivers.
The decision stemmed from the license suspension of a Waterville
man that was based on a blood test a District Court judge said was
illegally obtained by police.

... 'Thrice within this hour I saw him down and thrice up again and
fighting, from helmet to spur all bloOO he was." "Henry V," Act IV
Life imitated art in a recent Portland production of "Henry V."
Actor Mike Kimball received a nasty
gash from his own sword during a
fight scene. With blood streaming down his forehead, Kimball carried
on without missing a beat.
"Most of the audience thought it was a special effect," said American
Renaissance Theater Director James Hoban. "Fortunately there was a
doctor in the house who took a look at him during intermission."
Immediately after the show, Kimball got a couple of sti tches to close
the wound inflicted by the wooden prop sword. 'That's the kind of
spirit you want in the theater," said Hoban.

Reported by Allan Dowd, Bob Young and the Associated Press,
illustrlltion by John Bawdren.
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BEAUTIFUL THlNGS FOR
YOUR HOME

McKernan, Gannett ram
through workers' comp .reform

JUST ARRIVED!
A new container of
English Country
Pine and Antique
Furniture from
England.

.

• By PaulKa"

When Maine Gov. John McKernan
Signed into law a new package of
workers' compensation reform Oct. 7, it
marked a victory for both McKernan
and the Guy Gannett Co., which had
strongly advocated for the reform effort.
But labor advocates and injured
workers sharply criticized the package
as a setback to workers themselves.
And some legislators who voted
thumbs-down on the package - as did
seven of 10 Portland delegation
members - questioned the Gannett
.empire's tactics.

Come and visit or
give us a call.
773-8815

MARY ALICE REILLEY

ANTIQUES

83 India Street Portland ME 04101 • Mon-Sat 11-5

Wheeling, dealing and discord

4 Course Dinner •

S' I.OO!

IITheme Nights are Back
ll

Every Thursday 5 - 9 pm
I l imFrench Bistro Oct 22
Robinhood4 ME
Just off 121 S
Near Bath
Italian
Indian
New York Deli
Mexican

The
osprey
Oct 29
Nov 5
Nov 12
Nov 19

Mediterranian
Caribbean
International

Dec 3
Dec 10
Dec 17

Reservations Appreciated 371-2530
call for Wine Tastings & Cooking Class Schedule
Time to book your Holiday Party

During the five-day special session
leading up to the new law, the Statehouse floor was the scene of frantic
wheeling and dealing. As mediators on
both sides of the aisle fought to keep
their charges in line, McKernan
threatened to veto any amended
package. Dozens of Democratic
amendments were proposed, approved and shipped to the Blue
Ribbon Commission. Forty-one would
find their way into the final legislation,
but most were only minor changes.
Meanwhile, lurking about the
Statehouse was the presence of The
Portland Newspapers. The newspapers had called for a Blue Ribbon
Commission to reform the system,
then filed a nomination with a Pulitzer
Prize
committee for
their
work. Lawmakers and labor advocates
grumbled about the double-barreled
pressure emanating from McKernan
and the press during the special
session.
"They went very far into that gray
area between covering and causing the
news," said Portland state Rep. Herb
Adams. "Advocacy is done in editorials and analysis pieces [which are
labeled as such)." Adams noted that
the newspapers continually referred to
a labor-management working group as
an ad hoc group; it actually worked for
a year on the issue and has since been
given more responsibilities.
Jim·Mackie, chief steward for a
machinists' union at Bath Iron Works'
Portland dry dock facility, said The
Portland Newspapers' stance - and
their phone calls to other major
newspapers asking for pro-reform
editorials - may have tainted their
reporting of the debate.
"I think any time a newspaper
comes in trying to influence other
editorial boards, you have to question
their objectivity," Mackie said. "I think
they've overstepped their charge."
Mackie added that he didn't feel the
papers' lobbying had affected the final
vote. "fhe pressure point was the
(upcoming) election," he said.
"Gannett can give themselves credit,
but I don't think anybody [in Augusta)
was running around scared."
The final floor vote for the plan,
taken in the wee morning hours of Oct.
6, was 107-40 in the Maine House of
Representatives. That margin easily
satisfied the two-thirds majority

news

BEST BAGELS IN THE OLD PORT!

October

S~ecial

UMPI<IN BAGEL '

~
. ,
"

try It with any of our delicious
cream cheeses or tofu spreads.

open til 5pm daily
879-2425. 15 Temple Street • Portland

~

?i

.

.

needed to enact it. But in the state
Senate the margin was 26-7 - just two
more votes than the minimum necessary. Both House Speaker John Martin
and Senate President Charles Pray
voted against the reform package,
citing the concerns of labor unions as
well as insurance rate increases
expected to result from the reforms.
Their discontent reflected that of
several other groups. An injured
workers' ad vocacy group campaigned
loudly against the reforms. The Maine
AFL-CIO wouldn't support them. And
the 16-member Workers' Compensation Group, a labor-management
coalition that worked on the issue for a
year, couldn't support the final
recommendations either.

Will injured workers lose?
Other critics, including several
lawmakers in the Portland delegation,
have unloaded against the final
package. Among their concerns:
• The package reduces benefits to
injured workers. It cuts the maximum
benefits paid to an injured worker by
$95, or 18 percent, per week. Another
provision to chop the benefits paid to
workers disabled '1ess than 15 percent" was a subject of heated debate,
but it too passed.
'This 15 percent disability rule was
already found unconstitutional and
arbitrary in two other states (Texas and
Florida)," said Rep. Adams. "In
essence, it means disabilities like
carpal tunnel syndrome have disappeared from the workers'
compensation chart."
By slashing benefit payments for
less-than-critically injured workers
from 10 to five years, "they're cutting
benefits to less than what they were in
1916," Adams complained, noting
Maine's original workers' comp law
paid benefi ts for more than six years.
'This is not progress."
• Injured workers must now pay
their own legal bills. That, said cri tics,
could discourage or complicate filing
and collection of claims.
"Insurance companies can afford
unlimited attorneys," said BIW union
steward Mackie. "But if I'm out of
work for eight months .. . I can't afford
a lawyer. It's devastating blow to the
worker, a real legal injustice."
• The package doesn't address
workplace safety. Though the Maine
reforms were based in large part on
Michigan's workers' compensation
system, the Blue Ribbon Commission
itself pointed out that Maine workers
file claims at a rate "substantially
greater than that in Michigan."
According to Maine's Bureau of Labor
Standards, the state's workers become
injured or ill about twice as frequently
as the national average.
• Injured workers can no longer
choose their primary care physicians.
Instead, for the first 10 days after a
workplace injury, they must be treated
by a doctor working for the very same
company they were injured at.
"We've almost taken everything
from workers already," concluded
Mackie. "We can't take any more." caw
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"SUMMERTIME AND THE LIVIN' IS EASY"... at

&other

mistakes

• By Al Diamon

Get a job
Running for Congress is not exactly
the road to financial prosperity. Both
losers in June' s Republican congressional primary are getting firsthand
lessons in coping with a recession.
Third-place finisher John Purcell of
South Thomaston has been out of a job
since his defeat. Purcell had previously
been employed as general manager of
Bicknell Manufacturing in Rockland, a
company owned by his family. He said
he decided not to return to Bicknell "to
keep peace in the family." But Purcell
had a tougher time than he expected
finding a new job, and is now "looking
for anything."
"If I ever run for anything again," he
said, ''I'll have much more of an idea of
what people are going through."
Purcell, who once said he didn' t
want to waste his best years in Augusta,
has applied for several state jobs,
including positions with the newly
merged liquor and lottery commissions.
'11' s kind of depressing," he said. "If
nothing breaks soon I'll probably have
to move out of state."
The runner-up in the GOP primary,
Tony Payne, is working part time at a
Portland advertiSing agency while
trying to stave off bank foreclosure on a
small office building he owns.
Primary victor Linda Bean has, so
far, shown no signs of recessionary
wear and tear.
Bumper sticker of the week: "Ariother 1.1. Bean Employee for Tom
Andrews." According to a Bean's
employee the stickers are a hot item at
the company's Freeport headquarters.
"Everyone wants one," she said, "but
most people are scared to actually put
them on their cars."

This will be the last time
Rumor of the week: Word is circulating among Republican insiders that if
2nd District Congresswoman Olympia
Snowe wins her current bid for reelection, she'll retire from Congress in
1994. That way she could join her
hubby, who's also scheduled to be put
out to pasture in '94, in a lucrative new
lobbying career in Washington.
Earl y GOP contenders for Snowe's
seat are said to be Senate Minority
Leader Charles Webster of Farmington
and state Rep. Rick Bennett of Norway,
the party vice-chairman. Lots of 2nd
District Democrats are lusting for a shot
at Congress as well, but they'll have to
cool their jets until after the November
election lest they undermine Pat
McGowan's bid to unseat Snowe.

Mother and child reunion
Democrat Eliza Townsend is seeking
a state representative seat in Portland.
Her mother, Louise Townsend, is the
Democratic standard bearer in the
House district encompaSSing Canaan,
Cornville, Hartland and Pittsfield. If
both Townsends win they'll be the first
mother and daughter combo ever to

serve Simultaneously in the Maine
Legislature.
Don't bet on it happening, though.
While Eliza is favored to defeat Republican Morton Soule, Louise is a long
shot to defeat the GOP's Sumner Jones.
Still, the Townsends could be laying
the groundwork for a future family
reunion at the Statehouse. Eliza
Townsend has been taking her 2-yearold son with her as she campaigns from
house to house. According to the Bangor
Daily News, the child's first words were
"Mummy, door, door."
Candidate recruiters already have the
kid penciled in for a House bid in 2012.

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities ... it's all filtht up the street or jUst
around the comer from BACK BAY TO~ Or if you prefer the comforts o(home - you can share
a ~ool drink on the terrace With fnends. sWim In the pnvate pool, workout in the exercise room and
enJoy a sauna. Whatever you choose - out on the town - or the comforts of home _Back Bay Tower
can make your summenlme hVIng easy. We proVide state of the an security.

1-800-545-1833 ext 191

Rumor and sigh
Just wondering, but are the folks
who call me up at least once a week
with juicy gossip about Lnda Bean's
personal life the same people who keep
complaining about the Republicans
dredging up Bill Clinton's alleged
indiscretions? caw

772-7050

401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101
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The name of the game
. Republicans have a hard time
winning in Portland (one GOP House
seat in the last 30 years). So some
candidates go to lengths to avoid being
tagged with the "R" word. Richard
Harris, who's challenging Democratic
state Rep. Fred Richardson, has a
. brochure that identifies him as "a
businessman." The brochure quotes
Republican Abe Lncoln and Democrat
John Kennedy. And it refers to Harris
as an "independently minded candidate." There's nary a reference to the
party of McKernan, Snowe, Bush and
Quayle, even though Harris is a duly
registered member.
Democrats win eaSily in Portland, so
it's hard to figure out what Mike
Brennan's problem is. Brennan, who's
seeking the Portland House seat being
vacated by Peter Manning, has a slick
brochure filled with an extensive
resume, endorsements by local
muckymucks and the requisite family
photo. No mention of party membership, though. If the interrogation lamps
were turned on, and the rubber hose
employed, Brennan might finally 'fess
up that he's registered in the same
party as John Martin and Charlie Pray.
It can't hurt him much. His opponent
has dropped out of the race.
When Merle Nelson served in the
Legislature in the 1970s and '80s, one of
her fellow Democrats dubbed her "a
Republican in Democrat's clothing." In
this year's race for the District 27 state
Senate seat Nelson is cloaking herself in
the newly fashionable garment of
partisan anonymity. Her brochure
contains endorsements, volunteer
information and a picture of the candidate drinking from Sebago Lake.
Republicans have the edge in this
district covering Falmouth, Cumberland,
Windham, Gray, Raymond and North
Yarmouth, so it's probably no wonder
Nelson is avoiding a close association
with Bill Clinton and Tom Foley.
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Mini Sf. Andre
French Goat Cheese
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De~icious Homemade Soups Daily
Tel. 7724647 • Fax 772·5294
168 Middle SI. in Port1and's Old Port
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In March 1992, the Legislature approved Long Island's

Portland Public Works employee and Long Island resident John Billings patches an Island road.
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Terms of secession

"There's no way they
can run a town without
a lot of arguing and
flghtlng. ••• It's going to
divide the Island. It will
be like the Hatflelds
and McCoys."
Doris Wood

Rising long and narrow out of Casco Bay - 2.6 mil~s long
and .89 miles at its widest point - Long Island occupIes 900
acres. From dock to dock, Long Island sits 4.5 miles from
Portland. But to its inhabitants - who currently number
about 160 year-rounders and 900 summer residents - Long
Island has always felt like a world away from the city.
When Portland revalued its property in 1991, residents of
Long Island started making the 45-minute boat ride to
Portland more frequently to protest skyrocketing taxes,
which had increased 300 percent for some islanders.
The tax increase kindled a burning interest in secession.
In July 1991, the Long Island Research Committee was . .
formed to "see if incorporation as an independent town IS In
the best interests of the citizens of Long Island." The
committee was chaired by Mark Greene, whose family came
to Long Island in the 1880s from Spain. Greene, a teacher,
resides in Sterling, Mass. But he stays on the island enough
to claim he lives there six months a year, entitling him to
register as a voter there.
The committee spent 15 months exploring what it would
take and how much it would cost to become independent.
Islanders supported the effort overwhelmingly. They voted
98-2 in October 1991 and 85-5 in January 1992 for the
committee to continue its researc~.

request to hold an election on secession. But representatives
from Portland and Long Island failed to reach agreement on
the terms of secession by the June 30 deadline imp?sed by the
Legislature. So the dispute moved to arbitrator Vincent
McKusick, a former chief justice of the Maine Supreme Court.
Under the terms handed down by McKusick, Long
Island's bid to secede was more expensive than islanders
expected. McKusick decided that Long Island would have to
pay the city $1.63 million to cover its share of the city's longterm debts, 1993 Cumberland County taxes and the cost of
closing the island's dump.
As a result, the island property tax rate would have to be
nearly as high as Portland's in order to pay the debts and
maintain the current levels of services. <Portland's rate is $24.66
per $1,000 of assessed value; the island's would be $22.66.)
Although disappointed by the decision, Greene concluded that secession was still in the best interests of
islanders. He stressed that $4.83 of the island's tax rate was
earmarked to pay for debts, and that another 69 cents
covered one-time expenses such as hiring consultants to
help start the town and buying equipment like fireproof file
cabinets. After those expenses were paid off the island tax
rate could drop, he reasoned.
At the same time, Greene argued, Portland's tax rate
seemed destined to increase due to deferred salary hikes,
unfunded pensions of city employees and new capital
projects like the improvements slated for Hadlock Field.
little of the revenue generated by Portland's tax increases
seemed likely to benefit Long Island, he added, and Long
Island's say in setting Portland's future tax rate increases
was "insignificant."
While Greene and other research committee members
still stress the tax breaks to be gained by seceding, they've
shifted the thrust of their argumept to a new focus - the
benefits of self-government.
"It's an idea that I've had most of my adult life," Greene
explained, "and I've always been amazed that the island
wasn't interested in governing itself."
According to plans drawn up by the research committee,
if Long Island votes to secede on Nov. 3, a special town
meeting will be called shortly thereafter to begin the
transition to independence. A town moderator, a school
committee and three selectmen will be elected at the special
town meeting.
The town will also have to elect or appoint other officials,
including a town clerk, tax collector, treasurer, zoning
appeals board, fire chief, animal control officer, health
officer, emergency preparedness agent, fair hearing authority (to decide welfare appeals), code enforcement officer,
plumbing inspector, assessor, road commissioner, planning
board, constable and building inspector.
And the town will start preparing a budget to fund the
services that Portland provides the island: education for 34
school-aged children; public works to handle snow plowing,
road repair and trash collection; police coverage; and
medical emergency evacuation, which is currently provided
by the city's fireboat.
To help islanders make an informed decision on secession, the research committee drew up a model budget that
aimed to maintain all the services the island now receives.
The 14-page budget summary presented to islanders in
September looked impressive.
But it wasn't enough to satisfy all the islanders' doubts
about secession.

Hatfields and McCoys
While Long Island is divided into two camps, the opposing groups can't be neatly defined as young vs. old, seasonal
vs. year-round, affluent vs. working class. All kinds of
islanders exist in both camps.
The camps can't even be defined along bloodlines
because families are divided on secession. Gail Wood
disagrees with her two sons on secession. lillian Gomez
disagrees with her nephew Mark Greene. And Tony
Donovan disagrees wit~ his sister Paula Johnson and her
husband Dave, whose white lobster boat is emblazoned
"We Vote Yes" in red paint.
To make things more confusing, both camps claim the
same goal. They want to keep Long Island from joining the
long list of Maine islands that are no longer year-round
communities.
But the battle lines are clear. Secession opponents fear
that self-government will have neighbors clashing over
everything from zoning to school budgets and shatter the
island's quaint way of life. Secessionists see self-government
as strengthening the bonds between islanders.

Doris Wood is the leading opponent of secession. Wood
serves as the island's constable, drives the island's school
bus (which is her station wagon) and works at the general
store. She's a third-generation native. She's never lived off
the island. And she's well-respected by secessionists.
"There's no one I respect more," said Greene. "I don't
know what made Doris turn (against secession). I don't know
what her agenda is. But I think it's great she's talking about
who would be our selectmen. She'd make a great one."
like most island residents, Wood initially favored the
idea of seceding. But now she's past the point of listening to
secessionists' arguments.
"We argue, but she doesn't think much of my politics,"
said Bob Jones, owner of Clarke's General Store. "At least
she listens to me when we argue about what kind of cand y
to order."
Wood maintains the island is "just too small" to govern
itself. 'There's no way they can run a town without a lot of
arguing and fighting," she said. "I've seen it right at
secession meetings and pointed it out. It's going to divide
the island. It will be like the Hatfields and McCoys."
She also claims that secessionists haven't adequately
answered specific questions, such as who will plow the
island's 9.2 miles of roads and how people with medical
emergencies will be evacuated from the island.
"They haven't come up with answers," she said. "They're
telling people we'll be ab.le to buy services from the city, but
the city is saying come talk to us once you secede. We don't
know what we'll have."
Wood also fears that the secessionists' overriding impulse
to keep taxes low will eventually drive them to cut services.
"When I was a girl we used a pickup truck for an
ambulance and a hearse," she recalled . "We've come a long
way since then. Not having a good medical evacuation plan
in place, that's going back. And I don't want to see us going
back, even if it,means paying a little more."
Wood and other secession opponents like Joe
McDonough, a former Portland fire chief who retired to the
island three years ago, claimed the research committee is
dominated by secessionists who don't live on the island
during the harsh winter months. And those secessionists
don't appreciate the importance of snow plowing and the
rescue boat, which year-rounders consider essential to
survival, McDonough said.
'The problem is that people are making decisions that
will create hardships, but those same people won't share
the hardships," he added.
Wood and McDonough also complained that the research committee was bent on secession and dismissed
dissenting opinions.
"I think people just got into it too deep:' Wood said.
"They're just so determined they don't want to say, 'Gee,
maybe we made a mistake.'"

Brave new world
While the research committee unanimously supports
making Long Island the newest town in Maine, secession
leader Nancy Jordan said the committee wasn't always
united in its commitment to independence.
"The committee started out more balanced," Jordan said.
"But the more we looked into it, the more we favored it. It
would be tough to put that much effort into (secession), if
we weren't into it."
Jordan admitted that she finds the prospect of selfgovernment "eXciting." Jordan grew up on Long Island,
N.Y. She and her husband Bob, a professor at University of
Southern Maine, moved to the island in 1976. 'We were
hippies. We wanted a simple life and a good place to raise
kids," said Jordan, a substitute teacher at Long Island's tworoom elementary school.
Like Greene, Jordan wants to preserve the island as a
year-round community - a way of life she sees threatened
by rising taxes that might drive elderly people on fixed
incomes and working-class people off the island. Then, only
people wealthy enough to afford summer homes could pay
taxes and the summer residents would have no need for
schools, plowing and other services.
"A lot of people are living marginally as it is," said
Greene, who plans to retire from teaching in two to three
years and live on the island year-round. "Maine is down to
14 year-round islands from 300 at the time of World War I.
They're like an endangered species and it's worth all efforts
to make sure this one survives."
Jordan said she understands some islanders' fear of selfgovernment.
"It's the same as a teenager leaving home for the first
time. But for me that fear is overcome by seeing the number

and quality of people involved (in the secession bid) and
looking at other islands and small towns and seeing that
they can do it," she said.
Jordan also argued that the questions posed by secession
opponents have been adequately addressed by the research
committee.
For instance, she said, the research committee's final
report presen ted seven options for transporting island ers to
the mainland in the event of a medical emergency. The
options included contracting with the city to use its fireboat;
contracting with Casco Bay Lines to use a ferry; contracting
with AirMed helicopter service; having the town buy its
own boat; and using the Water Taxi, island fishing boats
and the Coast Guard as back-up services.
While secession opponents cite flaws in all the options
and demand a concrete plan, the research committee report
explained that it never aimed to "sell" anyone of the
options to islanders. Instead, the committee claimed its task
was to investigate the options and present them to islanders.
Jordan also stressed that islanders will have six to seven
months to develop a plan after the election.
Similarly, Jordan noted that the committee outlined
several options for how Long Island could hire contractors
to plow roads, pick up rubbish and maintain other services
currently handled by the city's public works department.
Other questions, such as which city ordinances would be
adopted by the town of Long Island, would be decided by
voters at town meetings, she said.
While secession opponents count respected natives like
Doris Wood in their ranks, the secessionists claim to have
the backing of the island's 23 fishermen, including Don
MacVane, a fifth-generation Long Islander.
"I think most fishermen are conservative by nature, and
when they see the city of Portland they see waste,"
MacVane said. "I like the idea of having our own government body. It grows on you."
But secession opponents claim that fishermen were lured
to support secession by the research committee's report,
which suggested that special zoning and tax districts could
be created to protect the fishermen's shorefront property
and access to water.
MacVane said he hadn't seen the research committee's
report. But he conceded that "it looks like a plum they stuck
in to get votes - a little somethin5( to make it sound better."

long Island ferry landing

"If Long Island secedes,
It will be great. It will
set a precedent for other
Islands to do the same."
Judy Piawlock
Peaks Island

The ripple effect
Long Island's vote on Nov. 3 affects more than its
residents. The island's decision will ripple across Casco Bay
to other islands, to Portland City Hall and to all Portland
property owners.
During arbitration, the city estimated that Long Island's
secession would deplete city coffers by nearly $400,00,
because the city collects about $755,000 in taxes from the
island and spends about $365,000 on services to the island.
The loss of the island's tax revenue translates into a potential
13-cent increase in the city's tax rate, or an annual increase of
$12.76 in taxes for the average Single-family residence.
Long Island's secession might also start a chain reaction
among the city's other four islands that could end up
costing Portland property owners considerably more.

Continued on page 12

Bob Jones, owner of Clarke's General Store on long Island, and resident Bob Peterson (left) take a
break after unloading supplies from the mainland.
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A short history of Long Island
The Abenakis were the first known
residents of Long Island, although it's
not clear whether they were summer
people or year-rounders, according to
Nancy Jordan, who chronicled the
island's history for the Long Island
Research Committee.
The Abenakis apparently fled the
island shortly after 1640, when
Bostonian John Sears became the
island's first white settler, launching a
tradition of Bay Staters who migrated
to the island. One hundred years
later, Ezekiel
Cushing traded
a tract of
mainland
propertynow the heart of
Portland - to
acquire the then
barren island. In
his will,
Cushing
divided the
island among
his children and
many of today's
islanders claim
to be his
descendents.
When the
island's first
census was
taken in 1830, it
showed 146
residents. Fifty
years later, the
population had
grown to 252,
most of whom
made their
living by
farming and
fishing.
As the Civil
War was grinding to a close in 1864,
steamboats started running to Long
Island and it became a popular
getaway for Portlanders. By the tum
of the century, Long Island had
blossomed into a resort island with
three wharves for passengers and one
for cargo, three hotels, bowling alleys,
fancy restaurants, a boardwalk lit by
gas lamps, three grocery stores, an ice
cream parlor, a barber shop, a pool
hall and a saltwater swimming pool.
But on June 28, 1914, the same day
that Archduke Ferdinand was
assassinated in Sarajevo, Serbia,
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Hi, I'm
Dr. Bruce L.
Abelson, D.C.
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor requires a
minimum of six years of highly specialized college and graduate school
training?
Today·s Doctor of Chiropractic must complete 4,485 hours of classroom
instruction and must pass a rigid chiropractic board of examination
before earning a license. In most states, continuing educational seminars
must be completed for annual license renewal.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury rehabilitation,
workplace injury prevention and personal injury. My undergraduate
studies took place at Northeastern University in Boston. I have also
earned the Doctor of Chiropractic degree from Northwestern College of
Chiropractic in Bloomngton, Minnesota. During my training, I was
elected to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges. And, I have visited a number of other chiropractic clinics to
study their methods and procedures.
Additionally, three days out of each month I attend nationwide seminars
in Chicago, Atlanta and New York, to stay current on the latest
chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer you. If you have
hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps you didn't know that
chiropractors go to such great lengths to continue their education in order
to provide you with the latest teChniques and the most qualified service.
Call me today and let me help you .

igniting World War I, Long Island was
ravaged by a fire that destroyed two
hotels and most of the island's
business district. "It was a traumatic
day for the world, but it was cspeciall y traumatic here," said Bob Jones,
who owns Clarke's General Store,
which survived the fire and survives
today as the island's only store.
World War II and the Depression
contributed to the island's decline as a
tourist haven. World War II dealt the
final blow. In 1941, the U.s. Navy
made the island
a refueling
depot for its
Atlantic fleet.
The Navy took
nearly one-third
of the island by
eminent
domain and
blasted the
center of the
island to bits in
order to
construct 16
bomb-proof
underground
oil storage
tanks. Fifty
years later, the
tanks still pose
a threat to the
island's precious
groundwater
supply.
The Navy
deactivated the
base after the
Cuban missile
Cape
crisis in 1962
Elizabeth
and sold the
property to
Texas oil tycoon
John King. King planned to turn it
into a supertanker port and East Coast
base for ships carrying Alaskan oil.
But when the Alaskan pipeline was
built, King's plan went down the
tubes. His company - renamed
Phoenix Resources in a bankruptcy
reorganization - hasn't been able to
sell the property because no one
wants to assume the liability of
cleaning up the old oil tanks.
And Long Island will not assume
any liability for the cleanup if it
secedes, according to Jordan. CBW
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Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

0
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0
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Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

0
0
0
0

Sarah Weddington,
the lawyer who won
Roev. Wade

and
the author of
A QUESTION OF CHOICE,

will be here to sign her book

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th
2 to 4 p.m.
from G.P. Putnam's Sons

$21.95
38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626
L-_______
Mon .• Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

$3.95
choice of:
• Chicken Pot Pie
• Homemade Beans
& Franks
• Pasta Veggie Casserole

front

served vvith salad, bread & butter
Good from 4:30pm
, Saturday Nights

DRO.PM[ ALINE...
144 HIGH ST., PORTlAND

ONE MONUMENT WAY • PORTLAND
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To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic,
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Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
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The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are:
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please accept my special offer:
I FREE EXAMINATION DURING OCTOBER
: This examination normally costs $65.00 or more. I will
I include orthopedic tests, neurological tests, a blood pressure
I test, a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted
I or excessive motion in the spine, muscle strength tests and a
I private comprehensive consultation to discuss the results.
:
846-6100 • Dr. Bruce L. Abelson
I
ABELSON CHIROPRACTIC

:

I
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76 Main Street, Yarmouth
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MUSIC, MOVIES, AND MORE!

Come Visit Our New Music Superstore! Mallside Shopping Ctr. • So. PorHand
so. PORTLAND, ME. MAllSIDE SHOPPING
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Sean Callan (left) and Dana Moy display a snake they caught

at Long Island School.
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ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR WINTER?
The Almanac says it could be a good onc.

MAINE WINTER CHECKLIST:

o
o
o
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o
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o
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Furnace cleaned?
Bought a rug for your family room?
Got your wood in?
Replaced that old living room rug
with an Oriental?
Checked out your snowblower?
Warmed up the bedroom with a
nice hand-hooked rug?
Fixed the snow shovel handle?
Rug for the front door?
Tested your anti-freeze?
Picked out a dhurrie for your
daughter's room?
Patched your parka?
Finally bought thaI dining room rug?
Chimney cleaned?
Boughl a wonderful new Pama
rug for lhe den?
Checked your snow lires·'
Had your rugs cleaned·'

If you checked off all of lhe abo ve .. ,
I guess you 're ready for winler
If nOl, Discover...

"The Maine Source
for Oriental Rugs"©

Peaks Island secessionists are working on their own bid
for independence and aiming to get the Legislature to
approve an election in November 1993. They're also anxiously watching Long Island.
"Of course, if Long Island passes, it will be great," said
Peaks Island secessionist Judy Piawlock. "It will set a
precedent for other islands to do the same. If it doesn't pass,
it will make our work harder - although we still have
every intention of continuing."
The secession effort is moving slower on Cliff Island,
where residents are relying on Long Island to chart the
course, according to Cliff Islander Pam Anderson, who
teaches at Long Island's school.
"We're about halfway to where Long Island is in the
process," said Anderson. "Right now, Cliff Island would
probably vote against secession. And if Long Island isn't
able to secede we'll probably drop it. We need to look to
them for support.
"But if Long Island secedes then we'll really get down to
business. I think those of us who feel serious about it will
start to work real hard."
The city estimates that annual property taxes for the
average single family residence in Portland will increase by
$35.54 if Peaks Island secedes, by $5.85 if Cliff Island secedes
and by $68.31 if all five islands secede.
"Long Island is the key," maintained Jordan. "That's why
the city went hard on us during arbitration and the negotiations for services. It was their way to influence the process."
But the city has taken a himds-off attitude as Long Island
approaches election day. In June, City Councilors Peter
O'Donnell (who represents the islands) and Ted Rand (who
lives on Little Diamond Island) proposed that Portland try
to create a special tax district for the islands, but the motion
was defeated.
Since then, the council's only attempt to stem Long
Island's secession was a vote directing the council's Legislative Committee to "explore all means of keeping the islands

HARD CIDER
FARM Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rl. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.

Join us every Thursday
in downtown

in the city."
That order led to several meetings between some councilors and Long Island residents, but nothing more, according
to O'Donnell. The idea of creating a special tax district has
not resurfaced as a carrot for islanders.
"If the secession fails, I'll guarantee they will blame the
city, and say the city started fixing roads and things,"
O'Donnell said. "But the city has made a great effort to stay
out of the issue."

The tension might keep rising after the election if secession opponents challenge the ballots of some secessionists
whom they claim don't live on the island six months a year.
"There wil1 be votes contested, I'm sure," said secession
opponent Betty Felton.
Still, the secessionists seem to have the upper hand.
Secession opponents are not organized . They're not distributing neat reports like the research committee's. And they
can't match the momentum that's been building toward
secession for the last 15 months.
Secession opponents won't have a chance to make their
arguments in an island-wide debate either. The research
committee has rejected their offer to hold a public forum or
debate on secession. "We're not going to sponsor one," said
Jordan. "Because of the opposition's tactics, we think they
would just tum it into a shooting match."
Instead, the research committee is bringing officials from
other island towns to Long Island on Oct. 17, so they can
explain how they handle self-government.
Although Greene won't venture a prediction on the
election's outcome, other secessionists are confident.
MacVane prediCts a 65-35 margin of victory.
But there's an undercurrent that secessionists may not
recognize. !"Slanders like Terry and Rocky Horr are saying
they haven't decided how they're going to vote. And they're
saying they're worried about the way the issue has polarized the island.
''I'm happy with the services we get from the city. The
burden of proof lies with the secessionists to show that we'll
be better off as a town," said Rocky Horr.
His v.:ife Terry stressed that she's been uncertain about
secession since her friend Sarah Ladd was castigated for
speaking out against it. "People won't speak to me because
I'm still Sarah's friend," Terry said. '1 want to avoid the way
it is in every other town. Politics make enemies of friends.
Now we can all blame the city. I just want everyone to be
happy. I want a happy ending."
But Terry doesn't announce her views in public. And
because so many others want a happy ending, Long Island's
silent minority might tum out to be a silent majority on
election day, said Wood.
"I think a lot of people have made up their minds, they're
just not saying so. They're just being quiet till election day,"
she explained.
Then in the privacy of the voting booth, they'll be able to
cast secret ballots to keep Long Island the same as it ever
was.CBW

Silent majority?
While they're split on the question of secession, Long
Islanders do agree that tension is bound to rise on the island
in the days leading up to the election.

News Editor Bob Young lived briefly on Monhegan Island, which
seemed weI/-run. But he has vowed never to return - island people
were just too weird for him.
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flapper hesses
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THE STEAMER TRUNK
58 Exchange Street, Old Port 773·3357
Buying and Selling

~-------------,

:

Open For Thursday Night Shoppers with a Special 20% off most items
Seven

Mou~on

$5 00

Street, Portland' 761-4681

Used
CD's

all blank tapes & accessories on
Thursday evening 5-9pm
Right on the comer
of Lower Exchange Street
in the Old Port· 774-6010

RAFFLES
C·A·F·E
BOOKSTORE

OPEN WED & THUR 'Til 8 PM

.57

Thurs_ Oct. IS, 5 - 9pm
at

Inspirational Clothing
for the Adventurous Woman!

ECOLOGY HOUSE

Creative Jewelery

49 Exchange SL
.fP'~ Old Port· 775-4811

This Thursday Night's Special
The Never Ending Wine Rack

$5.95

reg. $19.95
12 bottle rack can be used alone or interlocked with
other units to create your own wine cellar.

The Whip and &poon
161 Commercial Street, Portland • 774-4020
198 Maine Mall Road, s_ Portland • 774-7191

M & W 10-6 • T, Th, Sat 10-9 • Sun 12-5:~O

52 Exchange Street

!!l

Old Port ~~~
~ Headquarters 'ill '"
for Unusual Gifts,
Presentations and Awards

~
I".

772-1699

ACCOMPLlOO

20% Off

Collectible dolls
Thursday night

5-9 pm.

Classic
Impressions
51 Exchange Street· Old Port· 874-6980

I
I
I
I

9{pe[ :

all Jewelry

1'L

I
I

I
with coupon
I
Thurs Oct. 15
5-9 pm
I
I
Country
I
Cfi.risttlUlS, etc.
I
I
I .
Exch!roge St,
I
I______________
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10% off
Gifts of Environmental Consciou~ss

555 Congress Street, Portland. 761-3930

Shop with us
Thursday Nights
Free Omament

I

for

20 0/ 0 OFF

Heolth Foods, Fine Coffees & Teas

Old Port!

I
I

NOW PAYING UP TO

CASH

\\Meet me at Raffles"

Christmas I
is back in the I

I

New England's Premier Collection Of Vintage And Contemporary
FashIOn Jewelry, FLn GiftS And Decorative Accessories .

FASHION ACCESSORIES & GIFTS
9 MOULTON STREET' PORTLAND, MAINE

207 . 871.0775
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views
Ch-ch-ch-changes
Casco Bay Weekly started in 1988

more reporting will run on a following page at the length they merit.

with the goal of becoming an
instrument of community under-

Political aficionados take note:

standing. And as the voices of this

We're giving AI Diamon more

community spoke through the

space. His beard was too big for the

paper, the paper took on a life of its

old one.

own. Like any other living organ-

The editorial page is the place to

ism, CBW changes constantly,

learn CBW's position on issues

replenishing itself with new voices

affecting Greater Portland. Other

and an ever-increasing range of

voices in the community find a

news and arts events.

forum in Citizen. And we encourage

Now the pressures of expanding

readers to write letters on any
subject, providing they're fewer

coverage and page count have
forced the paper to slough off its

than 300 words and won't invite a

old, comfortable skin. CBW Graphic

libel suit.

Designer Laurie Spugnardi has

CBW's Calendar is still packing 10

overseen the metamorphosis,

days of culture into each weekly

creating a clean, sophisticated

edition. The object of the Calendar is

design. Come along for a tour, from

not to list each week's most popular

front to back, of the paper's fea-

events - our readers are too diverse

tures:

for that, anyway - but to show the
range of Portland's cultural offerings. Like a pot of communal soup

Our cover stories still set an
agenda for social change. We aim to

bubbling constantly in the middle of

inform readers not just about the

the paper, the Calendar has a

news, but about the systems and

slightly different taste each week,

institutions that shape it. We

always flavored by the changing

recognize no sacred cows -

ingredients that keep Greater

whether they're standing on the

Portland pungent.

right or left side of the political

We wanted to give more weight
and attention to arts and culture,

pasture.
As befits the cyclical nature of

infusing our coverage with the same

change, we've rejuvenated a favor-

human significance we seem

ite feature, Talk (which will appear

naturally to accord the news. Now

on

Greater Portland arts will get the

page 3

respect and attention they so richly

every

deserve. Our arts coverage has also

week). In a culture that often seems

grown into its own cover page and a

fragmented and superficial, some

new tag. Art & Soul features pre-

people still manage to infuse their

views of as many cultural

daily activities with enthusiasm and

happenings as we can cover and

meaning. In a joint effort, CBW

performance artists of all stripes-

photojournalist Tonee Harbert and

with an emphasis on their relation

writer Paul Karr celebrate residents

to the community.

of Greater Portland who do the

Below is Linda Bean's response to CBWs
Oct. 8 cover story, "The Secret Wars of
Citizen Bean, n faxed to the paper that day.
Does the Casco Bay Weekly really
have a statue of Tom Andrews on a
pedestal in their offices, as Tom
Hanrahan stated to Al Diamon on
MPBN's MediaWatch Sunday? This
article clearly shows Andrews [sic]
extremist friends in the press stretching credulity in alleging I helped
overthrow the communist-backed
government in Nicaragua. I'm sure
nothing would make them angrier.
Does this mean Andrews supported
the Sandanistas [sic]?
Unfortunately, I cannot take the
credit for the overthrow of the
communist-backed government of
Nicaragua. I have never in my life
visited Nicaragua, nor have I ever
visited a Contra military camp. With
Congressman Jack Kemp as our
leader,
lam
proud
to have flown to Central America in
1987 with a delegation of Americans,
including Congressman Beau Bolter,
Chuck Douglas of New Hampshire
and others to visit with presidents of
El Salvador, Guatamala [sic], Costa
Rica and Honduras to discuss
concerns Jack had with the Arias
peace plan for the region. I was
included in a two-hour meeting with
President Jose Napoleon Duarte in
San Salvador. We also flew to a
refugee camp in the open hills of
Honduras and spent a day among
poor women and children, some of
whom had been waiting there five
years for civil strife to end so they
could return to their home villages.
The article hypothesizes that while
in a Contra military camp, I would
have seen rifles and other weapons
there that I might have purchased for
the freedom fighters. I never went to
any such camp, I never laid eyes on
any such items, nor did I ever help
purchase any. This is a complete
fabrication by Tom Andrews' worshipers at the Casco Bay Weekly. I

citizen

wonder what they've been smoking
near his altar?
Two years earlier, in a matter
totally unrelated to the Kemp trip, I
was solicited by and gave a check to
the American Conservative Trust State
Election Fund. State election funds are
authorized to advance candidates and
issues at the state level - not national
or international, I am sorry I cannot
confirm any knowledge of this alleged
"Nicaraguan connection." I do salute
freedom fighters throughout the world.

Editor's Note: Casco Bay Weekly
called Linda Bean's headquarters on Od.
9 and told campaign manager Nan
Milani and press secretary Max Schulz
that we still wanted to interview Bean,
who had denied our earlier requests.
While it is not our intention to saddle
readus with a "we said-she said"
exchange, it is important to address a
couple of points in Bean's response.
First, we nevu said she visited
Nicaragua or a contra military camp.
More important, questions remain
about the purpose of Bean's 1985
contribution to the American Conservative Trust State Eledion Fund (ACTSEF). Bean says: "State election funds
are authorized to advance canditUltes and
issues at the state level, not national or
international."
In 1985 ACT-SEF raised $560,815
and contributed a total of $21,000 to just
two canditUltes. It paid $114,085 to the
Robut Goodman Agency, which went to
create a $1 million pro-contra public
relations campaign. ACT-SEF also paid
$17,000 to International Business
Communications - a company which
funneled money to the contras, according
to congressional investigators.
Again it should be noted that ACTSEF diredor John Ramsey wanted to
launch a "shotgun drive" for the contras,
lJy filling tractor trailer trucks with
shotguns and driving south to "liberate
Central America." Ramsey's "shotgun
drive" doesn't sound like a state candidate or issue to us.
Finally, we don't have a statue of Tom
Andrews in the office, but we do have one
of Tom Hanrahan. (BY)

5S1A congress St.,

Stage, Concerts and Clubs continue

Portland, ME 04101

News & Views - has moved into

to provide weekly bulletins of all

207 775 6601 fax 207 775 1615

new quarters, with a slightly

area entertainment. But we've

remodeled look. But the section's

added several new categories,

function remains the same -

including Our Towns, an update on

Our news section - renamed

to
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furnish you with all the important

community meetings and events.

Acting Editor: Ellen Uburt News Editor: Bob Young PhotoJournalist: Tonee Hllrbert Editorial

local news of the previous week.

Like our other changes, these

Assistant: Ann Binder Illustrator: Toki Oshi1tUl Regular Contributors: Wilyne Curtis,

Our reader-friendly design gives

features are intended to better

Al Dillman, PaullVlrr, Donald Mluria Kreis, Mlrgot McWilli"",s, Miske Pidkiewicz, Jim Pinfold

you a digest of Greater Portland's

connect you with your neighbors.

with surgical precision and written
with a healthy dose of irreverence,
"News Real" subscribes to our
longstanding credo: If it ain't here, it
don't matter. Stories that demand

Nation.. Affairs Desk: Monle L Paulsen Production Manager: Elissa Conger Asst. Manager:

Tina Pial Art Director: Lau~ Spugnardi Production: Christine Dunton, Kslrm GalUtghu,

top stories on one page. Reported
We think our redesign is a real
. page turner. Please let us know
what you think.
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I would like to address several
points that were not clearly represented in your story about the
September CMP Saco River fish
passage study ("Showdown over the
drawdown" 9.3.92).
The statement that CMP is evaluating this dam removal option "for their
checkbook" communicates the
impression that CMP is too cheap to
build
the
fishways.
The whole point.of this fish passage
evaluation is to try and reduce the
$2.5 million construction cost, which
is supported through electric rates. It's
not CMF's checkbook that benefits
from savings such as this, but that of
the CMP customer.
Regarding the Biddeford City
Planner's complaint that CMP did not
properly notify local residents of the
drawdown: On August 11, letters
notifying local officials of the upcoming drawdown and the September 20
public meeting were mailed directly
to the mayor of Biddeford, the
Homestead Campground, the
Biddeford Sewage Treatment Facility,
the Biddeford &: Saco Water Company
and the Biddeford Parks and Recreation Department, as well as to
officials in the surrounding towns.
The public meeting was announced in
local papers, and CMP meter readers
hand-delivered notices describing the
drawdown and the public meeting to
residents living near the river.
CMP is working with agency and
community interests to make sure that
each has ample opportunity to express
its concerns about this issue to the
decision-makers. In November, after
draft copies of the study results have
been made available, a second public
hearing for public comment will be
held in the Biddeford/Saco area.
Public comments will be included
along with the study findings that will
be submitted in December to the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), where a final
determination on this fish passage
issue will be made.

letters

- h;'" ~Lb7
JPf""~

Tim Vrabel
CMP Community Relations

Jazz is DEF

Behind the Calendar, Listings
have also changed. Silver Screen,

ordinary extraordinarily well.

Bean replies

Nothing fishy
going on at CMP

Mlurem MIIgu Advertiling MMaCer: Larry HIlW5 CI_1fIed Manager: Miclwel Pajak
CI_1fIed Assistant: SIreiUt Dormody Publisher: Seth Sprugllt President: Dodge D. Morgan

Those teenage cats are right
("Straying from the pack" 9.24.92),
jazz is DEF, and hearing it live for the
first time is akin to a religious experience. Take it from a 26-year-<>ld who
was raised on rock, loved punk, funk
and hard rap, and never thought she
would like jazz - until she sat five
feet from Tony Williams (who played
with Coltrane) wailing on his drums
at the Reggattabar in Boston.
Jazz live is true musicianship, and
cafe no is a great place for java/jazz/
jive - in fact the only place in .
Portland to hear the great acts Paul
Uchter brings in, Everyone should
check it out, and if they're not jazz
freaks already, get converted.
Also, there are several great jazz
movies, including "Straight, No
Chaser," about Thelonius Monk;
"Let's Get Lost," about Chet Baker;

and my personal favorite, Clint
Eastwood's "Bird," about Charlie
Parker, of course.

~~f-t,i,J~
Jennifer Hodsdon
Portland

Insult fest
It is astounding to me how James
Duran and Richard Slosberg could
offend so many people in so little
time.
In three hours September 30 and
October 1, Mssrs. Duran and Slosberg
offended most (if not all) of the
thousands of gay men, lesbians and
bisexuals in the Greater Portland area
as well as the many hundreds of
friends and admirers of Rabbis Seth
Frisch and Harry Sky, two unquestionably prominent Portlanders.
Not content with alienating those
people, they linked pedophiles to
necrophiliacs to people who have sex
with animals to prostitutes. Huh?
They must know something I don't
know.
Even overweight people were not
spared their bigotry!
Mr. Slosberg even insulted probably thousands of Irish-Catholic
Americans in Portland.
Clearly, however, the highest
impact offense was to call into
question the credibility of the writers
and the thousands of readers of Casco

Bay Weekly.
I can hardly wait until the next
debate on October 15 to hear who
Jasper Wyman will offend.

}Lvf2 s;: 7)1 01 cAlL
Martha Smith Mickles
Cape Elizabeth

Sexuality.
and science
After reading "No men allowed"
(9.24.92), I wondered what saliva tests

for testosterone would show in
members of Womyn's Health Action
Crew and Pissed Off Dyke Cell.
Levels of this male hormone have
been related to a variety of behaviors
in both males and females.
Now, wouldn't it be interesting if
all this religiOUS and political hullabaloo about homosexuality ended with
further advances in biochemistry and
genetics - gaining the knowledge to
eliminate the physical foundations of
homosexuality. But, we'd still be faced
with the learning or habit factor.
Maybe that's why many reasonable
people who don't see a homophile
around every comer but simply see
homosexuals as fucked-up prefer not
to put the stamp of approval on
homosexuality.
Seriously, a case can be made that
homosexuals have a mental dysfunction, as a person born with albinism
has a physical dysfunction, but not a
disorder; for, calling behavior a
mental disorder means finding such
clear-cut harmful malfunctions as

hallucinations and delusions. Too
little is known about mental mechanisms to label homosexuality a
disorder.
To call it one is a value judgment
and value judgments are trickydetermining what is harmful changes
as economics and politics change. This
is why I said in a previous letter that
in an overpopulated world the
dysfunction of homosexuality is not
all that bad.
There are scientific findings on
sexuality, on gender (hormone-driven
brain differences) and on race (a large
number of evolutionary physical and
personality differences which cover a
spectrum) that are being ducked by
doctrinaire liberals, some bemming as
frenetic in evasion and denial as flatworlders did when they were
informed by scientists that the world
is round. Facts can wear a thinking
person down to reality, which
wouldn't be all that bad, conSidering
the state of the nation.

jt /~;",4/.I)

Introducing

Sunday Brunch llam-2pm

stfe

ofie J-ftm 5C
Dinner seroed daily 5 - lOpm
Located 1 mile north of Route 302
on Rt 85 in Raymond,
Reservations Accepted. 655-7841
~
Visa & Me Accepted

-

BECAUSE I CAN'T SEE GETTING
UP SUNDAY MORNING TO
STAND UP AND SIT DOWN AND
STAND UP AND SIT DOWN AND

READ FROM A SCRIPT.
Look for fe5earch findings Nooember 19.

•

SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH
302 Stevens Ave .. Portland, ME 04103
1207) 772·8277
Rev. Ken Turley· Service: lOam Sunday
Magical Music· Childcare provided

John E. Harrigan, Ed.D.
Portland

Rape: not just
a women's issue
As a Portland resident, feminist
and Rape Crisis advocate, I was
pleased to read Mishe Pietkiewicz's
cover story (9.24.92) about such local
women's groups as Feminists Against
Rape (FAR) and the Womyn's Health
Action Crew (WHAC). It is important
to highlight such activism and keep
the public thinking about such issues
as health care and violence against
women.
The one problem I have with the
article is the slant you chose to take by
using the title "No men allowed." To
paraphrase FAR member Kelly Frank,
as long as rape is labelled a women's
issue, it will remain an issue that
women must take responsibility for.
With the vast majority of rape victims
being women and most perpetrators
being men, rape is, or at least should
be, more of a men's issue to deal with.
We as a society need to educate
boys and men about attitudes toward
women as wen as issues of violence
and abuse. By prefacing such an
educational opportunity as this article
with the statement "No men allowed," an entire population is
alienated that might otherwise have
benefitted from such information.
I support the content of this article
without reservation, but hope that in
the future you'll consider reaching
your audience in a more balanced
way. When an is said and done
women and men will rise and sink
together, and our chances of overcoming such social problems will be
greatly enhanced if we work together
- not against each other - toward a
common goal.

~e~~
Portland

Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your
letters. Please limit your thoughts
to 300 wonts, include a daytime
phone number and address to:
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101

Community
Cable Network
week of 10/16/92
• TURN IT ON, TUNE IT IN, TAKE IT OVER:
Traces the Birth 01 Video &the Issue
of Free Speech (1 hr)
• HEALTH VIEWS: Keeping Well (1 hr)
• GOURMET COOKING MADE HEALTHY:
Poultry Pleasure (1 hr)

Mon.'"

Programs prem lere Frl 7·' Opm, and arerepea1ed Sat.·
& 7,'Opm;r,d Tues., Wed., &Thurs. 9am·noon.
Cable CtliIlnel371n Ponland, So. Por1Iand, Cape Eimbe1h,
FalmOU11l, & 5cart>orough. Channel v.lr~s in Gorham.
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IWJ4~'iJWORKS
FOR ITS READERS

20-50%
Off all
framed

This week's issue of Casco Bay Weekly introduces some
exciting new chang~ t.i"at refl~ct this paper's efforts to work
hard on behalf of both our readers and our advertisers.

ArtIDork
in Stock~
through
October

-NEW FORMATOur Editorial Department is committed to staying in touch
with readers and providing them with the features they want in
the best way we can. This week's editorial by Acting Editor Ellen
Liburt explains how our editors and design staff have combined
their talents and energies to improve both the content and
design of our many lively offerings. Readers won't want to miss
a single issue!

-INCREASED DISTRIBUTIONCasco Bay Weekly will also be easier to find. We are increasing our distribution by 13 percent to 27,700 effective today. We
plan to have another increase to 30,000 next spring. This means
advertisers will be able to reach more of the active consumers
they seek at an even lower cost per thousand.

-IT'S SIMPLEI IT WORKSI-

Saco Frame Center
Ilogte los......

0

.82-0318

0

If, IF, II 9,30-11,30 T, TIl 9,30-7 sat. 10-.

• ARTWORKS

• CRAFTS
• DRIED ROWER
ARRANGEMANTS
• FABRIC ART

• JEWElRY
• PRINlS • PHOTOS

Store Hours:

A better newspaper reaches more readers and contributes to
the success of our advertisers, which in tum encourages the
growth we are enjoying.
Thank you, readers. Thank you, advertisers. Please continue
to let us know how we are doing.

Wed.-Sat. 10-5pm
Jhe CreatOlS Guild is a consCnment gallery. Participation is open to aU individuals
who /lINe suffered from mentM or emotional Illness. 1M! provide members a means of
display~ and marl<et~ /tems they have created. 1M! have a wide selection of hand
made crafts and fine arts fO( sale. Come Browse.

CREATORS GUILD
Art & Craft Gallery
81 Ocean St., So. Portland, 207 799-8575, call for Gallery hours.

Seth Sprague
Publisher

DISCOVERIES

Isn't it time you tried the personals?--'.::J'I
Al~f.
@?
vu '{\'\1~i~@

New shipmen~ of all
cotton afghans made in
North Carolina has
arrived! Many new &
colorful designs from
$19 to $52.
10 Pepperell Square. Saco 0 283-2953
M-F 10.5:30 0 Sat 9·5

{nformarIDn Dn hDW
(:0 becDme part: Df.
CascD ~tlS
"Weekls's Art:
Bcene. call

775-6601.

Wei I) c. fwe.k I ro
hone~t,the hel'"h

wo.s

0..

obleo'h. ~--

Yl Pane Of grass
.9l Stained grass Studio

150/0 off

Glass and Supplies
Now Available with New Instant Ad!
To place apersonal ad. call
775-1234, or use the coupon
in the personals section.

18
19

10-dRY cRlendRr

20

Concerts-

19

Clubs

22

C/JH/e C/JI/

23

Saco Frame Center

FOR ITS ADVERTISERS

~~\)

StRge

Silver screen

To respond to a personal ad or
to place an Instant Ad, call
1-000-370-2041.

$1.49/min. 18 yrs or older 0 TouchTone phone only 0 Casco Bay Weekly 207·775·1234

A complete line of stained glass
supplies, gifts and custom work.
18 Pepperell Square· Saco. Maine 04072
(207) 283-4143 . 1 ·800·559·4143
Present this ad for discount. Offer expires 10/31/92.

Perennial Effects-calls
'for social change
• Story by P/Jlli Lanig/Jn
• Photos by Bill W/Jiner

'Their plies aren't perfect, but I think people are
surprised at how professional these dancers look,"
said Betsy Dunphy, artistic director of Perennial
Effects. The 4O-member dance company includes
people aged 7-77 of different shapes and sizes, .
some of whom have danced all their lives, others
who began to dance this year.
"In the arts there is no limit because of age or size,
except in dance," said Dunphy. "One thing I love is for
kids to be working with people who could be their
parents or grandparents, so they'll know they can
dance their whole lives and not have to be perfect."
Dunphy's unusual approach to dance has given the
members of Perennial Effects the opportunity to
transcend dance stereotypes. Combining creative
movement aI~d gestures with modern dance technique,
they make dances embodying childhood memories,
scenes from family life and reactions to current social
problems. Each dancer's movements fit his or her level of
ability and comfort.
"This is not like the Rockettes or tap, with everyone on the
same beat," said Gladys Riley, a senior dancer. "There's more
freedom to express the way you feel. We improvise and help
create dances with our lives."
"I don't think of this as cutting edge," said Dunphy.
"It's common sense - people getting together and doing
something they like." Her theory that a company of
intergenerational dancers would work was confirmed
by Liz Lerman, who brought her Washington, D.C.,
seniors company to Portland for workshops, which
Dunphy attended. Since Perennial Effects formally
became a company in 1990, its membership has
doubled.
"I'm not sure what makes these guys tick or '<eeps
them coming," said Dunphy with a shrug. '1 think it's
the community." It isn't money. All volunteers, the
dancers attend classes and rehearsals weekly at Ram
Island Dance studios, perform and prepare
workshops for school children. When a member
can't be there, another takes his or her place for that
event.
'The philosophy that everyone has creativity
and can dance is prevalent in the company, so
people help each other do things they didn't
think they could do. The feeling of being able
to dance for an audience at 60 or 70 gives
self-confidence that spills over into life,"
said dancer Priscilla Greene, who has
brought other senior dancers into the
company through the Southem Maine
Area Agency on Aging.
Continued on page 25
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IT'S ALMOST TIME TO CHOOSE, ..

Will YOU BE READY?

silver

screen

VOT

The MIIhtJ Duck.
Emilio Estevez stars as a former hockey player
picked up for drunk driving. Instead of being sent to
the pen. i.e" the big penalty box. he's sentenced to
coach a losing peE>-we9 hockey team . From Stephen
Herek. director of 'Bill and Ted's Excellent Adven·
ture:

M" BoIHbalI
Torn Selleck stars as an aging baseball player who
strikes out for Japan to try and revive his career.

Due to scheduling changes after caw
goes to press, movie goers are advised
to confirm times with theatres .

Adem'. Rib
Not 1I1e classic Tracy-Hepbum comedy. but a study of
a 1I1ree-generatlon female family sharing a aamped
Moscow flat and the men who storm In and out of
their lives.

General Cinemas

Th. Adjuater

On the stands
October 29
Advertising
Deadline
October 22

a--...

The C.ndyman
A hook·handed killer disembowels and plucks apart
several people In a Chicago housing proje-ct. A
university student (Vlrglnla Madsen) believes the
killer Is a black man - not Sammy Davis Jr. - who
was martyred a century earlier for a forbidden love.
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STILL BE
A FULL-TDIE
STUDENT!
The Adult Degree Program was
designed 30 years ago to let working
adults earn their SA Students earn 15
credits each semester through
individually-designed programs of
independent study and facultyguided research,
Since 1970, working adults have been
earning their MA through The
Graduate Program, Complete your
MA in 18 months, Studies include
psychology, management, women's
studies, education, writing & more.
Accred~ed , Some

M., SIItUrdIIy Night
In his directorial debut. Billy Crystal stars as Buddy
YoungJr" a 73-year-old man who's looking back over
his life and career as a stand-upcomlcon the fringes
of show business. The story focuses on Buddy's
relationship with his brother and manager Stan. who
has aided and abetted him In his unsuccessful
attempts to claw his way to the top. Also stars David
peymer and Julie Warner.

C_ntln, Adulta

Of Mice_Men

Two married couples fool around wl1l1 wife swapping.
When one of 1I1e female swapees Is murdered, her
new paramour (Kevin Kline) Is framed for1l1e murder.
"What a set·up: he mutters. Sounds like another
taut psychological thriller. Also stars Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio. Directed byAlan J. Pakula ("Presumed
Innocent")

Horton Foote's adaptation of John Steinbeck's clas·
sic novel about two itinerant laborers trying to get by
In Depresslon-era Callfomla. John Malkovlch stars
as Lenny Small, a man with great physical strength.
but a childlike mind. Gary Slnlse. c()-founder of the
Steppenwolf Theatre Company, co-stars as Lenny's
quick-witted friend and protector George. Sherllyn
Fenn (Audrey from 'Twin Peaks") also stars.

_Bee_Her
Two narcissistic, age-obsessed women - an ac.
tress (Meryl Streep) and an author of beauty books
(Goldie Hawn) - vie for 1I1e love of a plastlc surgeon
(Bruce Willis). Both are willing to go to any lengths to
defy the aging process. Indudlng swallowing a potion
they believe will grant them etemal you1l1 - wi1l1 dire
consequences. Directed and produoed by Robert
Zemeckis and Steve Starkey, 1I1e team responsible
for ''Mlo Framed Roger Rabbit" and the "Beck to the
Future" trliogy.

Harrison Ford steps In for Alec Baldwin as CIAanaiyst
Jack Ryan In this sequel to "The Hunt for Red
October. " International terrorists and an IRA splinter
group target Ryan and his family after Ryan falls their
attempt to kidnap a member of England 's royal
family. Also features Anne Archer as Ryan's wife and
Thora Birch as 1I1elr daughter.

EnchIIntM April

Joe Pescl stars as Leon "Bemz" Bemsteln, an

Four very different British women rent a castle near
Portoflno.ltaly, to escape their troubled lives and to
"sit In 1I1e shade and remember better times and
better men." The beauty of Italy rejLNenates the
women and helps them rediscover their romantic and
idealistic seives. Stars Miranda Richardson and
Joan Plowrlght.
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KEEP YOUR JOB

Maine Mall
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland

Noah Render Is an Insuranoe adjuster who plays
savior to men and women whose Ijves have been
devastated by flres and 01l1er tragedies. His clients
look to him for comfort, sexual and otherwise, and he
obliges them all, becoming a prime candidate for
burnout himself.
Eddie Murphy stars as a womanizer who changes his
ways when he falls In love with another exec at his
company (Robin Givens) who's as hard-boiled and
professionally driven as he - and as unattainable
romantically. Features Halle Berry and Grace Jones,
directed by Reginald Hudlln ('House pany").

A biographical drama based on the life of Christopher
Columbus, told from the point of view of Columbus's
illegitimate son, who Is trying to polish his father's
tarnished reputation. After all, the man never did
discover a route to the East Indies. Stars Gerard
Depardleu , Sigourney Weaver and Frank Langella.
Directed by Ridley Scott ("Thelma and Louise').

Iteto
Dustin Hoffman plays a fugltlve con man who res·
cues passengers from a plane crash . Fearing the
resultlng publicity will blow his cover, he lies loW and
watches ano1l1er man (Andy Garcia) take credit for
his deeds. Also stars Geena DavIs. Directed by
Stephen Frears ('The Grifters").
Honeymoon In V....
Sarah Jessica Parker plays a New York schoo~
teacher who heads to Vegas with 1I1e Intention of
getting married. things get dicey when her flance
(Nicolas Cage) treats her like a chlPllV and loses her
In a high-stakes poker game. Also stars James Caan.
'Honeymoon' transcends Itsslmplemlnded premise
with a very funny portrayal by Cage as 1I1e earnestly
Inept paramour.

.... bendllllld W"'"
Woody Allen's 22nd film focuses on two married
couples who are toroed to review and re-evaluate
their Ideas conoemlng marriage. friendship, fidelity,
trust and love. Ufe Imitates art. Great flick. Stars
Allen. Lysette Anthony, Judy DaviS, Mia Farrow,
Juillette Lewis , Uam Neeson and Sydney Pollack.

transfer credil accepled,

P_G.me.

The Public Eye
ecoentrlctablold photographer who gets caughtup In
a black·market gas rationing scandal during the early
stages of World War II. Barbara Hersr.ey stars as the
unattainable woman In his life.

SCIlool

n..

A talented high-school quarterback, who Just happens to be jewish, wins an athletic scholarship to an
elite prep school In New England. Ant~Semllism
tums out to be the social norm at the school. and
what seemed like his big break tums Into a struggle
to gain acoeptanoe. Brendan Fraser(1I1e Neanderthal
from 'Encino Man") again plays 1I1e kid who doesn 't
quite fh In.

Slng!_
Six unattached urbanites living in an apartment
complex In Seattle search for love. sucoess and
happiness wl1l1 varying degrees of success. Directed
by Cameron Crowe ("Fast TImes at Ridgemont High"
and 'Say Anything"). The ensemble cast Includes
Bridget Fonda. Matt Dillon, Campbell Scott, Kyra
Sedgwick. Accurately captures the nuanoes of ' 20some1l11ng relationships - and It·s funny. too.

Sing!. White Fe ....I.
Allison Jones' (Bridget Fonda) search for a room·
mate ends when the seernlngiydemure HedraCarlson
(Jennifer Jason Leigh) arrives at her doorstep. But
this perfect setup tums Into roommate hell when
Hedra also moves Into the most personal aspects of
Alllson's life. Imitating the way she dresses, walks
and talks , winning over her friends and attemptlng to
seduce her boyfriend . The two characters are well
developed up to a point. then SWF deteriorates Into
the usual bloodbath.

S .... k ...
A group of security experts are hired to break Into
"Impenetrable' plaoes to test security systems.
They are led by Martin Bishop (Robert Redford). a
fugitive from 1I1e '60s. \//hen a govemment agency
discovers Bishop's true Identlty, he and his 'sneak·
ers' are blackmailed into participating in a ccivert
operation. Directed by Phil Alden Robinson ("Reid of
Dreams") .
T.I. of Sprlnctlme

You don 't need to earn your
degree one course at a time.
Come to Norwich Universitythe college tor working adults.

A philosophy teacher Is forced through a variety of
circumstances to stay first at a student's apartmef\t
and then at that same student's country home. In
both places she runs into the student's father. The
teacher has a boyfriend and 1I1e father has a gir~
friend, but neither can deny the romantiC and sexual
tension between 1I1em. Eric Rohmer directs.
U_Sl• •
A group of terrorists capture a U. S. battleship on its
way to being mothballed, intending to sell its nuclear
warheads . The entire skeleton crew Is drugged exoept for one man. a former Vietnam vet and CIA
operative. played by Steven Seagal- who else?

INfORMATION MEETING
Thursday, october 22
t Inn South portland
Hompon,
m

B.A, - 5:30 p.m .. : M.A. - 7 p. .
Call to reg~er

1-8OQ-336-6794

Vermont College of
Norwich University
Box 627, Montpelier, VT 05602

what's
where

lJIat of the MohIe_

Um.wtuIEntry

Based on James Fenimore Cooper's classic novel
about colonial America, In which the French and
English. each allied with Native American tribes,
waged a fieroe and bloody battle for the new cont~
nent. Amid the oonfllct, Hawkeye, a frontiersman
bom of English parents but raised by Mohicans,
rescues and falls desperately In love with the daughter of a BrItish officer. Stars Daniel Day-lewls and
Madeleine Stowe. "Miami Vice" creator Michael
Mann directed and oo-wrote 1I1e script-VIvid, violent
and Invigorating.

After a young oouple's home Is vandalized, the polloe
offICer assigned to their case begins to terrorize the
victims . Stars Kurt Russell, Madeleine Stowe and
Ray Liotta, who does a nasty tum as the cop. this
movie Is excessively violent and has little redeeming
social value. ~

774-1022
Dates effective Oct 16-22
Mr, Baseball (PG-13)
12:30, 2:45, 5:10, 7:30,9:50
Sneakers (PG-1.3)
1:30, 4:05, 7, 9:45
Single. (PG-1.3)
12:45, 2:50, 5, 7:10,9:20
Under Siege (R)
12:50, 3, 5:15, 7:30, 9:50
School Ties (PG-13)
12:45, 3:05, 5:25, 7:45, 10
Last of the Mohicans (R)
1:15, 3:45, 6 :50, 9:40
Consenting Adults (R)
1, 3:10, 5:25, 7:45, 10

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dates effective Oct 16-22
Honeymoon In Vegas (PG-13)

1:40,7 :40

October 15, 2992

stage
"Ancestral Eartha" Forces of Nature with Thunderbird
American Indian Dancers and Pura Fe explore the
relationship between African and Native American
cultures Oct 24 - Sat 8 pm - at Lewiston Junior
High School, Central Avenue, Lewiston. Tix: $15,
$13. 782·7228.
"A,salllns" L/A Community Theatre presents
Stephen Sondheim ' s musical about presidential
assassins Oct 30·31, Nov 6-7 - Frj.Sat 8 pm - at
the Performing Arts Center at Great Falls School.
Academy Street. Auburn .
"Bolreloot In the Pa,k" Studio Theater presents Nell
Simon's comedy about newlyWeds Corle and Paul
Bratter Oct 16-18. 23-25 - Fri·Sat 7:30 pm. Sun 3
pm - at Center for the Arts at the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St. Bath, TIx: $10, $8 for students
and seniors. 442·8455.

"The Crucible" Windham Center Stage Theatre prE>sents Arthur Miller's drama about the Salem Witch
Trials Oct 23-24. 25 & 30-31 and Nov 1 & 7·8 - Fri
7; Sat. Oct 23 & Nov 7. at 7, Oct 31 at 2; Sun. Oct
25 at 7. Oct 31 at 2 - at Windham Center Stage
Theatre. Windham Community Center. 8 School Road,
Windham . TIx: 57, 55 kids and seniors. 892·3315.

"J_me. and the Giant Peach" The Children 's Theatre of Maine opens its season with an action-packed
musical vers ion of Roa ld Dahl's classic Oct 17·18.
24·25,31 and Nov 1 - Sat 10;30 am. 1 am: SUn 1
pm , 3 pm - at King Middle School, 92 Deering Ave.
Portland. TIx: 55, $4 kids .

"Me and My Glrl"A revival of a 1938 musical Oct 2·
24 - FrJ.Sat 8 pm. Sun 2 :30 pm - at The Portland
Players, 420 Cottage Road . S. Portland . Oct 11
performanoe interpreted for the hearing Impaired.
7997337.
"M,. Mojo Rlaln'"ls Everybody In? Theatre Company
presents the Dionysian Players performance of the
poetry of Jim Morrison-Octl6-17, 23-24, 29-30Thurs·Sat 8 pm - at The Garage Sound Theatre. 92
Oak St. Portland. TIx: $9, 773-2313.

Hero (PG-1.3)

Modern Storytelling F••ttvallt' s not just for children
anymore. Eight storytellers spin their yams Oct 2324 - FrI 7 :30-9:30 pm; Sat 12:30-2 pm. 2:30-4 pm.
7:30-10 pm - at the Winslow Homer Center for the
Arts, Scarborough High School . Gorham Road.
Scarborough . TIx: (FrI) 58, $5 for kids; (Sat at 2:30
pm) $5, $3 for kids; (Sat at 7 :30 pm) $8. 883-4723.

12:50, 3:30, 6:50, 9:30

"Nol. suoplelons" at The Mystery cafe Dinner ThE>-

The Public Eye (R)
1:30, 4 :20, 7:30, 10
Mr, Saturday Night (R)

12:40,3:10,6:40,9:10

Husbands and Wive. (R)

3:50,9:45
Mighty Duck. (PG)

1:10,4, 7:10, 9:50
The Candyman (R)
1:20,4:10, 7:20, 9:55
1492 (PG-13)

12:30, 3:20, 6:30, 9:20
Of Mice and Men (PG-13)

1, 3 :40, 7, 9:40

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Matinees Sat & Sun
Tale of Springtime (R)
Oct 14-18
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15; Sat-Sun 1, 7
The Adjuster
Oct 17-20
Sat-Sun 3:15, 9:15
Mon-Tues 7, 9
Adam's Rib

Oct 21-27
Wed-Fri 7:15, 9; Sat-Sun 1:15, 7:15;
Mon-Tues 7:15

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle streets, Portland

772-9751
Dates effective Oct 16-22
Second shows run Sat-Sun only
Enchanted April (PG)
2, 4:30, 6:40, 8 :45
Boomerang (R)
1:10, 3:40, 6:30, 9:10
Unlawful Entry (R)
1:40,4:10, 7:10, 9:40
Death Becomes Her (PG-13)
1:50,4 :20,7:20, 9:50
Single White Female (R)

1:30, 4, 7, 9 :30
Patriot Games (R)

1:30,4:10, 7,9:40
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atre, Verrlllo's Restaurant, 155 Riverside Drive , Port·
land. Shows every Saturday at 8 , For Info and
reservations call 693-3063.
"SCllplnl" LA Pub lic Theater presents Moliere's com·
edy Oct 911 , 15-18. 22·25 - Thurs· Sat 8 pm , Sun
2 pm - at LA Public Theater at Lisbon and Maple
streets, Lewiston. Tix: $10. $8 students and seniors. 782·3200,
"Ten Little Indian," The Originals present Agatha
Chrlstle ' s mystery Oct 23-24 . 2931 - Thurs·Sun
7:30 pm - at Saco River Grange Hall. Salmon Fall s,
Bar Mills . TIx: 57 , $5forklds and seniors. 929·6472.
Walt Dloney'. World of Ice See an Ice show based
on Disney' s "Beauty and the Beast" Oct 14-18Wed-Fri 7 pm ; Sat 11:30am . 3:30 pm. 7 :30 pm ; Sun
1 pm . 4 :30 pm - at Cumberland County Civic
Center. One Civic Center Square. Portland. Tlx; $9.50
& $12.50. 775-3458.
"Who'. Afraid ofVI.glnla Woolf?" Spend an evening
with George and Martha Sept 24-Oct25 - Thurs·Sat
8pm , SUn 7 pm-at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave , Portland. TIx: $14 & $16. 797·3338.

auditions
F.eeport Community Players holds auditions for
Glaft-Carlo Menotti's play "Amahl and the Night
Visitors' Oct 1920 at 7;30 pm at Rrst Parish
Congregational Church. Main Street, Freeport.

L/A Corrmunlty Little Theatre hOldS auditions for
'Beauty and the Beast" Oct 18-19 at 7 pm at Great
Falls School , Academy Street, Auburn. 784·0711.
Th. Portland Lyric Theater Is auditioning kids 8
years and up and adults to appear In Its holiday
musical 'The Reason forthe Season" Oct 24 from 35 pm and Oct 25 from 5-7 pm at 176 Sawyer St. S.
Portland. Bring yo ur own music. 7994802.
Portland sy"",hony Orchestra is auditioning singers
for its Magic of Christmas Chorus Oct 17 from 9 am·
noon. Oct 29from 7·9 pm and Oct 30 from 6 :30-9 pm
at RrstLutheran Church, 132 Aubum St. Portland. To
schedule call 773-6128.

concerts
friday 16
New EnIIIIIId .... no Qu~ (Brahms) 8 pm . Olin
Arts Center, Bates College, Lewiston. T1x; $8, $4
Bates faculty and staff, students and seniors. Bates
students free with 1.0 . 786-6135.
John Schnell. M ..k M.ndllCal (classical to jazz) 8
pm. Corthell Conoert Hall, USM/Gorham. TIx; $8, $4
for students, seniors and USM fawlty and staff. 7805555.
SUperchunk, Velocity Girl lind Th. Dfnka (rock) 9
pm, Gray cage, Bates College, Lewiston . TIx: $5 In
advance, $7 at door. 782·7416.

(802) 82&-8500

Toys
(f1 Tales

48 Main 5t., Kennebunk, ME 9B5-8555
Moo - Fr1 9:30 - 5:30
Sat 9 :30 - 5:00. Sun: call for

hours

Warm tuzzies to keep you cozy plus
cats, dogs, bunnies, lambs, dinos,
ect etc.. ,
lmaglnattve Playthings

* Best In

Chlldrens literature,
Audio II.. Video

* Parenting Resources

Why You Should Buy Your
Diamond Engagement Ring From Cross Jewelers
Cross, as Portland's oldeS! farnily-owned jewelry store, has a tradition of excellence whlch .pans four generations. The philosophy which guides our store is that
all Jewelry must be made from the best preC10US meUls, designed ~or beauty, designed to last, set with the finest gems and accurately represented. Our philosophy
and commllment to excellence IS your greatest assurance that anythmg you buy from Cross will represenllrue value and provide maximum .atisfaction. The benefits
of buying your diamond at Cross include:
Ideal Cutting: Ideal Cutting i. simply the most beautiful way to cut a diamond.
Only one out of evel)' thousand diamonds cut in the world today achieves the
exacting standards of the Cross Ideal Cut diamond. Your choice of a Cross Ideal
Cut diamond gives you the optimwn combination of brilliancy, dispenion
(rainbow colon) and scintill,ation (sparkle) •.• a lifetime of extraordinal)' beauty.
Diamond Hallmark: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds come with a
unique form of identification: a laser-inscribed registl)' number on the girdle
(outside edge) of the gem, which positively identifies the diamond and authenticates yourownershlp. This registry number, called a hallmark, is just4 microns
(4-ten thousandths of
an inch) high, and is
visible only under
magnification. Regis-

tered to the new owner
in the permanent
records of Cross Iewelers, the quality
grades (cut, color and
clarity), as well as the

Ideal Cut diamond has been hand selected from hundreds, to provide the vel)' best
quality and value.
Cross' Diamond Seltlng Shop: Cross' Diamond Setting Shop is staffed by
America's fmest diamond seuen, and is visible from our show room. The fmt
rule of our diamond .etting shop is, "Take whatever amount of time iJ necessal)'
to set the diamond most securely and most beautifully." Few people malize tIuot,
at the moment a properly weighted prong is pushed over the edge of a diamond,
over 45 pounds of pressure i. "",erted on that diamond. Careful preparations arc
required to ensure that the precious metal on which the diamond rests is perfectly
smooth, and properly
supports the diamond.
Because of theirvalue,
diamonds are never set
"while you wail" at
Cross Iewelers. Any
time pressure on a dia-

mond setter increases
the risk to the diamond. For the safeI)'
of your diamond, setting in our shop is always
scheduled
within a block of time,

carat weight, are also
listed in an international diamond registry in New York City.
Only Cross' Ultimate
Cut diamonds offer
this additional guarantee of qUality.

allowing maximum

FInest
Diamond
Mounting: A Cross

Diamond solitaire
mounting starts with
the part which holds
thediamond, caIledthe
head. Forged from a
single block of 18K
white gold alloyed with platinwn, the head goes through 12 individual die
striking., using 55 tons of pressure in each step. The result is the strongest, most
durable head ever made. The part of the ring whlch encircles the finger is called
the shank, and is crafted from two rectangular block. of 18K gold. like the head,
the shank sections go through multiple die-Slrilcings, the 55 tons of pressure,
which squeezes out all the air bubble., densely compacts the atom. of gold. After
the head and shank scctions are assembled, the ring mounting is ready for
fmishing . The die striking results in a ring which accepts an extraordinarily high
polish, for a beautiful ring which will hold Cross' most beautiful diamonds.
CrOS!!' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond from Cross
Iewelen i. the assurance that your diamond has been weighed, and the quality
grading checked and verified by. registered jeweler. By acquiring OIIrdiamonds
loose, we can guarantee the quality n:pn:sented is exactly correct. Each Cross

time fey( all preparationdetails. Thesafety
and security of your
diamond depends on
the quality of th~
mounting, the philosophy of the diamond
setting shop, and most
importantly ,the skills
and attention to detail
by the diamond seuer.
If you would like to
learn more about diamond setting, ask for a copy of our "Quality of Stone Selling"
guide, written by Cross Iewelen.
CI'O!l5 Diamond Prices are Real: For over three quarters o(a ~tul)', Cross
Iewelen has maintained a oonsistent, conservative pricing philosophy that
allows you to shop with the "real price" on evel)' piece of jewell)' in our store.

Items are priced according to their true value - we never have sales or offer
discounts because prices are not inflated to allow for these types of artificial sales
techniques. We fmd that people enjoy shopping in a store where quality is
aCaJrately represented and the values are real- 365 days of the year. When 1100ideal cut discount and sale diamonds are accurately graded for cut, color and
claril)' and accurately weighed for their carat weight, their " savings" often not
only vanish when compared to an Ideal Cut diamond, but may be priced at a
premiwn aver the Ideal CuL

Cross Is a Teaching Jewelry Store: We have always found that whenever conswnen have the facts, they make informed deciJions and have the highest level of
.ati.faction in theirpurchase. Our entire staff is """,mitted to talcing any amount of time necessal)' to answer your questions and give you the background information
ncccssal)' conceming gems and jewell)'. Cross has just completed a 24-page booklet titled, "Cross Guide to the World's Most Beautiful Diamonds." If you have
been thinking of the purchase of a diamond, we invite you to stop and receive your free copy.
.

CroS<§) Jewelers
The Upstain Jewell)' Ston:
570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107Q!l9\

Art & Soul rontinued on page 22

Ope1l Monday - Friday 9 a.m. ·4:45 pm., ThllTs, 'lil8 :45 p.m.

...

Apples, apples eyerywherel
Saturday, Oct. 17•

thursday 15
Be Infonned,
get Involved
& stay amused.

• The great debit: Watch our three
presidential candidates vie for your
heart and mind - or, if not those, at
least YOUT vote - tonight at 9 on
YOUT TV set. Tune in for the
last debate at 7 on Monday,
Oct. 19.
• Tune in locally to Channel
13 - or take yourself down to
Portland City Hall
Auditorium (30
Myrtle St.) - for
another public debate
on Portland's upcoming human rights
ordinance. Previous
debates have been
somewhat lacking in
decorum - what
with homosexuals being compared to
those who have sex with animals - and
there's no reason to expect this one to be
any different. Jasper Wyman and Jim
Duran of Concerned Portland Citizens
will debate Barb Wood and Eric Kelley
of Equal Protection Portland. Televised
coverage begins at 7:30; those attending
the city hall broadcast are asked to
arrive by 7.761-8480.

This man will keep
you on an eyen keel
Saturday, Oct. 16.

Photo/Oem Pennington

friday 16
• Keel some time with folk: Canadian folk singer /songwriter James
Keelaghan - whose songs are based
largely on historical events - appears
with Chilean Oscar Lopez and his
eclectic synthesis of jazz, classical and
Latin rhythms tOnight at 8 at USM's

·
m

- a must for .. , slow", readers, At
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555
Congress St. 761-3930.

friday 23
Luther
Bonney
Auditorium. Both are big drops in the
new wave of folk music sweeping
Canada right now, Tix: $8, $10 at the
door. Half price for kids, seniors and
USM folk. 773-9549.
• Get grounded - celebrate progressive
grassroots politics in Maine, at the
Dirigo Alliance Banquet.The alliance is a
coalition of 13 organizations working for
a more progressive Maine by recruiting
and helping to elect progressives to
office. Meet Tom Andrews, state
legislators and candidates for the
Legislature. Cost: $25 per person. If you
can dig it, show up at 5:30 p.m, at the
Ramada Inn, 1230 Congress St. 871-7793.

saturday 17
• It will apple to you:
Apple Day at Maine
Audubon Society includes tree
pruning and boring demos, nature
walks, a pie contest and sale, cider
pressing and tasting, outdoor games and a pie contest and sale, It's free, and
runs from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Make sure you
get there in time for the pie contest and
sale (pumpkin and apple). Maine
Audubon's located at Gilsland Farm
Sanctuary, 118 Route 1, Falmouth. 7812330.
• She caused a row: The attorney who
won Roe vs. Wade in 1973 will speak
tonight at 8 at Portland's Holiday Inn by
the Bay, 88 Spring St. Sarah Weddington
will speak on the recent Supreme Court
ruling on reproductive rights and how it
impacts the Roe vs. Wade decision. Tix
are $25. 622-7524.
• Hear ... Robert ... J, '" Lurtz .. , e .. , mao
Today ... from 10-11:30.. . a.m. " . as he
signs. " copies of his ,,, new work, 'The
Robert J. Lurtsema Musical Quiz Book"

Maine women artists and members of
the lobby, Five-dollar donation at the
gallery door, 146 Middle St. 772-2693.
• One Last Swing, an Orono-based band
that played allover the state from the
late '70s through the mid-'8Os, holds a
reunion tonight at 8 at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Their
repertoire featured jump-swing and
novelty tunes from the likes of Louis
Jordan, Cab Calloway, Wynonie Harris,
Commander Cody and the Blues Bros from chicken songs to the risque.
Drawing on over 25 previous members,
the band will feature two drum sets and
a four-piece hom section of the region's
finest, Admission's $3, 772-6272.
• Axe and ye shall receive: Players
young and old are invited to bring their
"axes" and sit in on cafe no's Sunday
jam sessions, which run from 4:30-8 p.m .
at 20 Danforth St, This season's sessions
will be orchestrated by drummer /
composer/jazz educator Steve Grover.
The no's rhythm section will be anchored by Grover and many of Maine's
finest musicians, 772-8114.

~onday
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• Blow your kids' earle canals outta the
water with some Halloween tunes
(they'll never complain about
swimmer's ear again!): The Children's
Museum offers "Music Inspired by
Halloween" for pre-5Choolers from 10-11
am. and "Music - Everything from
Mussorgsky to Michael Jackson" for
kids 6-11 from 3:30-5 p,m, Admission's
$2 Pre-register: 797-5483,

tuesday 20
• Sometimes smokin' Winston is good

presenl
HIGH STREET Rtcording artist

I. Everybody In? Theatre Company presents

• Thur.day. October J 5th
from USM'. l ... SludI.. Provam

THE DIONYSIAN PLAYERS
performance of

The Barry Saunder. Quartet
• Frid.ay aM Saturday, October 16th and 17th

KIds, don't try this at home. See an udder pro Friday, Oct 23.
for you: You're invited to join jazz
pianist George Winston as he performs
his own form of "hot music" (R&B,
, blues, rock, standards), as well as the
Windham Hill stuff for which he's better
known, Hear 'The Summer Show"
tonight at 7:30 at Portland City Hall, 30
Myrtle St. Tix are $17.50 and $15,50, 7753458 or 775-3331• Concerted effort: Mercy, Portland's
hottest local band, and Darien Brahms,
Singer-songwriter of country-blues rock,
team up for an Equal Protection
Portland benefit concert tonight at 8 at
Zootz,31 Forest Ave. Mercy and Darien
will perform their own sets and then
playa couple of numbers together. It's
your last chance this year to see Mercy, a
band that combines great music with an
"in-your-face" stage show, and its one of
your last chances to help out the EPP
effort, Tix are $7. 773-3759.

wednesday 21
• It's your move: See Vintage Rep's
production of "Endgame," Samuel
Beckett's absurdist exploration of life's
relationships and existence in an
existential world. Admission's $6 at cafe
no, 20 Danforth St. 772-8114,
• Teeny tiny ,classical toonster: Yep,
she's back and she's smaller than ever,
Hear Midori do her string thing tonight
at 7:30 at Portland City Hall Auditorium,
30 Myrtle St, Tix: $10-$28, 772-8630.

the poetry of Jim

Opea J_ Jom Soooioa 4.30-8100

Morrison

at The Garalle Sound Theatre 92 Oak St.
'Portland 0 ~J>m
October 16-17 ~24 29-30

• Tue.d4,.. Ocrober 21.t

Samuel BeckeU'. Endgame
reltenadon. welcome • clOfled monday.

20 danforlh ai, • 772·8114

Cast
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Reservations/Infonnation: 2mn74·91 S9
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336 Fore 51. oln the Old Port
772·8619

spon~oring org~nizations will aSk,the two

questions relating to health careJn general
and the elderly. Candidates will be allowed to rebut each other's answers,
Then the floor will be opened up for a 20-minute question-and-answer
session with the audience, The discussion will end with final remarks by
Andrews and Bean.
Join in at Park·Danforth, 777 Stevens Ave ., Portland. Space is limited, so
get there early, Call 773-0595 for further details.

It's not just for
children anymore.
br

3

pernarUrCl) FRIDAY, OC123,730 pm
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An evening of modtrn stor),ulhn to nist
your han to ",w , nd inghttnmg

~"ghlS,

SATURDAY, 00. 21, 7:30 pm
A night of \'tT)'. \'tt)' lunny adult comedy
that 10, 111 leave yo u gasptng for an.

SATURDAY, OCT. 24, DO pm

Noasquerade

I
I
I
I
I

New & Used CD's
Tapes, LP's, Imports

BULL MOOSE
CD'S • TAPES • ETC
PRESENT THIS AD FOR 75ft. OFF
YOlJR FIRST BREW AT FEDERAL
JACK'S BREW PlJB
THE SHIPYARD, ROUTE 9
lOWER VILLAGE. KENNEBLNKPORT
967-4:sn

151 Main

St. · Brunswick ME
725-1289

Shaws Plaza • At 302 • N. Windham
893-1303

ocr. 21-27

WED-FRI 7:15, 9
SAT-SUN 1:15,7:15
MON-TUES 7:15
ocr. 24-27

ADAMS
RIB

~AJ~~J.s~ RAlSE THE RED LANTERN

Submissions for Entertainment
Weekly sections must be received
in writing on the Thursday prior to
publication. Send your Calendar and
Ustings information to Ellen Uburt,
Casco Bay Weekly, 5S1A Congress
St., Portland, ME 04J.0J..

A panel of representatives from the three

~

Come hear modern storytelling 10 an liS ad vtl1lUrous rorms, from
laughter and drama [0 mime and dancf'. For the thi rd b uyal rur run·
ning. you'll 1w: f'nt(rlained some of thl! most dynamk slOr)'teliefS in
Ihe country. all With orlglna ma terials and stylts The New England
Modtrn Slorylt.lhng Frsl;valls the only event of its kind .mywhertl
Fr:.~[iV31 ptrformanctS include"

Monday Night - 2 for 1 Pizza
And Happy Hour 4:00 - Midnight

• Hike at Seek: Take the Harraseeket
Hike, an invigorating two-mile trek
through the woods, along the river, over
the hills and down to the shore of
Wolfe's Neck Woods State Park, Meet
for the Freeport park's last walk this
year at the benches in the second
plrking lot. It's free, 287-3821 .

The Arthritis Foundation, the Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging and
the National Multiple Sclerosis Society sponsor a District 1 Candidates
Forum with congressional candidates Tom Andrews and Linda Bean from
9:30-11:45 a.m" Tuesday, Oct, 20.

WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TEAMS
ON OUR SATELLITE, 3 TV'S!
2 For 1 Appetizers & Happy Hour During The Game
• $1 .50 Domestics
• $2.00 Imports
• $2.25 Well Drinks

saturday 24

Bean Be Andrews make a joint effort

in concert with special guest
DON CAMPBELL

: Having a Party? :
I SAVE $1 on a Party Bag
I
of our del1cious gourmet
I
white popcorn or SO 0
I
on a sma.ll reclosable bag
I
with this coupon'H
__
II O!'faI' good through 10·31·92.

• Control issues? Attend "Spiritual
Ministry and Personal Empowerment"
- a Matlovich Society lecture with
Brooke Alexander, Episcopal priest and
counselor, and Sandy Titus, R.N.,
coordinator of support services at The
AIDS Project - tonight at 7:30 in

The New England
Modern Storytelling Festival
October 2J & 24

$12~door

Ro er ....tton

thursday 22

Noon·2:00
Omelets, Eggs Benedict, ~rench Toasl, $1 Mimosas

TICboIS: $10 in advanoe, mil1bI. at Amadeus Music, PtrtIm!,
Strawberries, S. PonIm! &: MacBeans's Music, Brunswick

Cost 01 Trtp·· $9 at the doorlml ± reservations 773·2313

Join Us For Sunday Brunch

• Have a ball bearing: Find out more
about your childbearing options tonight
at 7 with a panel of obstetricians and
nurse midwives, The discussion is part
of Mercy Hospital's ongoing health
series, and takes place at the Portland
Club, 156 State St, It's free, 879-3486.

JOHN GORKA
First Parish Church
425 Congress Street· Portland, Maine
Saturday, October 24, 8 p,m,

MR.MOJO RISIN

Peri'umed Scorpion
• Su.n.day, OctolMr 1lhh
Bo.tOD -

LIm1t one ooupon pel' oustom8l'.

• "Who ordered the pizza": Horizen
Players and writer Mary Catherine
present this play about sexual abuse and
incest to raise community awareness.
Order yours at 7:30 p.m. at Newbegin
Community Center, Main Street, Gray.
Tix are $5; call 657-5386 for reservations.
• Mo' fun at Bowdoin: MOM IX, Moses
Pendleton's avant-garde company of
dance-illusionists, will bend their bodies
and your mind tonight at 8 in Bowdoin
College's Pickard Theater. Admission's
$13,50, $7.50 for Bowdoinites. 725-3375.

WCLZ Radio and
ENlERTAINMENT RESOURCES

great food
• great music
• great beer &wine

From

Portland Public Library's Rines Auditorium. 657-2850.

An ,['",,,on I",[.,m.." ,hat
you and your kids wdl lind

M
eD

y

both re\'e:aling and conceahng,
aoo always fun.

All pr rformanus ""111 lit hdd at the wlfI~low HQRI~ Ccnl~r for T h~ Ar~
l ook for th~ (cn ter's ~nlra nce and p~ Tking in tht. b1Ck of .lit.
Sarborough High School on Gorham ~,~\Uttu
m l l~ west of Rlt. I

FTllbf h Sal ~ CQIlcrm; Adu lts
Sal. IYUIlm«: adults n, kidsSJ

For more information,

just call: 883· 4723

sa, Kids S5
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MIXICAN rOOD

'8'~lBINTIC

I WESTERLY WINDS
:!=-~~~':uJ~:~IhB"1I :
I ~ "ThtFamiIyFUilCellltr"
.MinioIuo:Golf ·GoIf~Rangc
I
I \r~
.Softbolll B...t>aIl B.a. Coa"
I JI""
~
!'or 3 PlIdI i PuI Golf ColIne . Only SS fa oil DIy I
f
711 Cumberland Street (River Road) Westbrook I
11854-WINDI
A S/raighl shot from Br;ghlOlt Avell/ll!, 5 miIIldujromEzilB. MaiM T",,,piU I

Q '

.

~';$)"

TBINK
TWICI
BErORI
DRINKING
TBIWATIR

~
~d

~----------------------------~

~----------------------------,
harman/kardon $285
HK 3300 AMlFM
BEST
RECEIVER
BUY

-._._""....-.

92 Exchange SI.
Ponland, ME 04101
Phone 77·LOCOS
Open Every Day

_.

--- --- ~

LI5T.J350

424 PAYNE RD., SCARBOROUGH· (207) 883-4173

~W 'EngCanC£ %-:Ji
NEW NAME, STILL THE SAME

October 15,1992

Art & Soul continued from page 19
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concerts
saturday 17
....... Shlpl." Ray Comlls and - . . . Nor(b.Yoque) 7:30 pm, Sam RiWr Grange Hall. Salmon
Falls. Bar Mills. T1x: $7, $5 kids and seniors. 929-

6472.
J......

a

Jofce end Nurlld""... (folk singers and
percussionist) 8 pm, luther Bonney Auditorium,
USM/Portland. T1x: $10 In advance, $11.50 at door.
929-3866.

l.IIZJ MMced_ end o.v.

Mallet (acoustic) 8 pm,
first Pnh Church, Congress St. Portland. TIx: $10.
$8 students and seniors. 761·7057 .

TlleMeineC........ lEnMrnbleendMIItIIIM.......
(n_ and old classicaQ 8 pm, United Baptist Church.
MaIn Straet, l.8WIston. T1x: $10. $5 for students.
7834006.
Rocllln' Ylbnltlon, Ac:ttve Culture ~
(reaae and world beat to benefit Hurricane ~
victimS) 8 pm, living Tree Culture Club, 45 Danforth
St. T1x: $10. 8740022.

Sunday Nights
Don't Have To Be Dull!
BECAUSE
All The Fun Is
At The Ramada Inn

a

slfnday 18
MeIne CounbJ Muelc A _ S'- (counlly) 1 pm,
Fanny's, Exit 13, l.8Wiston. T1x: $7 . 79!H1938.

STARRING STEVE HARVEY
The King of Rock and Roll Oldies. Hear All Your Favorites From the 50's, 60's and 70's
Bring The Gang, Or Come To Meet New Friends
Enter To Win Your Own Sock Hop For Up to 100 People - STARRING STEVE HARVEY
JUST CLIP THISJFILL IT OUT
AND BRING IT TO THE RAMADA INN THIS SUNDAV NIGHTI

~

~

AT

~

Add.... __________________________________

a

- Ve.1 want ;;-wln ;:-Soek-;OP" ;;;"';h-;-Ban~~f th.Ra~-; - ,
________________________________

It's All Happening At The
Yankee Clipper Lounge

N

_

City ____________....:........_____________ State _____

Zip ~____=_:___=___:_-:---- Phone --:-_-:--:-;_ __
(Prize Includes room & entertainment only/
SubJect to avanabillty/Must be used within one y..r)

I
I
I
I
I

RAMADA INN

DaucIa ~ (orpn dedication) 4 pm, St. John 1118
BaptIst Church, 37 Pleesant St. Brunswtc:k. Free.
PwtIa. . Raulnl Club (classlcaQ' 3 pm , Trinity Epis.copal Ch..-c:h. 113 C~ St. Portland. Free. but
donations accepted. 829-339..~ .

monday 19
........ (regae) 8 :30 pm, Gray A1I1letlc 1lI11dIng,
Bates College. l_lston. TIl: $9. 78E>e446.

tuesday 20
Lalla Petey end _ _ (Broadway melOdies and
'3Os standards) 7 pm , Portland Muae<m of Art. 7
Con.,.... Square. Portlend. T1x: $3. $2 for members.
seniors, kids and USM students. Free with Elegant
Auto admission. 775-6148.
IIa.... Plerceend _ _ (contemporaryAmer>
can classical) 12:30 pm. Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall, Bata. College. lewiston. 7~ .
• _ ... WI_n (pop instnmental) 7:30 pm, Port·
land City Hall Auditorium. 30 M\'ItIe St, Portland. Tix:
$17 .50 '" $15.50. 775-3458.

Course Schedule

New Classes Begin
November 16, 1992

wednesday 21
M_ (classical violin) 7 :30 pm, Portland City Hall
Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St. Portland. T1x: $28, $23,
$17 , $10. 772-8630.

MONDAY-THURSDAY
PERIOD I (8:15-9:35 A.M.)
.
C5 135 Introduction to Microcomputers"
EN 170 Basic Writi~
GE 110 Business Writing
LS 257 Envirol'lmental Science
MS 168 Clinical Procedure IV*
MS 187 Medical Science IV
PL 162 Wills, Trusts, Estate
SS 161 Document Formatting
SS 247 Office Procedures
PERIOD II (10:15-11:35 A.M.)
BA 100 Principles of Management
CS 133 Programming Logic
GE 111 Math for Management & Finances
GM 263 Medical Transcription"
LS 190 Ps~hology
MS 168 Clinical fSiocedures TV"
MS 187 Medical Science TV
PL 164 Family Law
5S144 Records/Information Management
S5 268 Word Processing Applications"
PERIOD III (11:45 A.M.-1 :05 P.M.)
AC 121 Principles of Accounting II
AC 222 IntBrmediate Accounting I
C5231 Cobol II"
GE 110 Business Writi~
L5 184 Group Leadershlp/Techniques
L5 195 Ps~hology of Personal Dynamics
M5 168 Clinical fSrocedures IV*
PL 163
EstateFormatting
Law
SS
161 Real
Document

SS 264 Transcription"

901 Washi

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
PERIOD I (5:30-7:55 P.M.) .
AC 121 Principles of Accounting II
AC 122 Principles of Accounting III
CS 234 Adv. Compo Sci. Concepts
GE 110 Business Writing
GM 262 Medical Computer Tech."
HY 110 CUlTent Events
LS 194 Law
L5 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics
PL 262 Law of Torts/PBrsonal Injury
55 150 Basic Keyboarding
PERIOD II (8:05-10:30 P.M.)
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I
BA 100 Principles of Management
BA 216 Entrepreneurship
C5 130 Computer Science Concepts
EN 270 Experience in Literature
EN 271 Compos~ion
M5 180 Intro to Medical Scienco
M5 181 Medical Science I
PL 263 Paralegal Practice &
Procedure
SS 150 Word Processing Theory"

* Indicates a course
w~h

a separatB ($75) lab fee.

CEU COURSES

Mon. & Wed.

Oct. 19

Developing Writing Skills for
Business & Personal Use
Nov. 16

Intro. to Windows 3.0

4-Week Course

5:30-8:00 p.m.

Admissions Office
Open Dally Until:
Monday: 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 p.m.
Friday: 5:00 p.m.

•

upcomlng
T _ 1181_ a the "'!-Sta.. end PSG 10/24/92
Gazz) 8 pm. Portland City Hall Audttonum, 30 M)rtIe

St. poruand. T1x: $30. $24, $18 '" $10. 80().6392309.

John ....... 10/ 24/ 92 (new folk) 8 pm, Arst Parish
Church. 425 Congress St. Portland. T1x: $10 In
advance, $12 at door. 774-9159.
ReINI McEntlle end _
a Dum 10/25/92
(country) 7 :30 pm. Cumberland County Civic Center,
1 Clvlc Center Square. Portland. T1x: $19.50. 7753825.
- . . . R_l0/27 /92 (plano recital) 7:30 pm.
Ludeke AudttorlUm. Westbrook College.
Free. 797·7261.

w...-.

clubs
thursday 15
TU Gazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St. Portland. 7728114.
.....-. end _ _ Hut (IIeavy metal) GeM's. 13
Brown St, Portland. 772·7891.

Avenue· Portland, ME· 04103· 207-774-6126· 800-639-3110

Cattle Call brings
country licks to the city
• By Plltti LAnigllN
• Photo I1y Colin MAIIIkie

'The Portland music scene, for such
a small city, is really diverse. I think
people in Portland appreciate music
and are always willing to broaden
their image of what a certain label
means," said Mark Farrington,
songwriter and lead singer for Cattle
Call. An original country band that
entered the Portland dub scene last
spring, Cattle Call plays a blend of uptempo dance songs and introspective
ballads, some sad, some humorous.
'The basis for calling our music
country is that the songs are straight. .
ahead with traditional country
arrangements, and the instrumental
music supports the Iyrics," explained
Farrington, who was influenced by
Hank Williams, George Jones and Bob
Dylan.
The band takes its name from the
title of an old Eddie Arnold song.
"When the drummer suggested that, I
said yes right off because my father
used to sing that song to me," said
Farrington. "My grandfather was a
dairy farmer and he used to go out in
the field and call the cattle in, and I

used to trudge along with him." Cattle
music." A Singer with a dear, strong
call is also slang for open auditions for
voice and a down-to-~arth delivery,
a big show.
Farrington accompanies himself on
There's an established country
acoustic guitar and is backed by
scene in Maine of
Charles Reiser on
which Cattle Call is not
guitar, Jim Dorian on
a part - cover bands
bass and Mark Cousins
that play the latest
on drums.
country hits. The band
"If it weren't for
Cattle Call opens for west
has played around
broken hearts, I
Texas native Joe Ely Portland at Gritty
wouldn't have a lot of
whose music blends honkyMcDuff's, Raoul's,
my songs," Farrington
tonk, country and westem,
Granny Killam's and
said with a grin.
R&B, rockabilly and Tex·Mex
The Uving Tree
- on friday, Oct. 16, at
'There is sadness in
Culture Club. While
Raoul's Roadside Attraction,
those songs, but not
there are plenty of
865 Forest Ave. 773-6886.
without some humor
twanging guitar parts
and the realization that
and heartbreak songs in Cattle Call's
life goes on. It's a combination of
repertoire, this isn't your father's
romanticism and realism:; Other
collection of nasal country oldies nor
Cattle Call songs are about
today's polished, country rock hits.
Farrington's family, rural Maine
"You hope this business is about
upbringing and spiritual beliefs.
music and not abou t gli tz," said
Fans have labeled Cattle Call
Farrington. "I think if the lyrics are
acoustic rock and yeehah music for
real, and people can feel them and
yahoos. Check them out for yourself.
relate to them in some way, that
Though they are a country band,
they're going to listen and enjoy the
expect neither Johnny Cash nor Garth

Way Cool (rock) Raou l's Roadside Attraction . 865
Forest Ave , Portland. 77 ~6886.

TIle Welt. . (rock) Chapples, 1192 Forest Ave,
Portland. 797·9155.

Tom D,'ubelll (acoustic) TIpperary Pub. Sheraton

""_tic N....t (aooustlc) Repetes, 128 Free St ,

Neked,.,. end lummox (O riginal rock ) Geno's. 13
Brown St, Portland. 772·7891 .

Sp/lllre (rock) The, Wrong Br01l1ers ' Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 775-1944.

Portland. 774-1114.

Deal", Rock« Rusty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe.
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.

l¥II

~

Danforth

(rock) The llvlnl Tree Culture Club, 45

St. Portland. 874-0022.

...,clMlwekJ (rodI) _

Alley. 46 Market St, P0rt-

music

D...., .,.. Pow... (karaoke) Tipperary Pub,
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161 .

Swl,.. Hot Gazz/ swlng standards) little Wi llies,
36 Market St, Portland. 773-4500.

saturday 17

T_ _ . . (cajun) USM College Room Pub,
Portland. 874-6598.

TIle Two Y_ (altematlve rodI) The living Tree
Culture Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 8740022.

GaoraIe Nichols (acoustic) Bramhall PUb, 769 Congress St., Portland. 77~!II!73.

Open MJ. IIIInk (b .y.o. acoustic) The
wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave.
Portland. 775-1944.

TIle ..... (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Port·
land . 774·5246.

Perfumed ScorpIoM (jazz) cae no. 20 Danforth St,
Portlend. 772-8114.

TIle L_ (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 774-0444.

TIle Welters (rock) Chapples, 1192 Forest love,
Portland. 797·9155.

Joe Ely ....., (country rodI) Raoul's Roadside Attfao.
tlon. 865 Forest Ave, I'ortland. 77~6886.

Speced .... anlent (orIgInallnnovatille rock) GeM's.
13 Brown St. Portland. 772·7891.

~ Cowbora (blUes) Repeles. 128 Free St,
Portland. 774-1114.

Lest Tribe (progressive originals) Granny 1<I1lem's
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, PtId.761·2787.

"-lea _ _ (acoustic) Branhall Pub, 769 Con-

land. 774-5246.

. . . . St, Portland. 77~9873.

The Look (rodI) Old Port TIMIrTl. 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 7740444.

f'erfurnM S..,... (Jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St.
Portland. 772-8114.

MILL STORE

.
..
West Point Pepperell

Tara Hote l, S. Portland. 775-6161.

TU T·Blrds. 126 N. Boyd St, Po rtland . 773-804 0.

friday 16

Martex and Lady Pepperell
• Bed and Bath •

Brooks.CIII

IIeYOJ TruIIIe and "'I _
B_ (psyd1edellc rock)
Granny Klllam's Industria l Orinkhouse. 55 Market St,
Portland. 761·2787.

foIWIUIIe .... (acoustic & electric) Granny Killam's
Industrial O~nkhouse , 55 Matkat St, Portland. 761·
2787.

Call for more information at-• '
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110.

Michelle Dorian of Portland booeles to the eountry.rock sounds of Cattle Call - with lead singer Mark Farrlncton, left, and
lead guitarist Charles Reiser - at Raoul's Roadside Attraction, Saturday, Oct. 10.

NO (rock) Spring Point
Portland. 767-4827.
Hot

CfMn7 ....

c.te.

175 PIckett St,

(rodI) T·BIrds, 126 N.

Portland. 773-8040.

S.

........ Hot Gazz/swlng Standards) UtIle Willies.
36 Market St, Portland. 773-4500.

Bo,d St,

Art & Soul COfIti,,1UJIi "" J1IIse 24

• Towels
• Sheets & Pillow Cases
• Velux® Blankets
• Cotton Thermal Blankets
• Comforters
• Bedspreads
• Accessories
• Sheets & Pillow Case Sets
• Remnants
• Irregulars
• Polyester Filling Qdeal for crafts)
• Sheet Size Panels of Bonded Fiberfill

Main Street, Biddeford

286-8255
VISAlMC

1

IT'S A
NEW'
MORNING,'
HABI:I
,

Art & Soul continued from page 23

HMA
PASTA

clubs
Rockln' Ylbnltlons, Actlv. Cult.... _
only Motions (reggae & world beat hurricane benef~) The
Living Tree Culture Club, 45 DanfO<th St, Portland,
87«>022,

PASTAS &

WHOLESALE AND

Ds:"rAII

The ..... (rocI<) Moose Alley, 46 Mar1<et St, Port·

REDISCOVER RAVIOLI

land . 774·5246,

The Look (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,

Homemade ravioli in endless varieties:
Smoked Salmon & Dill. Four Cheese. Spinach &
Gorgonzola, Shrimp. Lobster" Sun-d,:,led Tomato
Flavors vary daily. Call for todays selection.
WE OFFER A VARIETY .
OF SAUCES TO
_.
COMPLEMENT YOUR AAVlOU,l-.,

Open

58

~ARKET

Portland, 77~44 .

Mr TllIIC. The "of • ......, Hu_ ...... (fUnky
hlp hop) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

DnICft- Cewbat'a (blues) Repetas,

...~
'.

IRO (R&B) SptlrIC Point
Portland. 767..627,

STREET. OLD PORT

cats,

175 PIckett St, S.

I'ort CIty .... Stll.. (rock/R&B) T·Birds, 126 N. Boyd
St, Portland. 77~.

. ' . ' ,.

eVery day Man-Sat 11":'6:30 .

128 Free St,

Portland. 774-1114,

CIIIII 0. QooIIMttII(pop/rock) TlppenwyPub, Sheraton

. 7146

Tata Hotel, S. Portland,

77~161 .

SpItIIre (rocI<) TIle WI'OnIl Br01tlers' Pub at Port
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944.
"

.

sunday 18

"

Jack T...... _

Than... to QI'IWIty (comedy and
alternative rock) The living Tree Culture Club, 45
Danforth St, Portland. 87«>022,

-~III.

BIcycle TIIItiv. (MTV rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton S1. Portland. 77~4.

one u.t S.... (big band) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 77~86.

Join.

H....I _ Comedy NI~ with Tony Y ..,d S _
F.rI. (comedy) T-Blrds , 126 N, Boyd St, Portland .
773-8040.
Ken Qrimeley (acoustic) Whirls End, 52 Wharf St,
Portland, 773-0093.

DJ • ....., (acoustic) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944 .

DANCING INSIDE OUT
Continued from page 17

Open Mic
RIondy _ _ _ (b.y.o.) Raoul ' s
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave , Portland, 773-

6886.

Open Daily· 56 Main Street· Freeport, Maine· 865-6369

Open Mic with Ken Qrt_1ey (acoustic) Whirls E'nC!,
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093,

tuesday 20
,v

•

"Dancerso[
Astonishing
Talent and
Ingenuity"

STEVE KELLY

The
New

Open Mic with Neil Coliln. (b.y.o, electric) Granny
Killam 's Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Port·
land. 761-2787,

Deeley o.c.. (college night) The Living Tree Culture
Club, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 874-0022.
Bicycle TIIltiveo (MTV rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton S1. Portland. 77~4,
Open Mlc Night with R... Fonn (thrash) Repetas,
128 Free St, Portland, 774-1114,
Buckw_Zydeco,C...ySheot"'n.nclSteveF1_
(Creole dance music and folk) Raoul's Roadside
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland , 773-6886,
Open Mic NlChtwlth PM«QI....... (acoustic) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland . 767-4627,
Men of N_ England (women 's night out) T-Blrds,
126 N, Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.

SoIotic. (acoustic) Whirls End, 52 Wharf St, Port·
land , 773-0093.

Yorker

IN THE
MORNING

Bowdoin College Pickard Theatre
Friday, October 23,1992 - 8 p.m.
Information 726-3376 • Charge by phone 726-3201 • Tickets at:
Moulton Union Information Desk; Macbeans Music, BIUIlSWlck; Amadeus
Music, Portland. S13.60/public S6/Bowdoin ID

5:30 - 1 DAM

ONLY ON
THE NEW

wednesday 21
Open MlcwlthJ_e_(b.y,o. acoustic) Geno's,
13 Brown St, Portland. 772·7891,
_ Harvey (fUnk) Granny Killam ' s IndustrlalTBA The
Living Tree Culture Club, 45 DanfO<th St, Portland.
87«>022.
a.c~' NI~ (topless) Moose Alley, 46 Mar1Iet
St, Portland. 774-5246,

BOP
HARVEY
C.D. RELEASE PARTY
SPECIAL GUEST: ACTIVE CULTURE

Bicycle Thl. . . (MTV rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland, 77~44,

BeBop Jaz En","ble Uazz) The Porthole Restaurant. 20 Custom House Wharf, Portland. 772·5575.
Tuck. Patti Uazzl Raoul 's Roadside Attraction , 865
Forest Ave, Portland, 773-6886.

Lou. The Ske_n Crew (Dead cover band) Wharfs
End , 52 Wharf St, Portland , 773-0093,
Open Mic Nlllhtwith The CooIWhlpe (b,y,o.jam) The
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

dancing
ONE GREAT SONG
AFTER ANOTHERI

weso

97.9 FM

Q_ Dance, Inc., locations to be announced. Smoke1II1d chem-free dances with swing, latin & ballroom
music Fridays from 9-12 pm & Sundays from 3-6 pm.
$5, 773-3558,
TIl. Llvlne T_ Cultu •• Club, 45 Danforth St, Port·
land. African , world beat. reggae and alternative
rock, Open Tues-Sun, 87«>022,
Maine llllliroom, 614 Congress St. Portland, Every
Sat 9-m ldnlgtrt, Cost: $5. No reservations required ,
773-0002,

Art & Soul continued on page 26

"At first it was weird dancing with
adults, but I got used to it," said Sean
Tocci, 16, who has studied with
Dunphy for 11 years. "Some of the
younger dancers who have studied
longer teach the older dancers some
technique. The older generation
teaches us about life and the dance
and music of their time,"
Dunphy stresses that connections
between people are critical to the
work. "It's like a big, extended
family," she said. "I know I'm not
supposed to be emotional about these
things in the '90s, but I am. Since my
family is spread all over the country,
for me they are an extended family."
"My Fathers Forest" was based on
Dunphy's story of returning to her
family's fann to see her house
dwarfed by a forest of 1,000
evergreens she had planted with her
father 15 years earlier. Capturing both
the disappointment and hope of going
home, it features men planting
children and dancing with them as
they grow and spread their branches.
"Different pieces happen different
ways," said Dunphy, explaining the
company's creative process. She and
the
dancers
bring
their
own stories, newspaper clippings,
photographs, bits of music, thoughts,
feelings and reactions to the studio as
starting points for improvisation.
In "Changing Places," a thea mcal
piece about home and moving,
dancers move to the narrated story of
a child's anxiety about visiting her
grandmothers house filled with
breakables. Pairs of dancers in knickknack shapes block her path to the
grandmothers rocking chair,
accompanied by an eerie violin
melody played by one of the children
in the company.
"What' s great about Betsy's
choreography is the variety and the
power," said Elizabeth Shames, who
studied with modern dance pioneers

dance

Party

Sat. & Sun. Afternoons atj'-$
Run into old friends. Catch up on local news.
Relax with a Bloody Mary &: the best steamers in town.
• ESPN for all the games •

..

"

19
I ALL ITEMS PRICED AT $10 OR LESS I, monday
with

, ___---

,
in New York City during the Great
DepreSSion, "It's good to be doing
things that deal with problems in our
society. It's not all esoteric or
butterflies and bluebirds."
In "Fire in the Melting Pot," the
company's call for an end to violence,
some dancers hurl each other around
while passersby ignore the wounded
or carry them. Outsiders stare through
camera lenses or turn away from their
]V screens in gestures of denial. A
cold presentation of reality, it
emerged from the rompany's horror
at the Rodney King incident and the
LA. riots. 'We ended our shows this
year with it because I wan~ people
to leave thinking about it," said
Dunphy.
Having produced their own roncert
and performed at The Maine Festi val
and Dance Portland this year, creating
new dances and getting their message
about dance to school children are the
next steps for Perennial Effects.
Ten of the rompany, including
senior dancers, will give lecture
demonstrations, talking about how
they work and what kids'
expectations of dance are. Their goal is
to educate those who have been
scarred by early experiences of not
getting it right in tap and ballet
classes, "The kids in our group are not
there because they are cute," noted
Dunphy. 'They contribute much to
the process."
"One has to learn the joy of dance
and that you're allowed to use the
body just for the joy of movement,"
said Shames, explaining the spirit of
Perennial Effects. 'The body is the
house you live in. Keep it agile,"
Whether you burned your tap and
toe shoes years ago or never got
around to signing up for dance
classes, you can start over or begin
now. The only prerequisite for
Dunphy's dance classes is the desire
to dance with others in a way that is
meaningful to you.en

~

\¢\
Maine's ~ Authentic

Duo tel'

Oyster Bar

Mixing Good People, Good Food and Good Drinks for 13 Years.
S Portland Pier e 772-4828 • Full menu from 11am - midnight
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'A Festiva l of
Immortal Music
& Great Cinema

Frido y &

5

do

y. October 23 & 24

FRI oct 23

@ Sf'

T·Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: comedy
night; weekdays : special events; Frl & Sat rock &
roll, dance. 773-8040.

JAKI BYARD IN CONCERT

Wh.._
Dance Club, 29 Forest Ave, Portland.
Progressive music. Frt chern free, all ages with
deejay; Sat women's night from 9-1 with deejay Deb.
874-9770.

Sarah Vaughan: Listen to the Sun
Film In Jazz History: ;&. Panel Discussion

Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: chem·free;
Thurs: cutting edge dance; F~: live national acts: Sat
deejay till 2:30 am, live at The Cave; SUn: request
night. 773-8187.

Legendary Pianist

SAT oct 24 @ 2P Thelonius MonIc Straight, No Chaser
Anything For Jazz with Jal<i Byard
Jazz: Earl Hines (, Coleman Hawkins
Mary Lou Williams: Mary Lou's Mass
Portland Performing Arts Center 25A Forest Avenue
FOR TICKETS call 774 0465 or at Amadeus Music
51=0'"150 r';l

Na'l:)"cl Endowment fa the a.'ts f"1Clne j"'Lr'lcnltles COl-nC't Blue C oss/Blue 5hle d of MOH'·e 0 . . 01'~ SUIles Hotel

GOOD EATS AND DRINKS
Daily Lunch Specials

-

The~, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open nlght~, 8 pm
on ... Nailed Thlrstdays: no cOlIer, drinks $1.25 &
drafts 254; mSat until 3 am; SUn·Mon: chern free.
COlIer: $3. 772·1983.
. .Iut... 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly until 1
am. No cOlIer. 7744200.

Ofu~

S;&'T oct 24 @ SP

clubs

FEASTS
Grilled Knockwurst Plate
Fish n' Chips
Ploughman's Lunch
Gourmet Pizza
VEGETARIAN DELIGHTS
Felafel Pocket
Szechuan Stir Fry
Curried Veggie Pocket
"WORDLY CHOICES"
Chicken &Burgers
Cajun • Indian • Italian • American
Mexican • Danish • Southwestern
AND ALWAYSDewey's Famous Three Alarm Chili

art

UNCLE ~'LL'r"S

J~·O!'U!!f\4~\~~·'Q.U~
""O~:tt:v
60 Ocean St., So. Ptld • 767-7119

"Swin'e Dining"

portl.lIld photogr.lphir ...

c

Full Service Photographic Lab
• Exhibition and Portfolio Prlntlng
• T~deshow Prlntlng and Mounting
• Clbachrome and Ektacolor
• Slide ProceSSing (E6) and Slide Duplication

Portland C _ of C _ 145 Middle St.
Portland. ·Worl<son Paper.· On view through Oct 30.
Gallery hours: Mon-Frl 8-5. 772·2811, ext. 223.

Can for a Catalog:

207-774-6210

portl.lnd photogr.lphil'"

Portland ColIN R....tlng Company 111 Commer·
clal St, Portland. ·The It of This: the photos ofTom
Marino. Through Oct15. Hours: daIJy7·7. 761·9525.

•. .with Casco Bay Weekly.
See page 29.

Portland M .. eum of Art Seven Congress Square,
Portland. Hours: Tues, Wed, Thurs 10-9, Frl & Sat 106, SUn 12·5. Admission: adults $6, senior citizens
and students with ID $5, youth 6-18 $3.50, children
5 and under are free. Muse'um admission Is half·
price 10-n00n Saturday. 773-2787 .
"Endangered landscapes Lynn Butler photographs
places threatened by development, from NewYorl<'s
Coney Island to the south of France. Through NOlI 1.

openlng

"Silent WIt.... Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs
of Polish ghettos and death camps of Trebllnka,
Auschwitz and BlrI<enau, taken over the past four
years. On view through Oct 18.

DantortllArtGalle<y 34 Danforth St, Portland. Open·
Ing reception Oct 22 from ~8 for 'Maine Contemporary Drawing Exhibition, ' a show jurled by Sigmund
Abeles. Through Nov 13. 'Migrant WIthin,' paintings
of Franco-American artists of New England continues
through Oct 15. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11·5. 77~
6245.

"The EI. .ant Auto: Fahlon and DeoIJn of the 1930s
One-<>t·a-kind automobiles, art-deco fumiture and jewelry, period paintings and other products from this era
of revolutionary industrial design. Through Nov 8.

G_hUt GIllIert.. 146 Middle St, Portland. OpenIngreception and brunch Oct 18 from 11·2 for 'Maine
Women of the '90s: a show of paintings, jewelry,
pottery and painted floor cloths. Donation: $5 for
open Ina reception and brunch to benefit Maine
Women's Lobby; 20 percent of all sales to benefit
MaIne Women's lobby. Through NOlI 10. Galle<y
hours: Mon-Frll()'5:3O, Sat 1()'5. 772·2693.

Icon Cont8mpor8r)' Art 19 Ma60n St, Brunswick.
Opening reception Oct 24 from 4-6 for the paintings
and drawings of Honour Mack. Through NOlI 27.
'Over the Rainbow,' the tapestries of Morris Davlc
Dorenfeld continues through Oct 17. Gallery hours:
Mon·Satl·5. 72!H1157.
The Tr.... Glllt.ry 112 HlIIh St, Portland. Opening
reception Oct 15 from !HI for 'Paintings, ' the worl<
of Richard Wilson. On view through NOlI 8. Gallery
hours: Thurs

~8,

Fr.Sat 12·5, SUn 12-4. 772·1961.

around town

"The Art of Discovery An exhibition of maps from the
age of exploration. Through Dec 13.
Robert J. Bama Interiors 1 Monument Way, Port·
land. Botanical paintings of Sarah Elizabeth look,
showing through Oct 24. Hours: Mon-Frl 11·6, Sat·
SUn 11·3. 773-3481.

The s . - ' s Club R_urant 1 Exchange St,
Portland. ·Splrlted Gardensl' the work of Joyce
Coyne and Chris Sheridan. Through November. Hours:
11·11. 772·7311.
Th.St"n Galle<y 20 Milk St, Portland. 'North Car~
llna Glass Show, · new work from 12 new artists,
showing through October. Gallery Hours: Mon· Sat
11-6, SUn 11·5. 772·9072.

Thee. Moo.. C...._1eers 415 Cumberland Ave,
Portland. Oils, pastels and sculpture by Diane Bowie
Zaltlln through NOlI 21. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5. 7743791.
The Wat Side R_rant 58 Pine St, Portland.
Recent work by Louisa Boehmer, showing throullh
NOlI 1. Hours: Mon·Thurs 7·2:30, ~9 ; Frl 7·2:30, ~
10, Sat 8-2:30, 5-10, SUn 9-2:30, ~9. 773-8223.

En.,..

African Imports and New
Alto 1 Union St,
Portland. Original artworl< & advice to collectors.
Hours: 1()'9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 SUn. 772·9505.

ORGANIC

HAIR COLOR:
Introducing an
alternative to
chemical-based hair
color and henna I

Th. Art Galle<y at Six DeettnJ Street 6 Deering St,
Portland. Watercolors of Edward Minchin. On view
through Oct 24. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11·5 the first
two weeks of the month; thereafter by chance or
appointment. 772·9605.

773-4457
We're Maine's only AVEOA· concept salon.
ON TIlE CORNER OF MIDDLE &: EXCHANGE SfREETS
IN THE OW PORT

Th. Baxter Galle<y Portland School of Art, 619
Congress St, Portland. Exhibition of student work.
Through Oct 18. Gallery hours: Tues·Sun 11-4, Thurs
11·9. 77~5152.
ConJNU Squa.. Gallery 42 Exchange St, Portland.
Group show of gallery artists Including lindsay
Hancock, Henry Isaacs, Meg Brown Payson and Jill
Hoy, showing through October. Gallery hours: Mon·
Sat 10:JO.5. 774-3369.
Ft.St..at Studio 8 City Center, Portland. Sculpture
by Karen Dow, paintings of Chris Mlr and paintings
and sculpture by lyn Mlr. Through Oct. Gallery hours:
Mon-Satl0-7, Sun 12·5. 774-1500.
Fra.t Gully GaUe<y 411 congress St, Portland. WOrI<
of gallery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Frl 12·6, or by
appointment. 773-2555.

Katahdin R _ .. nt 106 High St, Portland. The
works of Zoo Cain through Dec 1. Hours: Mon-Thurs
~10, Frl-Sat ~11. 774-1740.
lewis Gallery Portland Public library, 5 Monument
Square, Portland. 'Viewer Created Realities: the
paintings and sculptures of John Rlveglla showing
through Oct 31. Gallery hours: Mon, Wed & Frl 9-6;
Tues & Thurs 12·9; Sat 9-5.871·1700.
Mill. . Color Service Galt.ry 4 Milk St. Portland.
'Maine Business/Art '92· an exhibit of Clbachrome
prints of 11 local commercial photographers. On
view through NOlI 15. Gallery hours: Mon-frl 8:JO.
5:30.7744300.
NIII1q' MIIrJolls Gallery 367 Fore St Portland . Decoratlvearts, Includlnl!.fewelrybyRonakl Hayes Pearson
and ceramics by Peter Saengher. Through October.
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 1()'6, SUn 11:304. 77~
3822.
M •• nd.r Gall.ry 40 Pleasant St, Portland .
• Mythscapes: Aboriginal Dreaming,' showing through
Oct 31. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12·6, or by appoint·
ment.871·1078.

out o/town
Art Ga.ery USM/Gorham . ·To Visit and to Share a
Meal with the Dead: contemporary Soviet photography. Through Oct 15. Hours: Sun-Thurs: 12-4,
_doIn Coil ... Mu....mofArtWalkerArt Bulkllng,
Bowdoin COllege, Brunswick. The museum is open to
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues·Sat 10-5, Sun
2-5. 72~3275.

"laM Ie MoN: The Prtnt a MIniature Works from
the permanent collection exploring the nature of the
'cabinet print.• Through Nov 22.
"~lnJ at Print. Selections depicting the hlstor.
cal techniquesand processes of printmaking. Throullh
NOlI 1.

"Vlnlll_.. at _ n The creative and technical
processes of printmaking through the exam Inatlon of
contemporary prints produced at Vinalhaven Press.
Through NOlI 29.
"Am Grimm Aayllc paintings of landscapes and
buildings. On view through October in Moulton Union,
lancaster lounge. Hours: Mon·Thurs 7 am·12:3O
am, Frl-Sat 7 am·2 am, SUn 7 am·11 pm .
"The North _ a n Indian The photos oj EdWard
S. Curtis. On view through Decemberinthe Hawthornelongfellow library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8 :30 am·12 am,
SUn 10 arn-12 am .

"11Ie FlonI of Mlline The drawings of Kate Furbish On
view through December In the Hawthorne-Longfellow
Ubrary. Hours: M-Sat 8:30am-12 am,SUn 10am-12 am.
The Chocolat. Church Gallery 804 Washington St,
Bath. 'Expressions In Fibre,' aju~edtextlle art show.

The Microsoft Windows operating system enhances the MS· DOS. operating system to
make your PC easier to use. Discover the point-and-click simplicity of Windows! Cr-eale
terrific output with applications far Windows. And share information between your favorite
applications for MS·DOS and Windows.
What's new in version 3.1?
• Improved Setup automatically loads Windows
onto your system and maintains your current
configuration
• Faster printing and better output with
Truaype. font technology
• A powerful, more dependable operating
system
• Better support fa. MS-DOS-based applica·
tions, SO you can easily copy and paste infor·
mation between applications for MS-DOS or
Windows
• Improved File Manager with enhanced Drag
and Drop capabilities
And no matter what job you need to do, you can
choose from the thousands of Windows-based
applications available today.

Stop by today for a look at Microsoft Windows, and discover how easy personal
computing can be!

-~Connecting Point' III·

On view through October. Gallery hours: Tues·Frl 9-4,
Sat 12-4. 442-8627.

- - - - COMPurER CENTER - - - -

Cry of _ Loon Art Galle<y Route 302, S. Casco.
Opening reception Oct 18 from 2·5 for winners of the
1992 lake Region Jurled Show. Through NOlI 8.
Gallery hours: dally 9 :JO.6. 66~5060 .

(1071 771·1156 t·800·443·6070

Art & Soul continued on page 28

"Genius is formed in quiet,
character in the stream
of human life. ..
-Johann Von Goethe. 1749- 1832

people with all kinds of
hair can choose from a
whole range of colors
based on organically
grown flora, Call us nowl

New! Version 3.1.
Microsoft. Windows..makes
your PC easier to use.

AI_'. 21 Pleasant St, Portland. ·Interiors,· the
realist paintings of Sherry Edmonds, showing through
Oct 17. Hours: 7 arn-l0 pm. 774'()()16.

and reallstolis andwatercoiors by Bill Jewell, Cynthia
McMullin and other local artists. stained and painted
glass by Bill Jewell and Burt Weiss. On view throullh
October. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, or by appoint·
ment. 773-3334.

TAKE OUT AVAILABLE

HOURS-OOt1£J

"Artists You Love: Monet, Renoir and other M_
t ... Worl<s by European masters of the past two
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson Collection
and other prlvate lenders.

J.... Ga••ry 345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist

KITCHEN OPEN
11AM-9PM

PI.. TIM Shop" Bayview Gallery 75 Market St,
Portland. Group show of gallery artists. On view
through Oct 30. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30.
773-3007.

BREAKFAST· EVERY DAY 6 AM • LUNCH - EVERY DAY 12·4pm
DINNER - 4pm to CLOSE EVERYDAY

"The Holocaust

tlon of jewelry by eight deSigners. No set gallery
hours.

446 FORE ST. • OLD PORT • PORTLAND, ME • 772-3310

Photoeraphy C<>Op 547A Congress St, #33, Port·
land. 'Diana & Pinholes,' the photos of Julia Smith
Gough. Showing through NOlI 10. Hours: Tues 1().6,
or by appointment 781-4578.

NEW"nT
AUIVJlu,

Contemporary American 5CulptorGeorge Segal's I~e
Size composition of haunUng White plaster figures.
Through Oct 18.

J. . .t... Work 30 Exchanae S1. Portland. An exhlbl·

THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S

On 1181_ 4 Milk St, Portland. 'An Intimate Portrait
of the People of Nepal: photos by Maljl Greenhut
Showing through Dec 6. Hours: Mon-Sat 9-1, and by
appointment. 772·9812.

27

319 Marginal WaY. R..mland. Maine <J.fIOI

CI"'lM...-.C... ,.,.._. ...II...,.. .......... _
"'....."I_M5·DUS_~~u

.. u.eu.....l5l-."'A~ou.

.... W...... .., .. WiMIoot ....... ~,,/OI~c.,.--.

EAT GOOD FOOD
AND THINK GOOD THOUGtITS.
UFE'S SIMPLE THINGS.
484 STEVENS AVE., PORTLAND

772,3961

..
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Cl'{Qw is the time
to

pran-~oUf' •••

The Sonesta Hotel will make vou,
season come alive!
• Private banquet space for 15 to 400 guests
• Buffets, sltdOlMl meals, hors d'oeuvre & cocktans
party options available
• Special discOlD1t package prices S;mday through Thursday.

,

fI Sonesta Hotel Portland

I

I

i

165 High Street 0 Portland. Maine

I

eatering Department

,1
;

SAVE $2 - $6 per person by booking
Sunday-Thursday dates in December.
Hors D'Oeuvre Party prices start at $6.25 per
person (including tax and gratuity).

art
The G.nery.twldI.... C...,eStucll... Route 123. S.
Harpswell. Work of gallery artists. Through October.
Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 114. Sun 124. or byappointment. Closed Oct 9-11. 833-6081.

M"ne _ m e MUMUm Maritime History Bldg,
243 Washington St. Bath. Gallery hours: dally 9:3()'
5.443-1316.
'The M_ttlme Folk Art of A. De Cletek Paintings by
Belgian artist portraying the coastal and deepwater
vessels that entered the ports of Antwerpand liverpool
In the last days of sall. On view through the year.
'N_WorId.: North Au.ntIcs..r..",-lntlle Er.of
Dlac...,etY Rare world maps and nautical charts. ear1y
navigation Instruments. 1Ilustrations of flne art and
archaeological material bring together the Old and
the New Wor1ds In the ~e of Discovery and beyond.
On view through the year.

'Born from COIIatln, this exhibit Includes watercolor paintings. drawings. sketches and olls by John
Faunce Leavitt. focusing on his made-frorTHTIemory
renditions of the last generation of coasting schoonersthatptled the coast of New England until the late
19305. On view through the year.
M ....um of Art, Oln Arb Cent_ Bates College.
lewiston. Paintings. prints and sculpture by Lewistonborn artist Char11e Hewitt, showing through Oct 18.
Hours: Tues·Sat 1()'5, Sun 1·5. 786-6158.

poetry R-na Gregory Corso. a centrailigure In the
Beat Generation. reads his poetry Oct 22 at 8 pm at
Hardlng's Books. 538 Congress St. Portland. Cost
$7 . 761·2150.
Psyehol"IIY .nd Gnosticism Murray Stein presents

the third annual Heinz Westman Memorial Lecture
Oct 16 at 7 pm at Kresge Auditorium. Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. Free.

Magaz~ne5 for a

72~300 .

Reproductive RIIhb Sarah Weddington. the attor·
neywhowon Roev. Wade In 1973.wlll be signing her
new book· A Question of Choice' Oct 17 from 24 pm
at Books, Etc., 38 Exchange S~ Portland. 622·7524.
SllYlnl Money Elaine Briggs. business manager of
the Tightwad Gazette, offers tips on conservation
and budget living Oct 15 at 7 pm at Portland Museum
of Art. 7 Congress Square, Portland. Cost: $5, $4 for
museum members. 775-6148.

Penetrating. Bold. Illumi nating. Ray Gun is music and style wi lhout the hype. Ra y.Gun is Henry Rollins talking about what it's like to work 7 days a
week, 52 weeks a year, and still be perceived as a loudmouth punk. Or Sonic Youth finding out who in the band believes in God, Rify GUll has music .
personaliti~s and tastemakers as you've never seen or heard them before. Believe it. Now. Cover Price - $3.50, Publish~d '1'2 times II y~lIr,

S .....lsh Poetry Terence McMullan . a speclallst In
modem Spanish poetry from Queens University in
Ireland, discusses the vision of America as seen
through the eyes of 2Oth-century Spanish poets Oct
15 at 5:30 pm at USM's campus Center, Portland.
Free. 780-4640.

Vegetarian Times is the magazine you should .be reading if you are interested in better health through better nuJriffon. V'ElPrianism has a IOl&oTl'Ig
for it, and Vegetarian Times is the "bible" of the vegetarian movement Great recipes, great photos, and some !;col features 00. health. Nothm$ elS(!'
comes close. Cover Price - $2.95, Published 12 times a year.
.

TrllVeI T.. k The Chinese American Friendship Association of Maine presents a travel talk about Southwest China. home of half of China's minority people.
Oct 17 at 7 pm. Room 1. Payson Smith Hall . USM/
Portland. 781·2126.

"

1192 Forest Ave., Portland
(207) 797-9155

TrllVeI WrIU", A three-session workshop to learn to
create publishable travel stories Oct 19. Nov 2 & Nov
16 from 6:3().9 pm at Woodsford Congregational
Church. 202 WOodford S~ Portland. Cost: $55. $45
MWPA members. 729-6333 .

AnIUl Hili .nd Main. Sen. Dale McConnack dis·
cusses 'The Impact of Anita HlIl' s Testimony In
Maine' Oct 22 at 7 pm at the Portland Publlc LIbrary,
Room 419. 5 Monument Square. 282·8912.

ArchItect"",1 Walkln, TOIn Pejepscot Historical

Tllf W!ITfI<S
October 16 & 1 7

Society and Brunswick A.A.U.W. sponsor walking
tours of Brunswick every Friday at 10:30 am . Meetat
the Pejepscot Historical Society, 159 Park Row.
Brunswick . Cost: $2, Includes guide booklet. 7296606.
Book Slpn, Author Rick Hautala will sign copies of
his new suspense novel ·Dark Silence ' Oct 26 from
4-6 pm at Warren Memorial LIbrary. 479 Main St.
Westbrook. 854-5891.
FlcUon Workahop Nicole d'Entremontteaches • Sud·
den Fiction: The Door Within the Door' Oct 17·18 at
the MaineWriters Center. 12PleasantSt. Brunswick.
Cost: $70. $60 MWPA members . 729-6333.

HALLOWEEN PARTY!
get your costUIIle ready
TO PARTY WITH RED LIGHT REVUE
OCTOBER 31

I

,J.

Tuesday ...Party Night! Rock 'n Roll with WIND®WZ

Drink Specials
Wednesday .. .Karaoke with DICK. RAYMOND
Sunday ... MAINE'S BEST LIVE ACOUSTIC NITE

hosted by welZ RADIO, IT'S FREE! IT'S FUN!
A perfect way to end the Weekend.
, I

An alternative to the Old Port.

f

I

i
I I
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Happy Hour Monday - Friday, 4-7pm

Pub Menu (Nachos, Burgers, Fresh Dough Pizza) 8-11pm
FREE PARKING BESIDE BANK

Fr..l.ncl", for MllJaZln.. Sherry Ballou Hanson
offers this day-long workshop on writing and selling
magazine articles In the areas of fitness/ health.
diet/nutrition and ch ild/family Oct 24 from 10 am-3
pm at the Maine Writers Center. 12 Pleasant St,
Brunswick. Cost: $35. $30 MWPA members . 7296333.
Jazz ArtIst~D-R..ldenc. Spend five days Oct 26-30
with James Williams . one of Amerlca's top Jazz
plan lsts. at USM/Gorham. Williams will give lectures
and talks and will lead sectionals and rehearsals
with the various student jazz ensembles. 780-5126.
Jazz on Fllm/Jazz on Suee links fllm perfonnances
byjazzgreats such as lheJonlus Monk, Sarah Vaughal
and Coleman Hawkins with live commentary by film·
makers,Ja22 musicians and historians and a perfor·
mance by Jakl Byard Oct 23-24 at the Portland
Perfonnlng Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave. Portland.
774-0465.

Utf1lU• • T.bI.. Students and community memo
bers are Invited to partiCipate In Infonnal sessions to
Improve their French. German . Portuguese. Russian
and Spanish skills. 780-4390.
M.tlovlch Society Brooke Alexander and Sandy
Titus discuss 'Sptrltual Ministry and Personal Em·
powerment' Oct 22 from 7:3()'9 pm at Rines Auditorium . Portland Pub lic LIbrary. 5 Monument Square.
Portland. 657-2850.
Modern-D<Iy CoIumb.... Capt. Andrew Chase. as·
slstant professor at Maine Maritime Academy and
captain of the Bowdoin talks about Ilfe aboard the
restored arctic schooner Oct 21 at 7 pm at Maine
Maritime Museum. 243 Washington St. Bath. Cost:
$6.50. 443-1316.
N.tlv. Amerl~ . . . Europee .. Emerson W. Baker,
II, discusses ·Close Encounters of the Historical
Kind : Europeans and Native AmericanS In Early Maine·
Oct 19 at noon at Maine Historical Society. 485
Congress St. Portland. Cost $2, free for members of
society. 774-1822.

OV_tIIelbinbow: FeehlonofOzJackle Re id. f<iimer
curator. Westbrook College CostumeColJectlon , leads
a discussion Oct 21 at 7 pm at Portland Museum of
Art, 7 Congress Square. Portland . Cost: Free with
Elegant Auto edmlsslon. 775-6148.

~

.'

Canoe Magazine, North America's #1 resource for canoeing and kayaking, is the only natiollill magazine prollidingtomplete {loverage of the sport an~.
pastime of canoeing and kayaking. The world of Canoe includes quiet water and white walE\!', family camping ang'hard.,.;:ore expedl(lons, ·contempia·",
tion and competition. Canoe's editorial caters \0 the reader's sense of advenlure and their appreciation of the rich hiSlbry, traditions, and rOm3;nce of
canoeing and kayaking. Cover Price - $3.95, Published 6 times a year.
Thi~ advertl5mg forum pr('><;ent€'fl bv Ingram PeriodiCals, Inc..

Tho",. . _1111 Ubnll)' 6 Scott Dyer Road. Cape
El izabeth. Small·scale abstract paintings In
untraditional materials by Usa Bentley. Through Nov
21. Hours: Mon, Wed, FrJ.Sat 9-5; Tues & Thurs 9-9.
799-1720.

sense

~~

Each quarterly issue of Glimmer Train Stories incl udes outstanding short stories bl' established writers lind from exdtiflg brand-new voices. Glimmer
Train Stories also features interviews with writers and other artists. This handsome, well·produced joll(nal is setting a ~leW,standard of excellence for
literary journals. Cover Price - $9.00, Published 4 times a year.
.

O'F."en G..lel)' 58 Maine St. Brunswick. Artists for
Freedom of Expression.· the works of 16 New York
artists . Through Oct 16. ·Meanlngful Flgures: the
paintings and drawfngs of Sigmund Abeles and sculpture by Christopher Gowell. Through Oct 17. "Master
Prints," shows from Oct 21·Nov 18. Gallery hours:
Tues·Sat 1()'5. 729-8228.

York lnatltute MUMUm 371 Main St. Saco. ·From
Town to City: Saco In 1867," photos. artifacts and
documents depicting changes In Saco life. On view
through the year. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fr114; Thurs
1-8; Sat 14. 283-3861.

.

Yoga Journal, the magazine of "health and ConciOllS living: focuses on the development of the whole Person~ !:Iody", mlnd~ 'and spirft Halha Y9Sa, .
alternative healing techniques, transpersonal psychology, bodywork, meditation and Eastern spirituality are among the topiCs covered by YOg;l Journal,
Dedicated to "a life·affirming vision of harmony and wholeness," recent interviews have included Sam Keen, Joon Borysenko;, Ram Dass, and the Oalai
Lama. Cover Price· $3.50, Publfshed 6 times II year.

SebooacodeCen ArtIm o.llery Route 24. Great Island. Works by 21 Maine artists. Gallery hours: TuesSun 1()'5. 833-5717.

:
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LittieProfe-ssor Book Center
Topsham Fair Mall

Book Review
Falmouth Shopping Center

Isfimd Books
144 Congress

Casco Bay Weekly

wellness
Adult S-Ire Clinic on the last Wed of e'V8ry
month, for blood pressure and
Childbirth Preparlltlon CI._ Two-day Intensive
series on birth and parenting Oct 24 & Nov 7 from 10
am·4 pm at the MoonshelJ Inn. Peaks Island. Cost
$3O/ couple. 766-2244.

j---------SZ.OOOFF--'

ave

Flrllt Aid CI._ American Red Cross offers an
elght·hour program including adu~ CPR Infonnatlon
and certlflcation Oct 19 & 26 from 8:30 am·12:3O
pm . Oct 28 from 8 :30 am·5 pm . For more info call
874-1192.
Flu.hots Community Health Services wlJl sponsor an
adult flu clinic Oct 15 from 4 :3()'6:3O pm at N.
Yarmouth Town Hall . Walnut HIli. N. Yarmouth ; Oct
21 from 9:3().11 :3O am at Windham Community
Building. 8 School Road . Windham ; and Oct 21 from
1:3()'3:3O pm at Falmouth Fire Station. Bu cknam
Road . Falmouth. Cost: $10. 775-723 1.
Freeclom. Energy In MOIIement A no n· pror~ dance
group meet s Mon eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street
Un ited Methodist Church. 168 Elm St. S. Portland.
Children are welcome. Donations . 799-1902.
H.thll Yop lor People with AIDS is ava ilabie every
Wed and Fri from 12:45-2 pm at 22 Monument
Square. Portland . Cost: $1. fo/ those who can afford
It. 797-5684 .
H..II", ..d the Mind Dr. Ken Ham l ~on speaks on
his work In hOlistic medicine Oct 21 at 7:30 at Unity
of Greater Portland. River Road. Windham . 7743535.
Herblll Workshops Crystal Springs Farm & Center
serves as a leaming center and provides a variety of
herbal and educational workshops : Oct 18 from 14
pm. 'Foraging Class. ' $ 35; Nov 8 from 1·4 pm.
'Herbs for Winter and the Immune System : $35.
Held at 70 Hollis and Buda roads , Dayton. 4997040.
M.mmocf'llll/ly Project Women Interested In taking
part in the American Cancer Soclety's reduced-cost
mammography project should call 1-8()().AC5-2345
by Oct 16.
M _ of Da,k.-s A workshop to exptore emotlonal
masks and defen·ses. Including a s llde show presentatlonand mask making Oct 25 from 9 :3Oam·12:3O
pm. Cost $25. 879-1959.
PI. .ned P.renthoocl of Northern New England helps
teenagers at Its Walk-In Clinic Fri. 1-4:30 pm and Sa~
9 am·noon . at 500 Forest Ave . Portland. Confiden tial
services Include birth contrOl. pregnancy tests. pap
smears. sm screen ing and treatment. Fees based
on ability to pay. 874-1095.

PUlmorwry Reh.bllt.tlon USM Llfellne offers a program designed for Ind ividuals with various lung dis·
eases Tues and Thurs from 11:15-noon at the USM
Portland Campus Gym. Falmouth st. 780-4170.
Relki Workahop Restore vital energy. maintain pos it ive wellness and prevent disorders Oct 17-18. 7731644.

s.t.)II Yap Medlbltlon Experience thoughtless
awareness Wednesdays at 7 pm In the Faculty
Lounge. USM at Portland . Free. 799-5749.

Art & Soul continued on page 30
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Expr...1ve TherllPY An opportunity to meet with area
expressive theraptsts and experience the creative
process used In t herapy. All professionals. students
and friends are welcome Oct 18 from 6-8 pm at the
Expressive Therapy Center. 150 SI. John St, Port·
land . For more Info ca ll 871·8274.
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Wed -BeBop Jazz Ensemble
' \,.
I
I
Thurs·Windows60'sRock
'I
Fri -Jelf Aumuller guitar &banjo origs.
I
Sat . New Wave Rock
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, I
I NO COVER
NO MINIMUM
PORTLAND
D! I
FOO
MACROBIOTIC
I
I
I
Every Wednesday
I
I
ALL YOU CAN EAT:
I
~ _ ..!ISH~N' CHI!!_.~: Anyday __ L

I

854.0430

I

543 Main St. WTBK.
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Offer Good at 2 LocatIons

HOME COOKING
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HAIRCUT

Withhead, neck&
For first-timers shoulder massage , $15
$8 for everyone else. Manicure $8
20% O FF Pau l Mitc hell ,
Trim Bangs
M atrix & Mostey
or nape $5

n for·

MentionCouponWHENORDERlNG
andgetlO%OFFI

FREE~!~r!OdeOn
1
T.·eket
with the purchase of dinner for two.
($10 minimum check)
Monday - Saturday after 4:30pm
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I
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M
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Open seven days a week
• Breakfast anytime e Eat in or take out
327 Main Street, Cash Corner, South Portland
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Variety &
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~ Fo~ streot·.fortlU~E8~~OOOL,- ~':"'~:" - fSAND- CASTLE-TOYS - - - - - - : MUSICEVERYWED·SAT ~~ 90Rr I of CAPE ELIZABETH
HOLE' HAS NEW HOME!
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I tel ( 20 7) 828..0003
I fax (207 ) 828,0003
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LARGE OR X-LARGE
PIZZA
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I SendYourSallsAwayForALitdeR&R
I $ 2.50 Lb, WASH, CHECK, MINOR
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wellness
t

Sutl Meditation Join the Portland Sufi Order for
meditation sessions based on the works of Hazrat
Inayat Khan and Plr Vllayat Inayat Khan . Experienced
teachers offer sessions working with creative vlsua~
Izatlon, breath, sound, light and ~lvlne qualities.
session~ ongoing and open to all; no experience
necessary. Bring a meditation pillow or bench it
desired . No fee, but donations accepted . sessions
at Expressive TheraP'f Center, 150 St. John St,
Portland. 657-2605.

I

,I

l

T'.I Chi Ch'uan Is an ancient Chinese martial art
based on mental and physical balance. It's good for
Spiritual growth. physical health and for reducing the
effect of stress and tension . Beginners through
advanced classes ongoing. 772-9039.

:
i

I
I

Th. Teen,IYounl Adult Clinic Is a place to go if you
have a health concern or medical problem , need a
sports/school physical done, or have birth control
Issues to deal with . Open to anyone 13021, every
Monday from 4-8 pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22
Bramhall St, Portland. Walk-Ins seen if they arrive by
7 pm. 871-2763.

I
i

l

1

I

Vegotartan Society 0/ M.ln. meets the third Mor>day of every month at 6 pm at 35 Saunders SI,
Portland, for a potluck get together. vegetarian support group meeting and planning meeting. 7730
6132.
VI.ltlng Nu... PedI.tJlc Cllnleo Well child and sick
child care for all children ages 0-12 Oct 15 & 22 from
1-5 pm at 161·167 Main St, sanford. 490-2336 .

! '1
I '
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Women'. Empowerment Group lyn Gray, lSAC. is
forming a group. 77303000.
Women'. Medttatlon W......hop learn to listen to
your inner voice. 781-0944.
Women OVer 50 A support group facilitated by louise
Bennett will explore this vital t ime of life and those
that follow. 772-1910.

family

H.ppy Trail. Portland Trails needs your help in
spreading gravel on the trail along the eastern shore
of Casplc Pond Oct 17 from 9 am-12 pm . Meet at
Rockland Avenue and Machigonne Street entrance.
Bring steel rakes and spades if possible. Wear
gloves . Those who can't work but who would like to
contribute are welcome to loan tools and bring
donations of drinks and snacks. 772-3695 .
International Folk Dancing An evening 01 line . circle
and couple dances Oct 21 at 7 pm at the Main
lounge, Moulton Union, Bowdoin College . Brunswick.
Dances taught from 7-8 pm. Cost: $3 donation ; free
for Bowdoin students. 729-1555.
Jitterbug SWing Danc. Cut loose to solid '50s rock ,
rockabilly and classic swing recordings the second
Friday of each month at Casco Say Movers Dance
Studio. 151 St. John St, Portland. Beginner workshop begins at8 pm, Dance from g.midnight. Smoke
and alcohol free. Cost: $5. 72~8216 .

;

neiids, Fine Foods,
& 'spirits Blend Together."

212 DANFORTH ST: PORTLAND, ME

Road Rac. USM L~ellne holds a 5 K road race Oct 17
for people of all fitness levels. Register at 8 am at the
gym , U5M/Portland . 780-4842.

In response to the gripe article in Portland Press Herald "There's
no place to go where you can get a good home cooked meal &
cocktail when your work day ends at 7l!,m_" Well, there is such a
place - RUSKI'S! The Closest Thing to Cheers in Portland! Yes,
we even have a Carla & Nonn, sorry, no Sam yeL

Senior ~ for M.n" Women 55+ USM l~eline
offers classes Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from
10:30-11:15 am at the USM Portland campus gym
on Falmouth Street. Program consists of progressive
exercises . Registration Is ongoing. 780-4170.
Step Aerobic. USM lifeline begins a l().week session of classes Oct 19. Mon . Wed & Fri from 6 :307:30 am and 5:30-6:30 pm at the gym, U5M/
Portland. 7804638.

appointment
today

HairBuilder's
for mCi!n li womCi!n

883·8400
Oak Hill Plaza
Scarborough
Maine

LOCATIONS IN: BURLINGTON, VI,
SCARBOROUGH & BANGOR, ME
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W.II"l' .... 1I Casco Bay Bike Club hosts informal
walle~all games every Thurs at 6:30 pm at the
Racket and Fitness Center, OUter Congress Streel
Portland. Cost: $5. 772-8465 .

Breakfast Items: Create your own Omelet, Hangover Special,

Wolf.'. Neck Stot. P.rk offers nature programs on
weekends In Oct. Upcoming: 'Fall Foliage Tour." Oct
17: 'Autumn sensations: Oct 18; 'Harraseeket
Hike: Oct 24. Meet at 2 pm at the benches In the
second parking iot 287-3821.

Chipped Beef on Toast, Country Sausage & Gravy,
Pancakes, French Toast, Ruski Muffin, Fill-Me-Up Please,
Eggs Benedict, Belgian Waffles.
The "Best" Breakfast in Town!

""'enthe

Wear it in any style you like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!
Call for an

Iii

~. "Where Good

Maine Outdoor AdVenture Club brings together people
who enjoy the outdoors. MOAC offers t rl ps and
events to people ot all skil l levels, beginner to expert.
Upcoming: Oct 23025, Black Angel trail maintenance
(846-5936). Ongoing: Mackworth Island wa lk Thurs
at 6 pm. For updated trip into, call the Outdoor
Hotline at 774-1118. For club and membership
Information call 712-9831.

Lunch & Dinner Items: Patty's Homecooked Specials,

EIIectIv.
Eileen Stiles lectures about
STEP (Systematic Training for Effective Parenting), a
realistic and practical approach to ralslng children
Oct 28 at 7 pm at SwedenborJIlan Church, 302
Stevens Ave, POrtland. Donation. 839-3166.

Imagine!
Your hair!
Thicker, longer,
more beautiful!
The
HairBuilders
System
can make sh.ort
hair long ... thin
hair thick.. .
sparse hair
full ...
Our unique
process uses
your own hair
to create more
hair
permanently!

I

Rosie's Pasta Specials, Soup, Chowder,S Alann Meat Chili
Nachos, Burritos, Appetizers, Pizzas, Calzones, l/2Ib.
'
Burgers, Sandwiches (15 to pick from), Chicken & Steak
Dinners, Jumbo Shrimp 2 for $1, Fried Clams, All you can
eat Fish Fry- Every Friday.

F.mlly W......hop Portland Museum of Art offers
'Robotsl" a parent-chlld art and cralts workshop Oct
18 from 24 pm, on a drop In basis, at the museum,
7 Congress Square, Portland. Cost<-$2 over museum
admission. 77~6148 .
J_ Clinic Jazz pianist James Williams conducts a
clinic and master class for high school jazz musIcians Oct 28 from 1-2:50 at Carthell Concert Hall.
USM/Gortlam. Cost: $10 adults, $5 students; Includes price of adm Ission to residency fonale concert
Oct 30. 780-5126.

Daily Homemade Lunch and Dinner Specials Starting at $3.95.
Full Menu Available All Kitchen Hours
Also Full Menu Available for Take-Out!

Portland Public Ubrary Invites children to enjoy Its
upcoming programs: Tales for Twos. Oct16atl0:30
am; Family Story nme, Oct 17 at 10:30 am ; Preschool Storynme, Oct19atl0:30am; Anger Fun for
Sables, Oct 21 at 9:30 am; Preschool Story nme,
Oct21 at 10:30 am; Tales forTwos, Oct 23 at 10:30
am; Halloween Party. Oct 24 at 2 pm. The library's
located at5 MonumentSquare, Portland. 871-1700.

.. KITCHEN HOURS ..
.
Monday - Thursday: 7AM-llPM
Fnday & Saturday 7 AM-Midnight· Sunday: Noon-II PM

" . . . _ F... Visit the Great Pumpkin Patch at
Good Earth Farm, 55 Pleasant Hill Road, Freeport,
and enjoy a hayrtde, pick a pumpkin, eat an apple,
visit farm animals and check out the hay playground.
The farm Is open SUr>-Sat 9-5 until Halloween. 86~
9544.

Now thru Oct. 17
200 RIVERSIDE ST • PORTLAND ME • (207) 772-8033 • 1-800·992·0008
MONDAY-THURSDAY 4 PM - 1 AM; FRIDAY & SATURDAY NOON-1 AM

Pursuln. Coil.,. A series of worIIshops to assist
college preparatory students at Warren Memorial
library, Westlbrook. Upcoming: • Preparing an Effective Application, "Oct 21 at 7 pm; 'Understandlngthe
financial Aid Process: Oct 28 at 7 pm. 7974442.

Happy Hour: Monday - Friday 4. 7
Well Drinks $1.75 • Daily Beer Specials $1.45

Riverton Ubrary offers Toddler nme for 1- to 2-year
olds, Including games, stories and songs. Wed at
9:30and 10:3Oam & Frl at 9 :30am : Preschool Story
Hour lor ages 3 to 5, Frl at 10:30 am. The library's
located at 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. 797-2915.
Scl.nc. CI ..... Star Science Center holds
afterschool classes for children In grades K-5 beginning Oct 26 from 3 :J0.4:3O pm at 32 Danforth Sl
Portland. The six-week session will focus on sound
and musical Instruments. Cost: $35. 77~7362 .
T..... Open Gym Teens ages 13018 play basketball,
whiffle ball, floor hockey and more Mons & Weds
from 7 :30-9 pm at Reiche Community Center, 166
Brackett SI, Portland. Cost: 504 . 874-8873.
youth Fltneoo lifeline offers a circuit wight training
and cardiovascular fitness program for kids ages 130
17 beginning Oct 26 and Oct 27 . Cost: $67. 7804170.

sweat
Afrtcan D.nce CI• • The Casco Bay Movers Dance
Studio hosts an African Dance Class with lisa
Newcomb and drummer Jeff Densmore Oct 24 from
1-2:30 at 151 St John St, Portland. Cost $10. 8711013.
CorrIraciance with Crooked Stove Pipe Sand every
third Fri at 8 :30 pm at the Casco Bay Movers
Building. 151 St. Johns St. Portland. All dances
taught. Singles always welcome. Cost $4. 7743392.
Erclllh Counby Danelle All evening of traditional
dancing with live music by the Merrymeeting Musical
Menagerie Oct 25 at 7 pm at Bowdoinham Town Hall,
School Street, Bowdoinham. All dances taught. Cost
$4. 666-3090.

our

Portland's Largest Adult Entertainment Center!

towns

Offering a huge selection of videos,
~agazines and toys for the
discriminating adult ...

Baked Bean Supper AII-you-car>-eat su pper to benefit
Blue Point Congregational Church Oct 31 trom 4:306:30 pm at North SCarborough Grange Hall, Route
22, Scarborough. Cost: $4, $2 for kids . 767 -7604.
Book Sal. Gorha m l ion's Club holds a sale Oct 23
from 6-10 pm and Oct 24 from 9 am·6 pm at Rob le
Gym , South SI. Gorham. 839-3272 .

"We Have What You're Searching
For ••. And Then Some!"

Community Building A series ot discu ssions to leam
about bridging communication , racial and cu ltural
differences In Portland . The second meeting occurs
Oct 20 from 7-9 pm In Korean United Methodist
Church, lOOWestbrook S·~ S. Portland . For more into
call 780-5385.
Commuters Riders are wanted for a self-supportlng
commuter van from Portland to Augusta. Regular and
occasional riders we lcome. Stops In Freeport and
Yarmouth . 287-2271.
Deet\n. Center Neighborhood AMocl.tlon holds a
general meeting Oct 21 at 7 pm at longfellow
Elementary School, Stevens Ave . 774-5140.

Art & Soul continued on page 32
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PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.

Also in KITTERY
• VIDEO EXPO •

666 Congress Sl· 774-1377
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday 1-11

Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat
10-11 • Sun. 12-9

N ew l y Remo d e led & N ew l y Expanded!
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towns

1bI1_ Block P.rty Neighbors worldng together
on Munjoy HIli have organ Ized a Hat Ioween ce lebr...
tlon for oct 31 from 2·5 pm on Monument Street,
between Sheridan and Watervtlle streets. Artists,
musicians and many volunteers host children's ac·
t1vIUes. 774-3664.
.. Portland Public Libra')' holds its
Ubrllry _
annual meeUng oct 21 at 7:30 pm at the library, 5
Monument Square, Portland. Marshall Keys, Executive Director of New England Libraries InformaUon
Netwo/k, will speak on ·Changlng Technologies,
Changing Libraries: RSVP by catllng 871·1758.

t

, !

H. . E.... nd BoIIecI Dinner The Missions Depart·
ment of the Woodfords CongregaUonal Church In·
vltes you to dinner oct 17 at 5 pm or 6:30 pm In the
Parish House, ' 202 Woodford St, PorUand. Cost
$5.50, $3 kids. 7748243.

'f
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R.tlrecl 5.,1or Y o I _ P....,.,., Is looking for a
person with a dog to visit a nurslng-llome resident,
drillers and a receptionist. 775-6503.

, !

Yolunt_ C _ needs an ESL tutor, a recepUonlst
and tIIIe volunteers willing to help paint a child care
center. 874-1000.

etc

I '

ACT UP/M.In.(AlDS Coelltlon To Unl...h Po_r)
Is a diverse group committed to nonviolent, direct
action to end the AIDS crisis. OUr goals Include the
establishment of a Maine AIDS Resource Center and
the self-empowerment of People Living with AIDS
Community. Meetings open to the public and held
every Mon from 7·9 pm at 72 Pine St, Portland
(Andrews Square Building). New members welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more Info write ACT UP/
Maine, P.O. Bol 5267, PorUand 04101, tel. 7745082 or 82S<>401.
ACT UP/Portlend Are you angry that people are dying
because Individuals In the federal and local govem·
ment are Ignoring the fact that we are In a health
crisis - and that because of their Ignorance, preJu·
dice and fear nothing seems to be getting done? Join
us. We are a grassroots organization of volunteers
dedicated through non-violent direct action to end Ing
the AIDS ensls by dispelling Ignorance through edu·
cation . Open meetings are Su ndays at 7 pm at the
YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland. Wheelchair accessible. 828-0566.

real uzzle

The AIDS ProJec:t has an urgent need for volunteers
with cars who can assist clients who need transpor·
Ultlon to doctors appointments, support groups,
grocery shopping and other life errands. Volunteers
are also needed to cover te lephone lines and perform
light office work at TAP. 774-6877.

Meine HI.torlcel Society presents ·'On the Shores
of Gltche Gumee': Myth·Maklng and Natille Americans In the 19th Century: an exhibition exploring
how literature, popular culture and ethnography cornblood to make the myth Of the noble savage. On view
through Oct 16 atthe Maine Historical Society Library
Gallery, 485 Congress St, Portland. 774-1822.

Auto 5 ' - will feature over 160 new models and
dozens of vintage and collectDrcars oct 16-18 at the
Maine Mall In SOuth PorUand. Cost $4, $2 for
seniOrs and students. Kids under 10 get In free. A
porUon of all tiCket sales will benef~ the Portland
Symphony Orchestra. Participate In a gala preview
oct 16 from 6-9 pm . Cost $20. Proceeds to beooftt
PSO. 767-4542.

Music Swaps PorUand Folk Club Invites you to share
a song or a story In a supportive atmosphere every
first and third Tues at 7:30 pm at Swedenborglan
Church, 302 Stevens Ave . 773·9549.
Harne. Project/AIDS Memorial Quilt holds a panel·
making workshop the first and third Sun of each
month. 774-2198.

c:.r AuctIon oftoj)<)f·the-line collector cars oct 18 at

Hor'eost.. Fly... The ktte club has reunited for
some great fall nles. 871-0035.

1 pm at Showcase Galleries, 267 Warren Ave,
Portland. Admission: $5. Proceeds to benef~ Port·
land Symphony Orchestra. 797-4465.

Sign Languag. Portland Recreation offers a beginning course In sign language Mondays, from oct 19Dec 7, at Reiche Community Center, 166 BraCkett
St. Portland. Register before Oct 16 by calling 8748873.

Creft Fill, SOuth Portland Nursing Home Invites you
to enjoy crafts, baked goods and a white elephant
table oct 17 from 10 am·2 pm at 42 Antholne St, S.
Portland. All proceeds to beneftt the nursing home's
Resident Council Fund, which Is used for special
events and outings. 79~561 .

Smell a ..ln.... The Small Business Development
Center at USM has two Lotus/18M Learning Centers
available to help people In business learn how to use
Lotus 123, One-Write Plus and Lotus Works soft·

E c _ Folk Music Portland Folk Club invites you to
share evenings of music while sipping coffee and
munching cookies the third Sat of Oct, Nov & Dec at
7:30 pm at Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens
Aw, Portland. Proceeds beneftt the club and the
church. Til: $5 In advance , $6 at door. 773-9549.

Wale .

780-4420.

Terot The Talot Society of New England presents ..,
evening of readings Oct 23 from 7·9 pm at the
Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St John St, Port·
land. Cost: $10/quarter hour. 799-8648.

EnrlchedO_nAleCente,'nvltes men and women ,
60 and over to daily luncheons at 297 Cumberland
Aw, Portland. SOng and dance team Alice and Allace
laUghlin perform Oct 21. Donation: $2.50. 7746974.

Toost Equel RlChts Equal Protection/Portland sponsors a benem celebrltybattendlng event oct 18 from
4-8 pm at Blackstone's, 6 Pine St, Portland. join
politicians, city officials and other prominent
Portlanders as they raise money for the ·Vote No to
discrimination" campaign. 775-2885.

E_I Protection Portland Volunteer to preserve
Portland's Human Rights Ordinance. Help guarantee
all Portland residents, workers and visitors equal
protection from discrimination in employment, hous·
lng, credit and public accommodations regardless of
sexual orientation. For more info call 879-5360 or
write Equal Protection/Portland, P.O. Bol 1894,
Portland, ME 04104.

W• .thertzstlon Workshop lealn how to decrease
your household energy consumption oct 17 from 9
am·3:30 pm at Machine Tool Auditorium , SOuthern
Maine Technical College, Fort Road, S. Portland.
Participants receive a $50 voucher that can be used
to purchase weatherization materials. 767·9528.
Women '. Singing CI ... begins Oct 19 from 6-7:30
pm at 68 String Guitar Theater, 100 Front St, Bath.
443-9603.

feminists .....In.t Rape (FAR) meets Tues at 7 pm
for discussion and planning. If you are a fem inist
determined to help make Portland a city free of
selual violence. 799-7242 or 772·5941.

Yannouth Redlo Club meets oct 20 at 7 pm at
Yarmouth Community House, East Main Street,
Yarmouth. 846-0700.11.

Eat to the Beat Portland area chefs and the Portland

Community Orchestra host a gala event with food
donated by area restaurants and a concert oct 25 at
the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland .
Cost: $15. Proceeds to benem both organizaUons.
799-2234.
H..rt W.lk The American Heart AssoclaUon needs
you to help flght cardiovascular disease by Joining in
the 10 K Heart Walk Oct 24 aUO am, beginning anj
ending at Deering Oaks Park, Portland. 800242·
8721.
Meln. Anlme! Sanctuery holds regular meetings the
second and fourth Tues of every month at Clark
Memorial Church , 15 Pleasant Ave, Portland. 773-'
5054.

By DOll Rubill
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Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There
is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for
the first-prize winner. The second-prize
winner receives two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street. Winners will
receive their prizes in the mail. Drawings
are done at random, Contestants are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a
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The Graduate
Lawrence of Arabia
Guess Who's Coming to Dinner
Sergeant York
An Officer and a Gentleman

~_. . .~ . ~.

four-week span. Only one entry is allowed
per person per week.

All entries for this week's puzzle must
be received by Wednesday, Oct. 21. The
solution to this week's puzzle will appear
in the Oct. 29 issue of Casco Bay Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

Solution to Real Puzzle # 143
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Warm

We've graphically prepared a list of food items at the right and would like yoUr help in identifying them, Each of your answers should
oonsist of two words, (yVe've "mashed" the word "potatoes" and "ground beef," for example.) See if you can name the rest
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Real Puzzle #145
Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
This week, Tom Antonik and a friend
will dine at Alberta's. Joan Kirby and a
friend wtll take in a movie at The Movies
at Exchange Street.

(Ordinary people?)

f, Sophie's choice
In the Heat of the Night
~: Coal Miner's Daughter
i. All the President's Men .
Melvin and Howard

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)

k,
L
m.
n,
o.
p.

One Hew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
The Three Faces of Eve
Kramer vs. Kramer
A Passage to India
Coming Hbme
Bonnie and Clyde

•••••••••••••••

Vented
Heating

Billions of germs, mites,
poll~ns, bacteria and
dust particles are living
in YOUR heating ducts!
.... and left floating in
the air for you to
breathe, morning,
noon and night!
Now acknowledged as a major allergy and disease
causing problem by leading medical authorities, poor
indoor air quality has prompted doctors and allergists
to commonly prescribe furnace and air duct cleaning as
a remedy.

Insulated
No Painting
Easy-Cleaning

Help
Keep'
Weather
Out •••

*\\1//*1.

~jJ:f'!'I(~
1UNR!Sf HDPtlINCDJIIDIWED

BHIOIlFU\G CUi' mAC 1011

COLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

A residential air duct cleaning job takes just a few
hours and is a surprisingly clean and routine process.
While making your home's air safer, duct cleaning can
also reduce heating and cooling costs by allowing your
system to operate more efficiently, Moreover, duct
cleaning can cut maintenance costs because a clean
system has fewer breakdowns,

FOR A COMPLETE INFORMATIONAL
BROCHURE OR A FREE INSPECTION OF YOUR
AIR DUCT SYSTEM, CALL

@/il@;@/iI, 1·800·358·3289
National Ai .. Duct
CleanersAssociation,bc.

775-48~

49 Exchange St. Old Port

775-7441

Maine Mall, So, Portland

Fax 207-871-9105

"When the air you breathe matters"
190 Riverside Street • Portland, Maine • 871-8674

,

BeWann
Save Money
• Economical
• Safe
• Efficient
• Vented

Is your bealing system blned up for
maximum performance and efficiency?

•

You should be sure and have it cleaned and checked before winter
arrives, We offer complete system tune-ups on all makes and models,
performed by one of our trained service technicians. Call us!

We're Not Comfortable
Until You Are...
Umited time o~. Residential applications only.
Call your participating Carrier dealer for complete details,

ver
7Thomas Drive' Colonel Westbrook Executive Park· Westbrook, Maine· Since 1980
n2-8687 ·1-800-M9-1966

34
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Therapy for Therapists

WORKSHOP FOR

to work on their own issues and

MEN
CENTERPfACE PRESENTS- ESSENTIAl
RETREAT FOR WOMEN: Getting to the
Aesh & Bones of the Soul- Moving
between group events in personal. reflective time. Marilyn Har(ly. M.S .• and
Kathleen luke. MA. will provideoPportunities for you to discover your soul
essence in the quiettruth of nature. Join
us, Sunday. November 1st. 9:3D-4:30.
Gall for information & to register. Marilyn
Hardy. 83~2019.

FUN-lOVING. NlS. NIO female to share
spacious home in safe. Western Prom
area. Privacy respected. On buslineand
near hospital. 5751Wk. 772-1402.

GF lOOKING FOR GFlosharelarge, spaciousBack Coveapt Rreplace.WID. porch.
par1<ing. safe. S300'mo. plus. No deposit
Pet possible! AVailable now. n3-3764.

lHERAPEUTIC BODYWORK- Rick
Rudolph. AMrA Certified. licensed. 7
years experience. Adeeply heal Ing blend HIGGINS BEACH- NIS to sharelight, ai ry.
of Swedish massage. neuromuscular. brand-new3 BR housewn ncredibieVIeWS.
and acupressure. ·Discomfort and dis- A must see! Price negotiable. 883-5514.
ease are often the resu~ of tension
trapped in our bodies: Enhance exer- lOOKING FOR GM to share house in
cise program. iIlwer blood pressure. Gamden. NlS. $200'mo. +112 utilibes
and own bat h. 236-8935.
relax. n3-5736.

CONTRACEPTIVE BLUES? The tried &
true ceMcai cap is here! mA approved.
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. AIIo rdable. A barrier method renaissance. For
information call casco Bay Midwifery
and Well Women Gare. 799-4467.

sm.

lET'S GET PERSONAl! (Fitness Training. that is.) Energy. motivation. specialized programrrino. fitness evaluations. all in the privacy of your own
home. Trust us with your body. Eric &
Sharon. 774-3435.
MONEY IN OlIllIVES. ADay-Iong Woil(shopfllaturinglu Bauer. CPA. onacrucial.
yet very intlmrts. topic: alook at our ralationshlpwith money. lecture, smaI~roup
exploration and suPPOrt. and resources.
Friday. October 23. Kennebunk location.
FeeS50.For moreinformationcall Richard

Wai12kin. MSN. ~.
PSYCHIC-ClAIRVOYANT- Astrological
wisdomsolutionstodecisions-Regarding
now & 'OO! Your health. job. stresses,
financial problems. pets, moving. disabilities from accidents. Holiday office party
entertainment Appointments: 883-3223.
SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20% off
regular fee. Keith Hintz MST 82~2023.
Portland license.

YOUVE HEARD ABOUT IT. now it·s
ti me 10 lry it- Polarity Therapy can help t:',;,,;;\ ;;,';'<{;";;;';;;
you awaken your truest self and bring
balance back into your life. Heather
Kenison. C.P.T .• 878-2690.

roommates
6 DARTMOUTH ST.- OM. 25. seeking
MlFtoshare2BR apt. Right on jogging
path. $30&mo. +1/2 utlls. 775-79330r
827-4366 anyti me.
AIRY. BRIGHT, 3-storey SprucaSt apt.
to share: Wood Hoors, WID. spacious
and Inexpensive. 5187.50/mo. t1l4
utils. Seeking pleasan~ responsible Nt
S. Available now! Call 773-2181 .
ANIMAL lOVING NIS FEMALE ROOMMATE to share large 2nd floor. 3 BR apt.
near Eastern Prom. $2501mo. includes
heat. hardwood noors. Gall 871-7253.

quiet. 2nd floor duplex. conveniently
located with Back Bay views. parking.
storage. $250/mo. +1/3. n4-3014.

o dining
o stull for eate
o $02 .tuff for aale
o yard .....
o ..ta & crafts
o gardens
o w.,tecl

o real.tate
o bu8lneaa prop8l1y

o music

Oland sale

o boeta
o theater am

o bu8lneaa sarvIcH
o bu ....... opportunltlee
o flnanclat
o dating servtces

spacoius 2 BR apt in Woodford's area.
$250/mo. tll2 utilities. SBC.dep.. refereneas. Please call 761-0456.
MUNJOY Hlll- One large. sunny 2 BR
apt in newly renovated Victorian 3-unl~
S5501mo. includes new appliances. heaL
water & parking. Available Immediately.
Gall n3-9549.

PORTlANO- NlS chem-free, responSible.
12-slBp program. male roommate wanted
to share 2 BR apt. quiet neighborhood.
central location. begi nni ng Nov. 4. S3OO'
mo. includes utils. 874:0074.

the sure sell

o compliWlS

o help wanted
o jobs w.,tect

M/F ROOMMATE TO SHARE sunny.

FEMAlE WANTED FOR ROOMY 2 BR
apt in Scarborough. 10 rrins. to Portland/beach. large deck, yard. fields, PROFESSIONAl GM.26. requires clean.
woods. WID. chem-free. environmen- responsible roommate. MlF. GIS. to
tally responsible. Must like cats. $3101 share2 BR East End apt WID. $247.501
mo. +112 electric, heat/HW included. mo.Includes heat PleasecaIl761-4091.
$310
. Gall Barbara. n3-0217.

o aeasonallrent

o auctlone
o child care

MlF ROOMMATE TO SHARE modern 2
BR off Fores! Ave. Pool. laundry. parking. DIW and more. Semi-furnished.
$2751mo. +112 utils. Bill. 797-0084.

BEAUTIFUllY FURNISHED. spacious
3 BR apt near Eastern Prom. Seeking
neat. responsible. NlS to share w/one NORTH DEERING- NIS F to share
other professional woman. Available Northwoods condo. large BR wI sunny
now. $2751mo. tutils. 871-0509.
loft. Cats OK. $3501mo. Includes heal
FEMAlE NIS TO SHARE large, sunny. electric & HW. 797-2315.

categories

o otnceslntnt
o buslne.. rentals
o .tudloslrent

TO TAKE ADVANl1\GE OF THIS SPECIAl.
LlIVITm-TlJW: OFFm.

owlleele

D IMming
o publications
o ..lrnaIs
loll & found (free)

SHARE OUIET 3rd flOOR With NIS female. 35. plus cat & dog. Please. no
drugs. mature. professional M/F preferred. Near Eastern Prom. S325/mo.
874-0342.
SOUTH PORTlAND- Professional M
seeks MIF NIS for 4 BR. 3 bath. 8 room
housewlfireplace.WID. DIW. deck. yard.
$4251mo. includes utilities. 767-3581 .
USM. PROFESSIONAl NEIGHBORHOOD.
private. sunny home. Female professional
wants 2 female roommates to share4 BR
home. $3OO'mo. t 1/3 utilsJphone. n38206. answering machine.

WEST END-lewis St.. 2 BR duplex, large
ki1chen.IMng room. hardwood floors, etc.
Heat included. $525/mo. 773-2440.
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE. nonsmoker to share comfortable. sunny
Victorian with 2 mature profesSionalS.
Fireplace. laundry. yard. garden. S3OO'
mo. + phone. References & sec. dep.
772-1831.
WESTERN PROM- Female to share
pleasan~ sunny 2 BR apt Hardwood
floors. yard. pail(ing. S2851mo. includes

EFFICIENCY- VERY NICE. small & beautiful. Boulevard area. private. near
busline. Would like relatively quiet person. References. SBCunty. $751wk.Available immediately 87t-9065/712-2427.

onices/rent

Dec.-April. heated & pail(ing. S33O/mo.
Gall after 9 pm. 761-0567.
TORENTYOURAPARTMENTFAST.and
to the highest caliber tenants. call 7751234. THE SURE SEll ClASSIFIEDS.
and reach over t 00.000 people through-

heat. lindsay. n4-87",34",'"1""'I~~~oPlutI"!lGrealer Portland!

o bulletin board
o ride board

PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE .•
corner of ElmSt. Heavy traffic. Excellent
viSibility. l .GOO sq. ft. stora/office. heat
included. parking available. 772-6527.

your ad:

fine print

PhoM#' ~'

________________________

Name:_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
Address: ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o visa

0 mcltlL______________________

expodate ------------------------

Number of words: _ _ __ _ _
Number of weeks:

______

Rrst 25 words
$11 per week: $ - - - - - - - + add. words 0 50¢ ea.: $ - - - - - -

Total: $ - - - - - -

SHIATSU
ACUPRfSSURf
Gentle, relaxing, healing.
of detp balana

Portland. $50

Adult Intensive
Psychotherapy

An expazence

Patrick Conwell. 883-0557
Rich Lynch, 874-0681

~

Jungian Orientation

RESOURCE

Cheryl Aronson

C ENTE R

ACUPUNCTURE
WlTHOlIT NEEDLES

M.A. , L.C.P.e.

774-4436
Glenn Morazzini

BASICS

OF

THEQARDEN

CONTINU UM-

W ORKS HOP

Unlock the spirrtual energy
created by you as a couple

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 18TH

L.G.S.W.

tOAM-4PM

879-1981

Peter A. Rush, M A.. L.S.A.C.
Sandy Hinckley, M.S.W.
772- 8214

studios/rent

child care

help wanted

VACATION OVER? Rent a working studiowith other artists/craft people at3t7
Cumberland Avenue. lights. heat furnished. Parking available. Call 772-6527.

REGISTERED NURSE WITH EXPERTISE
in toddler child care opening licensed
home day care, outer Highland Ave., in
South Portland. lisa. 799-4789.

ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESIDENTS- PART TIME JOB- Earn $20$30 per week for 4-5 hours delivering
PennySavers and Magazines. Walking
and driving routes available. Gall Advanced Delivery 883-1735.

real estate
$97.000 CARl RD. BUXTON- 5 acres28x48 Ranch. 2 BR. hot tub in finished
daylight basement Manyextras. 3miles
10 Gorham Village. By owner!J29.3943.

MOBilE HOME BY OWNER- Excellent
Gorham location. pitched roof. new expansion. three bedroom. storage. diShwasher. extras. onlyS3. 750 ~own . $213/
mth. no closing costs. 8~S41 .

BAYlEYS BOOMING!!! 575.000 just
relluced Scarboro ranch. oil heat full POlAN[)- WATER RIGHTS TO SANOY.
basement aild more call Julie@ Bayley private. assoc. beach on upper Range
1'ond. New split foyer. 3 BR. 13/4 bath.
Realty 883-921t .
garage (underneath). t acre. deck. posBAYLEYS BOOMING!!! $tI8,9003 bed- sible mother-in-law apt. $109.900. By
room raised ranch in Pine Point area. builder 883-5057.
lots of potential & owner is motivated ...
TWO BR HOUSE. INSULATEO; entry
Call Julie @ Bayley Realty 883-g(!11.
and front porch. 517.000 includes house
BAYlEYS BOOMING!!! Just reduced and move to your land. If within nearby
$179.900 4 bedroom carrison, 2 C. ga- area. with no difficulty; $15.000. Call
rage oil heat. jacuzzi exclusive neigh - Merry Bldg. Mover. 83~3213
borhood ... Call Julie 0 Bayley Realty
883i2tl .

.

.

BAYlEYS BOOMING!!! Just reduced
ocean views In Pine Point 3 bedroom
ranch. oil heat full basemen~ ternffic
investment.. Call Julie@ Bayley Realty
883-9211 .
BAYlEYS BOOMING!!! New homes to
be built in Saco. So. Ptld. Scar. in the
go's (NO DOWN PAYMENT PKCS.
AVAil) call now stop renting and buy
while interest rates are the best in 20
years. own for what you rent!! Call Julie
o Bayley Realty 883-921t.

FAX
FREE
THURSDAY!

775-1615
45 words and
Personal call®
FREE BY FAX
Thursday Only

WHY BUY FROM LUV???

deadlines
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates.

9 am-4 pm

Counselor

DO YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SAlE?
Why not advertise itthroug hTHE SURE
SEll? Call n5-1234 or 883-4149.

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words ... 50e/wordlweek
Phone it In: 775-1234 (visa/mc)
FAX It In: 775·1615 (visa/mc)
Walk/Mail It in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St. , Portland, ME 04101
Attn; Classifieds

o

o legal notices

business rental

Saturday, October 24th

Licensed Subslanre Abuse

761-9096

THERAPY
TRAINING

Not necessary for both father
and son to be present.

Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC

houses/rent

FOR RENT TWO BEDROOM RANCH
STYLE HOME: Energy efflcien~ fruit
trees/yard. washer/dryer. wIN carpet.
ElM ST.• SOUTH PORTLAND- New 2 yardcare. lease. security deposiL for
BR apt.. parking. heat. fully carpeted. appointment 773-5144. sorry no pets.
electricity included.S5751mo. +deposit PEAKS ISlAND- Charming 2 BR cot799-2682.
tage on the ocean. Fully furnished.
woodstove back-Up. jacuzzi. bicycles.
FOREST AVE. ~ 2nd floor. 1 BR.
sundeck. Until June 1. S500lmo. Referideal for any couple. Skylight. unusual
ences. Gall Dr. Robinson. 773-5573.
sunken tub. cable. oil-street pail(ing.
Jenn-Airinkltchen.$450/mo.tgas heat PEAKS ISlAN[)-Smaliwaterfronthouse.
79H846 days.
spectacular views. private deck, fuelefflclent. partly furnished . good for 1 perMUr-LJOYHlll-large.verysunny2BR on son or couple. Close to ferry.looking for
quiet street. Hardwood Hoors. nice fea- the right person for this much40ved.
tures. Off-street par1<ing.Avail.ll /1.$4751 unique house. $43&mo.508-487-24t6.
mo. tutils.lease: no dogs. Gall 775-0619. leave message.
NEAR MMC- Sunny 1 BR effiCiency on PORTlAND. DEERING CENTER- Cozy 2
first floor. 2 bay windows. hardwood BR house. large lR/OR With fireplace,
floors, bath w/shower. pail(ing. $3801 WID. finished basement. garage. $62!>1
mo. Includes all utilities. n3-2696. eves. mo. +utils. Call after 5:30. 3n -3086.
PARKSIDE- large 3 BR. hardwood leave message.
1II00rs. off-street parking. laund ry. stor- SCARBOROUGH. OAK Hlll- Small
age room. fenced yard. small garden. mobile home with addition on own pri lease. sec.dep .• Nlpets.$5701mo.+utiis. vate 101. Storage Shed. oil heat. WID
t -363-5544. leave message.
hook-up. Appliances suitable for Single
person. S45!Vmo. 885-5448.
PINE ST.• 127-Sunny, spacious 2 BRwl
yard. laundry. $5251mo. heated. BEACON ST.• '150- Newly renovated 5 BR.
S7501mo.;1-112 BRs.$42!>1mo.w/yard.
parlling. laundry. 78t-5t05m3-2850.
PROFESSiONAl OFFICE SPACE- VictoPORTlAND- 2-3BEDROOM. hardwood rian carrfage house. 3 blocks from the
floors, decks. WID.fully appllanced.~ re- museum. 2 floors and basemenL 1000
place. 5 rrinutewalktoMMC&USM. 99 s.f./floor. 3 paoong spaces CreatlV9 and
Grant St S6QO/mo. t utilities. Security elegant renoviiion. Short or long term
lease. $t.S5OImo. triple net NO BROKER
deposit Gall 874-2448.
PlEASE. Call Denise at m,.1059.
SCARBOROUGH- Beautiful. large 2 BR.
1-112 bath townhouse. inexpensive THERAPIST WANTED TO SHARE atmonitor heating. WID hook-up. stor- tractive. professional office space in
age. parking. yard. convenientto lNery- Portland. $8Ihr. or $1801mo. All utilrtles
thing.S7!lOlmo.low utilities. 773-1067. included. Parking. ReferralS. Gall Or.
SUBLET DEEERING ST. EFFICIENCY- Robinson at 773-5573.

• opening doors to
communication
• healing conflicts
• grieving a lost father
or son

Addictions· ACOA Issues
Co-Dependency' Individuals
Groups' Couples

WESTGATE- large 3 BR. real dining
COl'(. YEAR-ROUND COUNTRY t BR room. living room. eat-in kitchen. pnhouse. large deck. lake access. 8 miles vate deck & storage shed. Stained glass
from Portland. heated. S395/mo. 892- WI ndows, hardwood Hoors &good parking. Perfect apt. for an in-houseoccupa8206.
tion. such as counseling. Very profesDEERING CENTER- Sunny 2 BR apt. 2nd Sional brick building. S650/mo. plus.
Hoor. par1<ing. S5501mo. tutils.• SBC.dep. 846-6682.
,& lease. CalI773-95S8 afler 5 pm.

WOMENSONG- A 5-week Singing class
forwomen in whICh we learn breathing &
singing skills. Songs of. by. for & about
women & howto have fun! Begins Mon..
Oct. 19th. 6-7:3Opm. Call Ed~h Doughty.
443-9603.lirri1ed enrollment

HEARING INA NEW WAY. One-daywoil(shop for men &WOmBII- EWI wantto bea
ity on the wall when men are really talking
together honestly? When women aresaying just what they feel and think about
beingwomen?WelI. here'syour chance! A
one-day, structuredwor1<shopforwomen
and men. focused on hearing each otherin
anewway.without blame,andwith honor
for our sameness and dilfanence. Saturday. October31. 9:OD-5:00. Portland.
Contact Barbara Hare Noonan. m-l8$
or Rick lynch. 874.0081 for information.

o roommates
oaptelrent
o houaeafrent

SEEKING COMPATIBLE NlS ROOMMATE for big. beautiful Eastern Prom
areaap1. with IF. 37. and cats. lnexpensive. l or G. over 28. please. 772-6953.

WEST SIDE- Furnished. attractive and
pnvate 2 BR, at very reasonable price.
WIW.farVtrack lighting and more. $4801
mo. includes everything. No pets. Gall
799-0090.

COl'( ROOM IN QUIET VICTORIANHardwood floors. large windows. storage. laundry. walk to USM. all utilities.
$2851mo. Gall 828-1426.

==----...""","""

EUROPfAN PSYCHIC- Jonathan Marks.
MSO-Predicting &aniiy2ing pasthappeoings, present problems and futu re IlWn1s.
1l2-hour/hoursessions. Psychic. Tarot &
Counseling. Portland. n5-2213.

eow

ROO MATES WANTED- To share apartment. Par1<ing. busline. ulilitiesincluded.
$6S perlNk. 77H2Ot.

Judith Coughlin & Charles Flynn
Psychotherapists, 77Z,7125

who want to talk
honestly with their
father, or their son

BUXTON- Efficiency. pnvate. 1st floor.
clean. idealfor t person. heat & electricIty included. 5370/mo. GaIl92~56600r
799-5988.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE· Safe. nurturing, deep muscle massage. Stress
reduction. chronic pain. pregnancy
massage. Exceillent. self-i:aring compliment to recovery process. Joanne
fjelson, by appoi ntmen~ 772-5860.

DEEPWSClEMASSAGE-KanenAllslen.
MA. LM.T., licensed Massage Therapist Alle\liatB chroric bacl<aches. headaches. neck and shoulder silliness. sciatica. stress. impr!1le llexibility. muscle
tone. circulation. athletiC performance. &f
appointment. 865-ffi72.

o body &

RESPONSIBLE NlS FEMAlE over 30 to
share large 3-story duplex. Please enjoy
cats. but have none of your own. Oon't
need alot oflurnlture. Security deposi~
$285/mo. includes heat. 874-6997.

keep their issues out of their work

LUV's owner has been selling homes for over 30
years, so you know service has to be greatl He has
6 sales lots throughout New England with central
buying, so you know we get the best pricesl No
sales lot has a secretary etc. to eat into the costs,
so we can sell homes for less moneyl We now
have central credit handling with a fonner general
manager of the biggest mobile home finance
source in New England handling credits, so you
know we-can get you financing easier than anyone
else. SEE Andy or Marc right now and you'll be
really happy, tool

;!::'"-;:~." :;: 1.: LUV
'HOMES

CRUISE SHI PJOBS-Upto S9OOIweekly.
Free roorn'board. now hiring skilled!
unskilled. menlwomen. No eJlpenence
necessalY. 8t8-960-9144. ext. C909.
DO YOU loVE MONEY? FUN? PlANTS?
You need to call Magic Plants. Do home
demonstrations teaching people how
to grow hydro-cultu replants.Free Training. Galil-SOO-992-6043.
EASY WORK! EXCEllENT PAY! assemble products at home. Call toll free
t-800-873-6365 ext. 1379.
EXCITING CONCEPT in home party plans.
Seeking kitchen consultants to demonstrate unique high quality kitchen products. Earn extra $$S. low start costs. No
deliveries. Call Dot for IfrteMew. 8975698.
FEMAlE BUBBLE BATH ATIENDANTS
wanted. 1-800-827-1479.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the InvestlgallOn
of financing. business opportunities and
work at home opportUnities. Casco Bay
Weekly urges It'S readers to contact the
Better BUSi ness Bu reau. Inc .• Maine
DIVision. 8t2 Stevens Ave.• Portland.
ME O4t 03-2648.
HAIRSTYLIST/ESTHETICIAN: To serve
in Maine's first AVEDA Concept Salon.
Ifworking in arelaxed atmosphere helping people look great interests you.
send resume: Picture Yourself. 57 ExchangeSl. Portland 04101.
MARKETING- I am looking for an indiVidualtolearn my busi ness. Thelndividual
must have a desire to learn quickly and
accept mapr responsibilities. Send resumeto: PO BoxAPBiddeford. ME 04005.
MODElLING CAll: Picture perfect babiBS needed. 7t09 months wearing 12month size. $251shot. Small Pond Studlos. n5-64t6.
PHOTOGRAPHERS- Small direct marketi ng company looki ng for on-location
and/or studio-skilled photographers.
Experienced only. Per project basis.
Nest & AssoCiates. 767-4466.

Daily 10-7 • Sunday 11-5
At 26, Oxford, ME
207-539-4759

business services
WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE toward
a more equitable planet? Get involved
with agreatgroupofpeople. helping out
families toward this goal. Call 774-0980
for an interview.

PORlUND,\\arnott.
AT SABLE OAKS

Positions Exist ror
• Full Time
House Keepers
• Audio! Visual
Technician
Apply in person

Marriott Hotel
200 Sable Oaks Drive
No Plto,.~

c tJJU P/~Q3e

EOE

EXCELLENT
ADVERTISING SALES
OPPORTUNITY
Our display advertising
depaxtment has a full-time
opening for an outside
salesperson. Previous sales
experience is a must. This
person also should have
strong organizational and
interpersonal skills,
enthusiasm and own a car.
This position involves an
established account and
prospect list. Base pay plus

commission.
Join a hardworking team
that consistently delivers an
outstanding product Please
send resume and cover
lettter to:
Advertising Manager

MAINE TIMES
One Main Sreet
Topsham, ME 040B6
or call for appOintment
1-BOO-439-5866

PEROT 192
1-800-998-2468
Just

Licensed Pl}'chofoglat
Individual Counseling for Adu~s
and Adolescents
COI.pIes and Family Therapy
Emphasize Adjustmenl Issues:
ACOA. Depression. Stress
Stu Zubrod, Ph.D. 774-5741

Opened

Portland Headquarters
111 Commercial Street

WE NEED YOUR HELPI
Paid (Of' by Perot '92 Maine, Diane Travers, Ti'easurer

• • , CANING OF CHAIRS'" All types,
774-2940.
···CElEBRfTYINTERIORS··· Custom
painting and wall paperi ng all work 100%
satisfaction guaranteed. Res. & Commercial.letmeturnyour home or office
into primo withinwhatever budget available. no project to large or small. I'll
come up with that special look. Gall for
free estimate 892-9312

FAll CLEAN UP- leaves raked. brush
hauled Off. pruning & grass cutting. Gall
Georgeanytime.n3-7953.Freees!imates.
HOUSEClEANING- low rates. References: Gall n2-5257.
ITS TIME FOR FAll CLEANUP! leaves
raked. brush haulell off. Call Pete at Magic
Mowing and Snow Plow. 892-9274.

l. GAllANT CONSTRUCTION' 'We Do

AlTERATIONS BY •JUST SEW"- For all
your alterations & repairs. Dresses. SUits.
skirts. pants. jeans. etc. Custom available. Reasonable. 774-2700.

Everything Paving. excavation. asphalt
repair. backhoe work. sealcoating.
grave!. sand & loam delivery. Free Estimates 727-42!lO. Turkey lane. Buxton.

BOOKKEEPING &WORD PROCESSINGforsmall businesses. Personalized qualityservlceat reasonablerates. Peachtree
Accounting. Over 15 yrs. experience.
Gall The Small BusinessSpeclallst 8788354 leave message.

lET THE KUMON MATH METHOD- help
your child beat report card bloes. develop better math understanding. concentration. confidence. Individualized.
self paced program from preschool to
college level. Free enroll ment ($30) from
Oct. t -31 . Sally Ng 87~Ot82.

C&M GUTTER CLEANING SERVICEAutumn leaves Will soon be falling. It's
time now for a thorough gutter cleaning! Preventative maintenance saves
money on a roof replacement. Residential service ITUnimumcharge$25.Single
family homes. Fully insured. Please call
761-4203 or t -800-63~7707.
CAlliGRAPHY- FOR All OCCASIONS
934-3556.
CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Prolects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Gall Paul Keati ng 846-5802.
CON NOllY'S PLUMBING AND HEATING Fully Insured Master Plumber.
Quality woil( at reasonable rates new
construction renovations. Senior Cltlzens discount. 883-22t3
CUSTOM DESIGNED CARDS- Greeting.
Invitations. Thank you. Specializing in
cancatures. Valerie. 865-1327.
DESIGN SERVICE for new houses. addltions.or commercial buildings. Creative
architectural design at a price you can
afford. Gall Nick Pighills. 36t-1747.
DID YOU KNOW. a VERY thorough furnace cleaning could be an alternative to
an EXPENSIVE service contract KEITH'S
SERVICE 767-4531. Expenenced. Insured. 10'.. discount w/AD.
DIRTY. HAR[)-TO-ClEAN BATHTUB?
Restore the shine. easy cleaning. no
toxic odor. no mess. no peeling. no
down tlme.lIfetimewarranty. Poly-Tub
Restoration. n4-8t84.

lOTS ClEARED- .t!Vsq.ft .. stump removal. wood harvesting. 37yearsexPBnence. Will pay top dollar for standing
timber or logs. Call for your free estimate. 893-1043.
MONITOR Vented Heatng- Fast Installers. good deals! 725-4451 .
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Best
deals on service changes. "Fuses to
Breakers·. Ceiling fans- you buy. I assemble and hang . Anything electrical.
no job too big or small. QUality woil( at
very reasonable rates. Free estimates.
MasterElectncian.lnsured. Gerry'sEIectric. n3-5897.
PERSONAl AlIBl- Got yourself in a jam?
Need help? Impress or convlflcefnends...
yourtalecan be reality. setyoursceneand
rent professionals to do the rest! People
available for all occasSIOns. Send your
detailed dilemma to: P.O. Box 507. North
Waterboro. ME. 0406t.
PRIVATE GERMAN lESSONS- House
cleaning. child & dog sitting. general
housework. references.Tanya87t-Ot28
or 799-t884.
SUNSHINE CLEANERS-Housecleaning.
weekly or bi-weekly. by professionally
trained stall. t6 years experience. Affordable rates. excellent references. insured! bonded. Free estimates. Greater
Portland. 799-5323.

WE PROVIOE LAWNCAREAMl INSTAlLATION. Hedge trimrring and installaDOMESTICAllY YOURS- Personalized tion fall clean up and snow plowing and
Home Cleaning Service. You deserve a more. Free esti mates. Call for more info.
break. let me clean your home the way Gall 883-8207.
you want it done. 892-8522.
WINTERIZE YOUR PROPERTY. FREE
ElECTRICIAN- CAll · FORREST· at estimates for removal of dangerous
Town & Cou ntry Electricfor lowes1 pnces limbs. Trees. Tops: Gutter cleaning.
intown.lis. & insuned- Fuses to breaker Raking. Retaining walls repaired. etc.
panels a specialty. Contractors- CAll Gall MIKE'Z lANDSCAPE & TREE SERUS! n2-5257.
VICE. 883-8746.
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BRANDNEWI991 COPYRIGHT3OVOL.
ENCYCLOPEDIAS- Now selling for 112
price, while supplies last! Financing available. Call now 773-1550. Please leave .
name and number.

business services

-,.

----- - - - --- -,
CI !AHLES B. MELCHER
PHOTOG RAPHER

NASTY~NEAT

Carolyn Pardi

•..• nd other life aupport MWVicee

Certified Paralegal
If you've ever cleaned up for
the de.rung people___ or wone,
cleaned up after !hem ___

• Livu., WiU.r

.. WilLr

.. Power 0/ AIIDrIVY

.. Divorc«

.. So-vice Coniracu

.. Bcutkrtlptcy

You need me in your life

Reasonable Rates

Katherine Clark
EXTRAORDINARY PORTRA rrs
I
501 Cumberland Ave.
L. __ ~. nd 775-630 1

772-6620

772-8784

74 Wilson St, Portland

commercial

residential

business opps

CertainTeedl:-I SOLID VINYL
REPLACEMENT WINDOWS.

BE YOUR OWN BOS5-10yearoldvending business, established routes, proven
product lines, satisfied customers,
growth potential. For further information, 854-9850.

QUALITY &

PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN TRUST.
FREEl
Order your CertaWoId Solid
Vinyl Windows by Cer1ainTeed
& receive Low
Glass with
Argon Gao al no extra
charge Ihrough Oclober 3101.

dating services

.e-

~

J

(JrnItabie in white or natural tan)

Call Us Today For

FREE ESTIMATE

CBW makes news matter

ARMSTRONG STUDENT-MODEL
FLUTE; American stamp album wi
hinges, gauge & tweezem. S92. 8566887, leave message.

HEAT EXCHANGER- C.ompletewith duct
work, air handler, fuse box, 75 ft. 6/3
wire with ground, 51 ,200. 883-6981 .

BICYCLE- MEN'S 12-speed, 2r Fu ji,
Kryptonite lock, pump, rack, $92 or B.O.
828-5345.

HDTPOINTHEAVY-DUTYextra-largecapacity washer & dryer, like new, $300.
799-3428.

NICE LITHOGRAPH OF MAN WITH PIPE,
fly-fishing, pencil, signed by Arthur Fuller.
Nicely matted, 100. $92. 767-2984.

LOOK LlKEAPRO- Officially licensed NFL,
NHL, NBA, "'-B and college apparel and
novelties. Freecatalog.NewEngland Sports
Connection, 55 Lorraine Terrace, Dept
P5, Middletown, Ct 06457.

THULE RACK wlbike rack for VWs or
otherfonegns;Harwickapt-sizegasstoye,
good condition. $92 each. 828-0241.
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24 hr_ Emergency Service
Complete High Efficiency
Heating Systems.
New Construction and Electric
Conversions a Specialty_
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WATERR>RD KEROSENE HEATERS
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Stoker
Coal Stove
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Libby Energy, Inc_

HOUSE WARMERS
COAL INC_

Specializing in certified
K·1 kerosene
Certified & D.O.T. Rated Drivers
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Try the Sure Sell: 775-1234
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HEADING FOR EURDPETHIS FALL? Jet DANGEROUSLY DELICIOUS DATES, 1there anytime for only $169 with 900-903-5688, Only S2/min, w/home 's;
AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000.
24 hrs; be 18•. ALLADULTLlFESTYLESMen, Women, Couples- Your chioce. G.C
STORAGECars,
boats,
motorcycles,
WANTED: PREVIOUSLY CAUTIOUS
Dates Svc. (619)492-8770.
ADULTS who yearn to play at ART- etc. in large garage. Security alarm.
WORKS, South Portland Recreation, Gorham 839-8513.
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONY!
Nov. 9, Monday, 7-9 pm. Experience a
1-800-72-ERICA. $2.99/min. V i ~MC
challenging, encouraging multi-media TENDER LOVE AND HAPPINESS
course. Judy Faust, artistileacher, helps AWAITS YOUR NEWBORN BABY in our HEAR TALKING PERSONAlS- t -900you discover and share your creativity. Vermont home. Considering adoption? 884-8500, 521min. (18.) OR: TALK TO
6-weeks, $50. Call 799-1058 or 767- Lets help each other. Call collect 802- LIVE GIRLS-I -900-884-1220, S2 .991
7650 for details.
235-2312. Ask for Tom or Ann.
min. (18.). CONNECTIONS USA, Ft.
Laud., FL. Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by LOCAL WOMEN-With phonenumbers!
donating blood at the Red Cross. For 1-900-884-DATE,ext.428., $2.90/min.,
ATTENTION CATS: Club Purr offers up- more information call us at 1-800-428- 18•. (T.V.. Fort Myem, FL ., tt.)
scale boardingforcatsonly. Watch birds 0734 or 775-2367.
MISS CATHY LIVE' 1-900-680-6662,
and fal ling leaves from your own win-FREE HAIRCOLORS25/call; 1-800-726-9009, all cards.
dow. Immaculate. Purrsonal attention.
models needed for advanced
Divemified Boynton, FL, 18•.
Vet-approved. Gorham, 839-2037.
salon workshops_
PERFECT AlTERNATIVES- Dating wlo
FOR SALE- Bagged shavings S2.501per
For more information, call
nightclubs, 1-900-288-2575, SI .99r'min.
bag delivered locally. 60 bag and up
Panache Salon
Live 1-0N-l TALK, 1-900-288-2595,
load. Can deliver larger loads 929-5682.
Portland's Haircolor Specialiote
S2.99r'min. Sev. Oem, L.B., N.Y., 18yrs.•
Horses boarded, boxed stall, daily turn772-5767
out, TLC trails and more! S180.
SINGLE? SEXY? SMART? Call the
TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week
PORTLAND dateli ne, 1-900-884-1585,
beginner course/S25. 5 week puppy
SI.991min. Live l-on-l, 1-900-884- •
class/SIS. Your dog deserves the best
1595, S2.95/min. Rand, S.D., CA, 18 • .
Instruclionswith 8-30 years experience.
Dogs In Training. Portland/693-6212, II SWINGERS HOTLINE! Girls, Guys,
LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
Straight, Gays, Couples. 1-900-776839-8439 or 92&-3174.
YOUR PAST, PRESENT, &
5006, ext. 48. S2Imin. .
FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER
OFTHETAROT
1-9OO-288-ERICA... 52/min. Adults Ro1-900-933-4445
mantic Stories. EPSCo. 708-882-7873.
S1.791min.'18+ on~
--------1-lICO-95 5-5580
LOST- 4 DEERING HIGH YEARBOOKS
pass this paper on
info!c.c.'slmembemhi>
while moving. REWARD. 775-1635.
to a friend
Whurlwind,lnc-

aduU services

lost .. found

ENERGY
REDUCTION
SYSTEMS OF
NEW ENGLAND, Inc.

~
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~
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.

Call Sheila or Micnael
now at 775-1234 to reserve
your space for November.

•
•
•

;~~

Take the risks out of buyi ng a home
heating system. Call on us America's Home Heating Team - for a
Burnham boiler you can trust, backed
by the best buyer protectiOn you can
get: Winter Warmth Assurance

Home Energy Audits
Custom Control Systems
Environmental Testing
Remote Controls for Vacation Homes
Programmable Thermostats
Electric Heat Controls

207-871-8674

FAX 207-871-9105

Tired of Paying
High Electric Bills?

~ .;:.;,-."c-oo-'---

. _. . . .

e ·'

•

· We Specialize In Sa tisfied Customers'

Better Quality at Lower Prices.

r:NE'S pL,.U M

COMPLETE
HEATING
SERVICE

24 Hour Expert
Oil Burner and
Propane Service

)

AAA

~Burnharli

Conroy's Garage
t.Jj,,~
and
' -,
~'Sf1 Oil Service {K"1!

SECURITY· SERVICE
SAVINGS

• .;f."
-l.: ~ 1!- .'('•

AMERICA'S BOILER COMPANY

, _ ~

Pine Point, Scarborough, ME

Main Sweep

Nights
284-5310

~..... DEAD RIVER
. , ' - COMPANY

Scarborough

or

General Repairing· 24 Hour Delivery· Range & Fuel Oils

883-2572
P_O_Box 467

657-4034

~ .... -

773-9000 Plumbing & Heating

• Quality heating at a competitive price
• Cash or to-day credit same low price
• Automatic delivery· Budget plans· Propane gas
• Gasoline· Diesel fuel· Complete sales, service,
heating system design and installation· 24 hour
emergency burner service 7 days a week
• Service contracts available

73 Pleasant Hill Road

Gray, Maine 04039

Free Estimates
865-0773
774-4333
Freeport
Portland

""t ........;r"'1\:.
\" :. . '.• ". \(.:....t- .(•.~~'

• Chimney Cleaning
• Light Masonry
• Inspections & Repairs • Free Phone Estimates
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Convert your home from electric heat to gas or
oil with forced hot water baseboard heat. No
electric H.W.H . Your water will be heated by
your new boiler,
Most jobs starting at $3 ,600 _00 (ranches) .
Boiler replacements and plumbing remodeling
as well .

GRE'"

#101.... .

, . .. ,
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• Low Price Heating Oil
• Prompt Delivery
• 24 Hour Emergency
Burner Service
• Low Cash Price

846-5503
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COMPUTER LESSONS , PEOPLE
FRIENDLY- Need help with your
Macintosh? Want to learn some new
tricks? Learn the fun and easy way: The
Computer Tutor, 773-6132.

THE HOME HEATING RESOURCE GUIDE

We deliver to your orca
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.Ad changes are $5. No refunds.
Private party only.
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Casco Bay Weekly
55 1 A Congress SL Ponland. ME 04 101
______________________________

892-3251
1-800-339-3251 -. :.
-

• Chimneys Capped
• Free Estirmtes

.~

AIR TICKETS- $1 00 OFF! 50% off hotels
& cruises. FREE vacations! 24 hour information: 828-2747.

766-5700

• Super Premium
Anthracite Coal
,, .
• Bethlehem Coal
• Free Bulk Delivery
• ~ L-:-----::-;----:-:--::-:---;-<;:"-;;;;:--;--;;---:r.~A
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CROSS-DRESSERS: Complete HIM-2FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, boutiques, true experi ences, advice, personals, events, much more. 1-900-9904843, $19.90120 mins. DR 1-900-4462336, SI .9!Vmin.• $21connection fee.
18./or parental permission. ATS, Box
566065, Atl, GA31156, 404-333-6464.

will be a monthly feature throughout the winter.
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·DATELlNE· Adu~ singles dance every
Friday night at 8pm at Portland Marriot
Sables lounge. Exit 7 off Rt 95. OJ,
buffet door prizes. cover, NO JEANS'
207-871-8000 .

Attelltioll Advertisers!
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• Brick Repair
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The Original K'1 Specialist
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Sales. Service • Installation
Masonry Work. Chimney Cleaning
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Red Hot Coupon Sale
on Quadrafire Wood Stoves!
The Cleanest Burning Stove
in America!

th_e alre~dy low price
With this ad until
November 30,1992
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Burns 2-3 days wltbout
tending or sbaklng

GREATER POR7LAND
OIL TREATED-BAGS OR BUU<

•

'

Describe your cat truck. or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over 100,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
If your vehicle doesn't sell. just
notify us in writing after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREEl There's no limit!
S25 really does sell your car.

-:r I I : E Classifieds 775-1234

S

PHOTGRAPHYLESSONS-B&W, image,
aesthetics and darkroom technique. All
19\1els. Photography Co-op, 547 A Congress St., 133, Portland, 781-4578.

BUBBlE BATHS, PRIVATE DANCESPicture taking allowed, Giveyourfavorite bachelor a party to remember. 1800-827-1479.

animals
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ANTHRACITE.
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and finer gifts
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24 Hour Emergency Service

FREE DELIVERY
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.. FROST 'N' FLAME
'

~

• Cash Discount
• Heating Oil
• Propane & Grill Tanks • Senior Citizen Discount
• Budget Plans
Filled
• Licensed and Insured

~

• PEA·NUT
• STOVE· RICE
• COAL STOVES .
• ONE TON BOXES
• WOOD PELLETS

.
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COAL

• PREMllIl\:1

(207) 797-7218

1
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TOYOTACORROLLA, 1987-4-iloom,5- YAMAHA RADIAN '89- 600cc, bought
speed, 9OK, great condition inside and new in 1990 for $3800. Asking only
out, no rust, AlT'JFm cassette stereo, 2 $1999-must sell' Under 4500 mi. Great
snow tires, well-maintained. $3500.353- cond o775-0626.
2183, leave message.

VW JrnA Gli 16V, 1990- Black, 5speed, loaded, BBS wheels, anti-theft
stereo, new Yokohamas, roccaro seats,
West coast car, 42K miles, SII ,5OO.
637-3000.

visual arts

bulletin board
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RESOU1\CE GUIDE

Peaks Island Fuel

Fully licensed & Tnsured
Fuel Oil andK-J Kerosene
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New Tnstallation & Service
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CHEVY S-10 BLAZER, excellent condition, 4wd, loaded (PIS, PIB, cassette,
tinted windows, P.t, PNI,) new tires,
battery. Asking $4,495 883-9178.

FORD E-150 CONV. VAN, 1989- High
top, long body, AC, color TV and other
extras. Low milage.Sl6,OOOIoffem.Day,
766-2912; after 6, 797-9109, Jerry.

1982 SUBARU GL 4X4 BERKSHIRE
WAGON- Engine is pertect Fix up or parts
car. Best Offer. 83~2994 or 282-7227.

..

OLDS 86 ROYALE- 4 DR, V6, hi-way
miles, loaded, no rust, pretty car. New
engine, brakes, excellent condition, spotless inside and out $3,500. 883-8382.

FORD BRONCO II, 1988- 4WD, clean,
excellent condition, PSlPB, black/silver,
one
Asking $4,700. Call 871- L-______
1534owner.
after 6pm.

•• CASH WAITING' • For your clean, used
Molorcycle. Call Steve at (603)528-5t08.

,' .. .!L
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CHEVY CELEBRITY, 1983-V6auto., air,
AlT'JFmcass.,newbrakes,exhaust,tires
and sticker. Minorbodydamage, SI200.
773-7701.

DODGE MOTORHOME 18'-Shower,toilet stove, furnace, fridge, sleeps 4. No
rust, runs well, newly renovated inside.
A great getaway vehicle. Always negotiable- $4300. 967-3767.

SS CASH CASH CASH S$- WE HAUL

}r". .
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CAMAROF-41, 1982-$800; Ford Escort
station wagon, 198&- SI000. Both asis.
283-3200 or 934-2698.

CUSTOM TRUCK CAP for stepside half
ton pickup with 6 foot bed in excellent
condition S150 or best offer 854-1771.

wheels
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MILLER'S HEATING

,•

377 Fore St.,
Po rtland

AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878
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THE NEW

Classical, Opera arut

EASTERN PROMENADE, / 126, Sal.!
Sun. 10/17 & 18, 9am-5pm. 5 apts.Furniture, bureaus, bike, bookcases,
pictures, lamps, artifacts, rugs, books.
Rain or shine. Everything must go!

,

r

VOlCE/pIANO INSTRU crO R

yard sales

TOYOTAMR2,I986-TWIPlACsunroof,
sport air package, leather interior, new
batt/alt, 4 studded snows, seat covers.
Reduced to SS900, must sell. 879-901 O.

HONDA ACCORD, 1982-130,000 miles,
new clutch, radiator & tires, great stereo. $1,200. Evenings, 775-6301 ,
Charles.

799-2810.
CORVETTE $400, BRONCO $50; '89
Mercedes $200; '87 BMW $100; '65
Mustang SSO. U.S. public auction , r"'i~~
Druglord properties. Choosefromthousands starting $25. FREE informati on24 hour hotiine. 801-379-2930. Copyright/ME114RC.

MUSIC STUDIO

COUNTRYTOUCHCRAFTFAIR- 14 Allen
Ave. Exit in Falmouth. Friday Oct 3OthSun. Nov. 1st from 9am-4pm. Over 70
Craftpernons- bri ng your friends. Free
admission.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER, 1972- Long
body, excellent shape, 74K miles, needs
new clutch. $1,600. Call Rob, 766-2650.

-·.,-, -:·:-e-;-"-U':;-:" -k-'-'·.-e-.e-:-.p-.-.;-i-t-;.-r-;-u-'.-n-r-;-u-•.-;i-n-.-.g-.•-'
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MASTER OF MUSIC· BACHELOR OF MUSIC
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FORD ESCORT, 1985- Blue, needs head
gasket. Good body and parts. Comesee.
$300 or B.O. Call 774-8604, ans. service. Will call back.

CHEVYWINDOWVAN,I983-Runswell

TUNES BY BILL -Professional D.J. Service, All occassions, all kindsof music.
Reasonable rates. Call Bill at 883-6021 .
Call today!

87J-ll8S9
879-2606

I

• CORNER OF 302 AND

,

AUDITIDNS:THENO-TONES, Women's
acapella group. Experience necessary.
Varied music- rounds, madrigals, canons, original work. Call Jil Eaton, 7756416.
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SURBIAC COAl STOVE- Cost new St ,300
asking $300. Howard 2 keyboard orjlan
cost new SI ,600 asking SSOO. Sears
excertlse bike $30. 83~8189.
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WANTED: Pine, Oak, Fir & Spruce LogsWill pay lop dollar! Ask for Candie, 8931043.

Broadway M .. slca/$

OUEEN-SIZE COUNTRY FRENCH BED,
box & matress, 2 mos. old, paid S650,
asking $325. Call anyti me, 773-7953.

BIRCH FIREPLACE LOGS- $1 each or2
for S1.75. Call Candie at 893-1043 or
943-2088.

:~..

• 892·5578

GUARANTEES ARE ONLY AS GOOD as
the company that offers them. Watch
out for ·money back· offem from unknown companies.

MOVINGWEST- TREK 12-SPEED,SI50;
Henderson wetsuit, men's mediu m,
5225; Body Glove3l4wetsuit, $75. 8741303, leave message.

1985 PAMPERED PONTIAC FIREBIRDExcellentcondition, one owner, low mileage, T-Bar Roof, needs nothing except
to replace cracked windshield. $3500
firm. S19\1en 767-3288.

wanted

AQUARIUM- Fully-equipped, 20 gallon
tank, filtem, piants, cleaning and other
stuft. $92.799-2881/776-7112.

MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers
and dryers and appliances. We also buy
unwanted ~ems. Credltavailable772-5737.

·BARBIE DREAM· HOUSE- Less than 1
year old . Includes most furniture. Paid
$160 asking $75. Toddler toys too! Call
799-1306.

Stuff
for Sale

GLYCERINE TO PRESERVE beautiful
autumn leaves. One quart for $15.95
includes tax and shipping. Simple directions included. Immediate shipment
Send check or money order to Pine Tree
Industries, Inc. PO Box 1178, Scarborough, ME 04070-1178.

MEET BEAUTIFUL, SINGLE, Marriageminded ladies with traditional values 1Mng
in Russia. For free photo brochure call
702-451-3070 anyti me.Listsof ladies from
Philippines also available.

wheels

GORHAM, OCTOBER 17th (Rain date
!lct. 18)- Rowing machine, excercise
bike, waterbed, miscellaneous items.
2nd leftoffFlaggyMeadowRd., Gorham.

$92

ELECTROLUX OCTOBER CLEARANCE
SALE. Save up to $330. on selected packages. No payments until 1993. Ask about
our new Epic series call 871-8610.

NEED HELP?

COMPULSIV"Efi:LEANING

EVERYTHING GOES! Multi-family sale
in barn, Saturday, Oct. 17th, 9-3. Rai~
or shine.

WE BUY MOST TYPES of used video
games, VHS mOVies, & CDs. Used movies for sale including adult, $9.95. Captain Video, Oakhill Plaza, Scarborough.
883-6424.
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useD Bay Weekly

men (.. women
ONCE IS MAYBE ENOUGH- Willing to
tryagainat60+.1 am interested intelling
and talking. Let'stryitoverlunch. 1!'1352
(11/9)

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL
(Calls cost 1.49/mjn. Must be 18 or over. TOL.ch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

women ... men
ADVENTUROUSSWF. 33. petiteprofessional. seeks NIS. educated SWM. 2835, to share outdoor activities. Quiet
times. and a wide range of activities in
between. Looking forward to keeping
warm this winter. 1!'1360 (11/9)
ALL TROUBlESSLOWLYFADEAWAY...
across the land. through fields of joy.
SWF. 26. pacifistic liberal activist seeking an appreciative male. 23-35. New to
Portland, looking for agoodfriend open
to progression. 1!'1366 (11/9)

.1 '

j 1
I

ALLURIING BRUNETTE SWF, 29. sophisticated. intelligent, attractive- Knows how
to live lije to the fullest- desires attril:1ive
man with sirrilars. 111303 (1112)
ATTRACTIVE PROFESSIONAL, DWF. 38.
5'4",1401, healthy, intelligent, fun, versatile, hopeless romantic. You need to
like kids, community activities. sports.
romance. Beanractive. 34-45, fit. Don1
wait 1!'1362 (11/9)
lITIRACTIVE. STABLE, INDEPENDENT,
liberal. witty & positive lady. 44. would
like to get together with a sensitive.
financially secure ferrinist male with a
strong sense of humor, in the Portland
area, 40-SO. over 5'9". ~1312 (1112)
AUTUMN IS THE SE/>SON- Read your
ad & this SWF, 37, athletic, belieYes we
have a lot in common. but can1 contact
your call I. ~ interested. please call
o1ne. 1!'1257 (10126)
COSTARRICAN BEAUTY-Beautiful, petite Costarrican woman relocating,
wishes to meet someone special, over
35, who appreciates sensitivity, beauty,
and devotion. 1!'1355 (11/9)
DWF, 25. SEEKING S/DWM, 22-40,
needs an attractive, trusting. caring romantic that likes children. Are you that
person? Call me! 1!'1329 (1112)

; ,
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ELEGANT. SOFT, FEMININE SWF. 31,
attractive. intelligent. with a lot of heart
& soul desires above-average, unique
SlDM possessing that special cherristry. 1!'1302 (11/2)
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DWF. STRAWBERRY-BlONDE, averag&-Iooking 4Oish. likes younger men.
Let's make some memories! I'm a follower. you bethe leader. ~1308 (1112)

,

,
I ;

FOR YOUR EYES ONLY- TIred of singles
dances, honest, caring, intelligent, striIWberry-blonde nurse. 44, needs TLCstat
Be real and Sincere, heavysetO.K., vices
O.K. Let's talk. 1!'1423 (11116)
HAVE YOU EVER MET SOMEONE and
the attraction was immediate and
strong? The sOund of their vOice kept
you wanting more? Blue eyes. blonde.
lovely to look at and easy to know.
~1260 (10126)
INTEUIGENT DWF, 39. 5'5", metaphysically-rrinded, witty &sincerewoman looking to meet secure SWM with sirrilar
qualities for beach-walking, movies. and
possible relationslip. 1!'1415 (11/16)

FAX FREE

THURSDAY!

t •

·,, ,•

775-1815

LOOKING TO GET PERSONAL - AUractive, full-bodied professional looking to
get serious and have passionate encounters with tall. attrac1iwSWM who
enjoys lazy Sundays, candlelight eveningsand monogamous relationships.
11'1359 (11/9)
LOVE CONOUERS THE MALL! SF, 33,
blondish. IrishlWASP. aspiring wr~er,
disorganizad photographer seeks rescue from N.J. by funny. hip. Renaissance man with music in his soul and
love in his heart (or vice versa). Must
low nature, plan to propagate. Write
P.O. Box 336, Livingston, NJ, 07039
and call ~1370 (11/9)
MID-4Os. ATTRACTIVE SWF. cheerful,
caring. conversational, effervescent,
ambitious, heaNhy. inquisitive, easygoing. vital. thoughtful. who has a life
and career. desires intimate gentleman
to share activ~ies in the Portland area
~1420 (11116)
NERDY INTELLECTUAL NEW AGETYPE WANTED for sirrila~y inclined
SWF, 27. to debate social policy and
other rrisnomers. 1!'1401 (11/16)
NEW TO AREA SINCE LABOR DAYAthletic SWF. 37. NlS, 13OIbs., yersatile. loves animals, seekingaSWM. 2737, NlS, no dependents. with wide interests. old-fashioned. honest. for
meaningful relationship, marriagerrinded . ~1263 (10/26)
PETITE PLAYFUL SOLO LADY seeks
cQurageous younger gentleman for
long walks with cheerful. disobedient
puppy. Willing to get lostin laughter,
conversatio.ns and autumn rains.
~1347 (11/9)
QUIET. FIESlY.su.TRY, educated DWF.
41.5', lOO1bs.. seeks an intelligent, funny.
motivated geoUeman with integrity for
goodconversation(discussion/debates),
walks, whimsy and shari ng madcap escapades. P.O. Box 11335, Portland, ME
04103. 1!'f2SO (10/26)
STRONG. CREATIVE. CENTERED. DWF,
physically fit, 41, nic&-Iooking, healthy.
with agreat spiriL Enjoysdancing, cooking.adventureand hugs. Sooksattril:1ive.
romantic. adventurous sroWM who
doesn1spend hiseveningswatching T.V.
111408 (11116)
SWF. 33, NlS, LOOKING FOR SWM NI
S. 35-40. for friendship. I enjoy hiking.
working out, good conversation. etc. I
am caring. honest, & sincere. 1!'1418
(11116)
TALL. BLONDE SWf, 25, pretty. honest, open-minded. great sense of humor. seeks NlS male, 25+, with sirrilar
Qualities. for friendship and possibly
more. 1!'1372 (11/9)
TOSS YOUR T.V. -Caring. cOrTll3ssionate. professional, SWM. 25. loves hiking, skiing, reading and intelligent conversation seeks a peac&-loYing, environmentally friendly. NIS male. 24-30.
1!'1433 (11/16)
WANTED: KARATE MASTER- Looking
lor a special SWM that gives Karate
lessons and thinks he's HOT STUFF!
You're the only one I want Please call.
1!'1376 (11/9)
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DWM. MID-JOs, SEEKING A DIAMOND.
not a look-alike. She's honest, romantic.
affectionate. Must give as much as she
takes. I enjoy music. movies, walks in the
park, holding hands, back rubs. qLiettimes.
All replies answered. 1!'1304 (1112)

Classifieds:
775-1234

person of the week
NERDY INTELLECTUAL NEW AGE-TYPE
WANTED for similarly inclined SWF, 27,
to debate social policy and other misnomers. ~1401 (11/16)
Each week, a Casoo Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBWs "Person of the Week" and is
awarded two free movie rentals. oompliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
drawing.

WANTON WOMAN SEEKS SINGLE STUD
for lively lifestyia Butseriously, you'd like
to meet an energetic. vivacious, professional. single woman over 45 to share
outdoor activitesand lively conversation ...
Just Do N! Call! 111244 (10/26)

n

WHITE GLOVES. BLACK SPATS- Let's
show those raisins where it's at Step
out sun-dried prune. be rrrt dancing
date at the chem-free Halloween masQuerade. 1!'1262 (10/26)
YES. THERE ISASANTA CLAUS! 2SWFs,
rrid-3Os, seek friendship. great convernation and spontaneous fun with 2 S/DWMs.
Your wish list- Secure, professional,
outdoorsy adventurers. Call before the
Christmas rush! 111248 (10/26)

ing, dining out and x-country skiing.
Excellent conversational ist, affectionate
and neYer called boring. CBW Box 143.
1!'1373 (11/9)
BAG OF DESIRABLE BONES- SWM. 28.
loves cats, day trips. Kate Bush music.
Seeking brilliant. eminently huggable.
witty. gorgeous SF for Friday nights and
Saturdays filled with adventure. Call!
1!'1305 (1112)
COULD CBW CALL CUPID TO conJureup counterpart for cleYer, creative, casual, childless. cheerful. charming. college class of '74 cast-oH? Could a conservative, caring couple come about?
1!'1252 (10/26)

EDUCATED. WITTY, ACTIVE, honest,
understanding DWM. 45, unafraid of
intimacy. Many varied and eclectic interests. Seeking attractive, physicallyl
emotionally fit woman. mid-30s to lowl
mid-40s. with a srrile in her heart. Children/pets welcome. 1!'1371 (11/9)
EXACTLY 500 YEARS YOUNGER than
Leonardo DaVi nci- Handsome
Rennaissance man desires adventurous woman (28-36) to explore terra
firma, terra Incognita and the heavens.
Carpe Phonum! 1!'1322 (1112)

FANTN;Y MINE AND YOURS- SWM
gentleman, financially secure. seeks
woman,siZ8 4orsmallerwhoenjoys atall,
D~MIT JIM, I'M A DOCTOR. not a
YMG SO LOOKING for clean-(;ut 40-50. personal ad writer! Actually... a playful. trim, well-buiN man. Discrelionand chemQuiet but exciting. active, intelligent, fun spiritual. chem-free. mid-twentiesSWM, istryvery important 111428 (11116)
sense of humor with afuture. Likes old & boldly going where no man has gone
before; his own road less travelled. A FIRST TIME FOR EVERYTHING- SWM.
modern music. 111438 (11116)
friend of Jonathan Livingston Seagull. 24. in good physical shape. blonde hairl
Hook, Velveteen Rabbit & hazelnut cof- blue eyes. returned to live in area in June.
~
fee. My mission: To seek out & explore Seeking SWf, 21-30. in good physical
new wo~ds with ennotionally open, avail- condition. to share common interests for
40 Y.O. IN GOOD HEALTH. enjoys out- able & attractive SWF, 21-29. Lock on friendship, possible relationship. I enjoy
door sports, hiking. NlS. easy-going. tight to these coordinates and ... ENER- movies. travel. working out. and intelligent
conversation (sick of barscene). Children
notinto bar scene, knows how to appre- GIZE! 1!'1424 (11/16)
OK. 111261 (10126)
ciate a woman, looking for SWF. 30-40.
DWM, 27, NIS, NlCSD, TALL. TRIM &
1!'1313 (11/2)
NEAT. loves Motown, flying. cooking NaI- FUN- ROMANCE- SHARING- LOVE- All
ATIENTION SKI BUNNIES: SWM, 6', ian. seekssilTiair (exc. tall) in WF. 20-36. this forSl.49andyou get me, too! What
a sale! Lifetime warranty available. I'm
1751, blue/brown,38, handsome. Look- Kids O.K. Call soon! 1!'1416 (11116)
ing for slim female for foliage. skiing,
45 and nice. 1!'1411 (11/16)
partying, etc. Modern homeS min. ma- DWM. 33. 5'9". OK. EYESI OK. HAIR.
father of 4, seeks SlDF for dancing, GOOO-LOOKING.VERY ROMANTIC, carjor ski area. 1!'1350 (11/9)
dining. friendship and possibly more. ing SWM. 36, enjoys dancing, dining out,
ATTRACTIIIE, IN-SIW'E MALE. person- Don't sit home and let life pass you by, sports. hugs. quiet times. Seeking SWF.
able. 46, seeking attractive woman. Tried call now! 1!'1434 (11/16)
23-36, for meaningful relationship. Nice
15008 twice. couldnl leave message.
DWM, 46, SEEKING LOVEMATE- Gentle dresser a plus. 111406 (11116)
Please call. Others, too. 111259(10/26)
man, professional, will dote on the right
HANDSOME BUT LONELY DWM, 40.
ATIRACTIVE. SLIM. PROFESSIONAL open-rrinded woman. I enjoy high-brow 5'6", 1501bs., retired military. enjoys
MALE. 20. seeks sensuous, attractive. to the exotic and expect same. Intellectu- long conversations over candlelight.
clean woman to fall asieep with. Ro- ally stimulating sincerity could produce Seeking SlDWF for long-lasting relamance optional. Sensitivity assured. No long-term corm-ittmenL I Bl<pect selfrrindlemotional games. Discretion ap- reliancy. equality. and the domestic tran- tionship based on trustand understanding. 1!'1255 (10/26)
quility of sharing all. 111348 (11/9)
preciated. 1!'1307 (1112)

men

women

I WHISPEfI, IT: "I3VENos PIAS StNofl.
YI3ARAA."ONE Bo"1' IN OVR CLASS HE C'[l>R,
DE LA P,OSA, ALREADy KNOWS ACL TtlE
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AVAILABLE: THAT SUPPOSEDLY RARE
MALE with warmth. wit, intelligenceand
honesty who doesn't talk sports, carsor
hunting. Am attractive, emotionally and
physically healthy SWM, 39. with country sense and city smarts. Seeking attractive. trim. independent SWF 28-40
with a sense of humor and adventure
and a little craziness. Enjoy the arts.
hiking. movies. painting. travelling. read-

HANDSOME DWM, 37, SEEKING an
educated, attractive, fun woman, 30-37.
If you like the outdoors, romance, quiet
dinners and a lasting relationship, then
call me. 1!'1409 (11/16)
HOLIDAYS ARE COMING- Let·s not
spend them alone. DWM, 33, NlS, NlD.
works out. runs, has job. looking for
active female with varied interests.
~1345 (11/9)
HONEST. OPEN. CARING MAN seeks
positive, independent. genuine woman
for conversaton, companionship,
warmth. frinedship. No expectationsjust be who you are. 1!'1410 (11/16)
I MISSED YOU AT HEMPSTOCK- SWM,
40. who doesn·t think the '60s & 70s
were awaste of time. Desperately seeking rrrt"little wing". Age, race, size unimportant. 1!'1330 (11/2)
I'VE HAD IT! No more bars, no more
arranged dates. I'm using the Personals
to find an intelligent SlDWF, 27-35. who
is physically fit. open-minded, anrachve
and adventurous. You'll meet an anractive, athletic, professional DWM with
varied interests and a nice smile. Call
me! 1!'1402 (11/16)
IFYOUTHINKALL THE GOOD MENARE
TAKEN. think again! Happy, healthy.
humorous. attractiveDWM w/varied interests and adventurous spirit seeks
intelligent. physically fit SWF. 33-45. wI
pretty face, for shared good times and
possible relationship. Let's talk and see
where it goes! 1!'1246 (10/26)
LAUGHTER! It's life's best medicineand this SWM is looking for a SWF who
thinks so, too. I'm an attractive, sincere
professional. 30. who values friendship.
trust, and mutual respect. Enjoy an active lifestyle? Working out. hiking,
rollerblading. dancing. and more. Write
or call. CBW Box 144. 1!'1413 (11/16)
LAWYER WITH AN ATTITUDE. SO, seeks
petite OF who values her independence
and spirit and treasures friendship as
the glue that binds. 1!'1405 (11/16)
LEAN MONOGAMOUS GIGOLO-Anractive. model. bodybuilder, student, actor,
love writing and dancing. Seeks sponsor in mutually sensitive and respectful
relationship. 1!'1414 (11/16)
LIKEABlE, 51 , AQUARIAN, WITH good
sense of humor, seeksanractive. intelligent female, 35-55, for honest relationship. Like "Da Boss" (dog) and loves to
boogie! 1!'1403 (11/16)
MAN WITH ONLY MINOR FLAWS (fit,
active43.5T. 145#) wlsomeeducation
and culture. can talk to squirrels 1 on 1
and light a fire in any weather, seeks
slim, somewhat younger woman with
adventure and love in her heart. Children a delight1!'I367 (11/9)
MY HEART HAS LOVE HANDLES... but
not me! Nice-iooking, athlet,c DWM, 40.
6'2",1851. active, with numerous interests. Please be 28-40. NlS, attractive.
slender. slim, 5'4"+. with a lust for life!
1!'1324 (1112)
NICE GUY NEEDS NICE GIRL - Professional SWM. 27. Quiet, shy, attractive.
athletic. sensitive. affluent. seeks intelligent SlDWF. 21-35. for meaningful.
monogamous relationship. Enjoy all
types of activities. 1!'1432 (11/16)

By Lywin Barril

(

I,,

WANTED: Non-conveotional. anti-protessional. impulsiveadventurertosharetravel
and laughter. Versatile enough to escape
to lhe wilds of Glacier, the seduction of
New O~eans, or just a romantic, snowedin cabin of Maine. I know the inexpensiY8
art of rambling ... Must hunger for the
outdoors. 111419(11116)
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PORTLAND
WATERFRONT,
HARDWORKING professional SWM, 34,
BUBL, NlS, LID, 5'11", 160lbs. Enjoys
windsurfing, hiking, skiing, cooking,
dining out and dancing. Seeking active
professional SWF, 29-34, who enjoys
the outdoors and other more formal
activities, for friendship. possible relationship. Portland/Scarborough area.
1!'1323 (1112)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED- SWM.
30. well-built. well-mannered, knows
how to please a woman. Seeking SlMF.
who does not get enough physical attention. for daytime and/or even ing
rendevous. 1!'1430 (11/16)
STRANGE AUTUMN DAYS- Such a decree. I'm sacred beauty thou will see,
Soon embrace'n rrrt pale face queen.
Dark eye musician wad'n my dreams.
Call me. 1!'1404 (11116)
SWM FEIGNS DOMINANCE IN BED-34.
hones~ gentl e. passionate. attractive,
intelligent dancer seeks rrisc hievous WF
for loving. romantic. committed. equal
partnership in real lije l 1!'1256 (IM6)
SWM. 18.6'. 1851, blonde. green eyes.
native of New York, new to Maine. Hobbies i ncl ude everything, Just looki ng for
a nice girl in the Munjoy Hill area. Portland High school or Deeri ng High school,
to make more friends. Anywhere else is
O.K. too. CBW Box 145. ~1429(11/16)
SWM, 25, PROFESSIONAL. interested
in meeting professional female. 25-45.
Likes to wine and dine followed with
dancing. Physically fit and enjoys good
company. 1!'1331 (1112)
SWM. 28. NlS, PROFESSIONAL, considered attractive. Am seeking outgoing, personable SWF without children.
for positive relationship with direction.
Interests include camping, movies, dining out, sports. ~1311 (1112)
SWM, 28, SEEKING ATTRACTIVE, NlS,
college/career-type SWF. 18-35. I'm
5'10",1851,professional. athletic.goodlooking. En joy sports. dining out,
beaches, movies, music. 1!'1326(1112)
SWM, 29, FIT, TRIM, TANNED, secure.
Loves life, children, skiing, biking. water
sports, cooking. tooklngior a woman.
t6-38, to have some fun with. Phon&'
photo appreciated. CBW Box 128.
1!'1253 (10126)
SWM . 33, 6', 165Ibs.• dark. attractive,
sensitive to others, enjoys hiking, canoe
trips in northern Maine. seeking sensible, giving, down-to-eartl) SWF .
1!'1258 (10/26)
SWM. ITALIAN. 32, 5'5". 1351. secure
business man, nswto Maine. seeking SI
DWF, 25-35, attractive and smart, for
dinner, romanceand Quiettimetogether.
Children OK. Falmouth area 1!'1351
(11/9)
THE BEACHES MUST BE FULL, but we
can find something fun to do. SWM. 29.
5'7". not onis, morelikeCandy(John,
that is), seeks gOOd-natured lady. kids
OK. None of rrrt own, so we ain1 talking
Brady Bunch. Too cold for those long
walks anyway. 1!'1309 (1112)

FREE

TO MAKE A STUDY OF LlFE- Knowing
that to feel is morethan fun and psychological, it is everything and more, like
something Quite incapable of dying because it is ever in error. 1!'1249 (10126)

WM, 26,6'1", 1901bs., BRlBl, attractive,
masculine, straight-acting. Not into gay
scene, tired of meetingthewrongpeople.
Many hobbies and interests,
25, TALL, THIN, NON STRAIGHT-ACT- very discreet. You: 21 -30, masculine,
ING bootboyseeking skinhead. 1!'1237 good-looking and straight-acting, for
TWN;ONCEUPONAMIDNIGHTDREARY, (10126)
fun times, friendsh ip and possibly more.
as I pondered weak and weary where a
1!'1251 (10/26)
friend may be.Bethymaidenfair, reply not, ATHLETIC, GOOD-LOOKING, into workingout,
NlS,
straight-acting
lifestyle,
BR
never mora 111238 (10126)
WRESTLER WANTED- 35y.o., 1651 bihairleyes, seeks masculine, fit, NlS, kini-(;Iad wrestler seeks WM, 18-35.
VERYROMANTlCSWM.29, stable. pro- good-looking, straight-acting, 21-30. What bener way to keep in shape? Let
fessional who enjoys travel. cooking, 1!'1365 (1119)
me introduce you to the many thrills of
eating out, walks, runs. sails. seeks adthe sport! 1!'1439 (11/16)
venturous, educated SWF, 22-32, who DECENT LOOKING GM. 30. 6', 1801.
has her act together, is attractive. and seeksGM, 23-33, heighVweight propor- YOUNG MEN: GWM, 28, 6'4". 1651.
yearns for a beautiful relationship. tionate. from Greater Portland forfriend- very attractive, bright blue eyes. toned
ship. maybe more. Winter's too cold & runner's build, seeking slender 18-25
1!'1315 (/112)
long to spend it alone. 1!'1357 (11/9)
y.o. for sensual, playful, safe. discreet
WALK, TALK, ROCK, CLOCK. DOCK, but
EXERCISES AND RUBDOWN- BiMale fun. 1!'1417 (11/16)
no Hock interests you? DWM, 40s.seeks
wants male, 22-32. to assist with indoor
a compaionable friend, 39+, to also
exercises. then give full-body rubdown
cuddleon cold fall nights. Wearefriendly. twice monthly. Discreetnessappreciated. I
fun-loving. outgoing, attractive. articu- can travel. or come here. 111426 (11/16)
lat~. compassionate. considerate. hon"DARK SILENCE" READER- You handled
est, romantic, affectionate. Capable of GOOD-LOOKING GM, 20, looking to meet that straw and other well. I should have
sharing intense feeli ngs and desi re some new people. Please be straight-acting, jumped off that bus with you. 1!'1437
committment. Greater Portland. 1!'1349 18-25. 1!'1363 (11/9)
(1112)
(11/9)
GOOD-LOOKING GM, 26, NlS, likesdanc- ATIENTION LADIES: I will give you a
WHERE'S MY DREAM WOMAN? She's ing, sports andtravel. lnterested inseeking massage to remove your fatigue. Give
attractive. stable, gorgeous figure, pro- sirrilar for friendship and maybe more. me a call and be relaxed, no one would
fessional, down-to.;larth, enjoys exer- Please call me soon. 111247 (10/26)
do it like me. 1!'t364 (11/9)
cise, indoo rloutdooractivities. Me?Tall.
well-built. handsome, professional. Find GWM. 19, BlOND STUDENT lOOking for ATTRACTIVE MARRIED COUPLE, 25,
relationship. 18-24, good-looking,
me. 1!'1318 (Itl2)
straight-acting. Interests include theatre. seeks BiF. 25-35 for fun and games. He's
a pilo~ she's a nurse- come fly with us
YOU ARE THE GORGEOUS BLONDE. mUSIC, art! Discretion expected and rebetween the bedsheets l 1l1436 (1112)
turned.
1!'1427
(1
t
/16)
great legs, red lips, business suits, that
frequents Green Mountain Coffee. 8:30
GWM. 40s. 5'9", 145#. BRiHazel, pro- BEGGING FOR PUNISHMENT- MWM
a.m.• M-F. So confident, so self-assured , fessional, sweet yet p~ssi onate, shy yet seeking female Dominatrix to adminisso beautiful. Please call! 1!'1368 (1119) erotic- but always confidenti al and dis- terpunishment.1 will worshiptheground
you walk on. Call1!'1421 (1112)
YOU: CAN MAKEME NERVOUS with your creet. fit, seeking other marrieds for
networking.
support,
frienship,
etc.
smile, wit, innuendo. and use of silence.
Write: Occupant, P.O. Box 4655, Au- CORRE CTiON WITH AFFE CTlON- Domiare insuNed by the merely adeQ uate, and
nant WM. maker of fine leather straps &
gusta, ME. 04330.
refuse to "grow up". ME: SWM. 29. w~h
restrai nts, seeks those interested in sharintense job. Call. 111353 (11/9)
GWM, ATTRACTIVE, 30, CARING , ingfantasiesand fun. Females and couple
straight-acting, not promiscuous, seeks preferred. 1!'t431 (11/2)
similar who can show feelings but not be
~
effeminate. I enjoy day trips, music, easy HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY!
hiking. I don 't bite, unless asked, so give
IF YOU'VE LOST THAT Loving feeling,
DYNAMIC PASSIONATE WOMAN- me acall. 1!'1334 (tll2)
like I've lost mine. call this MWM. 32,
Come with me for a change in yourlife!
Will send resume if desired. My job will HEALTHY. GOOD-LOOKING. ENERGETIC. healthy and ready. WF, 22-35 preferred .
'lf1369 (10126)
be to love you. Please be 35 or older. compassionate. I love life. the great outSense of humor a must1!'I264 (1 0126) doom as well as arts & ente~nment LADIES WITH AN ATTITUDE! Need asafe
Looking for friends that are not superficial
escort outfortheeveing? ANYONE! Need
I THOUGHT I WAS IN LOVE BEFORE- nor too serious. 111236 (10/26)
someone to talk to? Want to think posiI need you to prove me wrong! GWF LOOKING FOR AREAL GUY- Good-looklive? Call me now! 111375 (10126)
seeks fulfillment. romance and undering GM, 33, seeks masculine. aggresstanding . Could it be you? 1!'1328 sive partner with good looks, personal- LOOKIN FOR A FEW GOOD MEN(11/2)
ity, for meaningful good times. Be fun, MBiWM looking for a few guys to fulfill
LESBIAN. 39. WARM, WONDERFUL & honest, caring, in shape and down-to- fantasy, 30-40, race unimportant.
earth. 1!'1407 (11/16)
1!'1356 (10/26)
WITTY. seeks an attractive. intellecluallycurious, spirited and sincere woman MALE PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED- Male MWM, CONSTRUCTION WORKER
who is genuine in emotion and c.harac- looking to be photographed by male, 23- TYPE. seeks attractive trans-genders for
ter, lor a possible connection. P.O. Box 30. I have film. please just snap away at all possibilites. You be 25-35. clean,
15442. Portland. ME, 04101.
rrrt coastal Maine home. Please call. will attractive. discreet. I'm a bit shy. but
answer all. 'lf1425 (11/16)
curious. Call soon. 1!'1435 (11/2)
SBiF SEEKS ANOTHER WBiF for intimacy-I'm 38, new to scene, enjoy mov- MASSAGE- M SEEKS M. 22-35, to give SPICE IT UP! MWC will add spice and
ies. seeking out fantasy. Discretion, me full-body massage and exchange variety to your life. Looking for select
cleanliness assured and expected. massage. Let's hear from you. Thanks. couples and ladies, beginners encour1!'1412 (11/16)
1!'1314 (1112) .
aged, limits respected and discretion
-sEEKING SWEET, WHOLESOME and ROSES ARE FLOWERS. HONDN; ARE assured. 1!'1361 (10126)
humorous female for a possible rela- CARS. I'm looking fora man not found in
tionship. Please be between 28-35. Write any bars. GM, 34. intelligent, profesme! P.O. BOl( 465. Saco. ME, 04072. sional. good-looking. Raffle's for cof1!'1346 (11/9)
fee? 1!'1354 (11/9)
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men (.. men

Miss the
Personals
Deadline?
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women

women

VERY ATTRACTIVE BiFEMALE. 29, seeks
ladies for really fun times. No experience. but excited to learn. Let's learn
together? Cleanliness amust. Call soon!
'lf1333 (1112)
VERY FEMININE. PETITE BiWF seeks
BiF for intimacy and fun. Discretion important. Call and we'lI hot tub together
for some good clean fun! 1!'t321 (1112)

FOUR-WEEK

How to nspond to a personal ad:
Just call1-900-37()'2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone
phone! Enter:the four-digit .. number of the ad you wish to respond to. listen
to the greeting. then IeBve a response. (An ~ser may not have
recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still lea..... a message on
that peraon's line.) The date at the end 01 the ad is the last day to reply to
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific
category (companton. and other1l not available to "browsej. Calls cost
SI .49/min. You must be 18 or 0_.
To respond to a CBW Box " address mail to Casco Bay Weeldy. 55 fA
CongressSt.• Portland, ME04101, making sure to printthe1hree-digitCBW
Box • clearly in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope.

Help
Save
a Tree:
Recycle
this Paper

SHY AND QUIET GWM. 27. 57", t351,
straight-acting. Enjoys music. movies.
and clean Maine air. Wishes to meet
discreet SM. 20-32. 1!'1358 (11/9)
WARM THOSE COOL NIGHTS! GWM,

20. good-looking. BRIBL, looking for
good~ooking 18-30y.o. interested in a
possible relationship. Let's warm our
cool bones! 1!'1317 (1112)

PERSONAL

AD

With Casco Bay Weekly
Personals NEW Instant
ad feature, you can
record your own voice
personal right now!

Call
1-900-370-2041
call costs $1"50/minute
18 years or olde-r
Touch tone phone only
Casco Bay Weekly
207-775-1234

Record your
instant ad now!

WITH

25-Character Headline: includes spaces. be creative!

0000000000000000000000000
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CalIQ!)

CALL®

caugory:
Owomen .. men

Omen .. men

o men" women
o women .. women

o others
o companions

COnfidentlallnfOrm3Uon:
(yVe cannot print your ad without it.)
~e:

How to place your personal ad:

________________________

nwne: ______________________________

To place a FREE ad with ,,",..anal C.UII>. fill outthe ooupon and ma~ or
FAX it (775-1815) to us. ~f faxing. please photocopy the coupon first and
than fax it. The newsprint doesn·t repro<luce wel.)Thedeadline for placing
pensonal eds is Friday at noon" FREE perwonat. ads are 25 words or less
Qncluding headline). and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted
~~e phone. P~nat CaltII> ads wit~
25 words cost 50¢ per
additIOnal word. We II send you a four-digit .. number(to appear in yourad)
and. security code lor exclusive access to yourresponses through an 800line at no cost to you. Ads without Pwaonal Caltll> cost.so per word pkls
mall-forwarding orP.a. Box charges.
CBW Box ~s and P.O. Box's cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be
paid for with Visa. Mast8lCard, local check or cash.

address: ______________________

c~:-------------------------

r:norethan

state: ________________ zip: __________

First 25 words & headline
with Personal Call~; __--'-'FIH"""'-__
add'i words

How to lse YOlr Personal call® .allbol:
After you receive ~r" number and private security code. you may
racord yourpel'9Oll8l ntroduction. Use your Introduction to tell more about
yourMff than your ad does. Gi..... your first name, but DON'T give your last
name. phone number or address. Make sure you ask your calleno to IeBve
their names. phone numbers and the best times to call them. A1llntroductlons are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours.

PERSONAL

Guidelines:

Per80naJ ada are available for single people _king ralationohipa. Ads _ng to buy or ..1I ..xu,",

~ Will be. r~ . No full TI8ITl5. street a d d _ or phone numbers will be published. Ads
contanlng .xpllC~ oexual or ""atomical language will not be publi1lhed. We reserve the rig,t to edit.

refuM or recatagoriza any IKI. Advert ....,. must be aver t 8 v-a 01 age.

@

.50 each: _________

Without Personal Call~
all words @ .50 each: _________
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): _________
Total: __________
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Maine State Ballet's
LINDA MACARTHUR MIELE - ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
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Guest artists fram Washington Ballet • Bay Singers of Maine

The Maine State Ballet Orchestra

Portland City Hall
November 27 - 28 - 29

r

;.:

Tickets - Call 878-3032
I,
"

On Tour:

:~ r

I' :
/' ,..

.,

Waterville Opera House - December 4 & 5 • Biddeford City Theater - December 11, 12, & 13

,,,
Ii

Maine's Most Spectacular Nutcracker
In the Traditional Christmas Fairy Tale Setting
"This production shines!" - NEWSWEEK

.--------- --Coupon
-- --for Portland
-- -------------------------------------------------------.
performances

-'

_ Fri. Nov. 27 - 2pm

Orchestra $18
$16

_ Fri. Nov. 27 - 8pm
_Sat. Nov. 28 - 2pm
_ Sat. Nov, 28 - 8pm
_Sun. Nov, 29 - 2pm

1st Balcony $18 __
$16 _
$14 _
2nd Balcony$18 _
$14 _
$8

($2 off seniors - ~ - children 12 cSt under - please Indicate)

"
"

How many full price tickets _
How many discount tickets _
Check enclosed payable to Maine State Ballet _
Visa Mastercard _ # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,Exp. _ _
(SO cents extra per ticket)

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Mail to:
Nutcracker TIckets
MAINE STATE BALLET
17 BISHOP STREET
Please include a self add~sed stamped envelope.
POKfLAND, ME 04103
Orders received after Nov. 18 are held at box office

SPONSORS: KISS lOOFM NEW ENGLAND HI·FI WLAM 870AM It 1470AM COLE-HAAN SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS SONESTA HOTEL PORTLAND

I

:,

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Add~s

\

